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ABSTRACT I
This thesis contains some applications of Computer Algebra to unconstrained optimiza­
tion and some applications of Interval Mathematics to the problem of simultaneously bound­
ing the simple zeros of polynomials.
Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction to Computer Algebra and Interval Mathematics, 
and several of the fundamental results from Interval Mathematics which are used in Chapters 
4 and 5.
Chapter 2 contains a survey of those features of the symbol manipulation package 
^ü5£JB[SheW -85] which it is necessary to understand in order to use ^ £ ^ £ J B a s  
explained in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 contains a description of Sisser’s method [Sis—82a] for unconstrained mini­
mization and several modifications thereof which are implemented using the pseudo-code of 
Dennis and Schnabel [DenS—83], and A C S Û IB. Chapter 3 also contains numerical results 
corresponding to Sisser’s method and its modifications for 7 examples.
Chapter 4 contains a new algorithm PRSS for the simultaneous estimation of polynomial 
zeros and the corresponding interval form IRSS for simultaneously bounding real polynomial 
zeros. Comparisons are made with some related existing algorithms. Numerical results of the 
comparisons are also given in this chapter.
Chapter 5 contains an application of an idea due to Neumaier [Neu—85] to the problem 
of constructing interval versions of point iterative procedures for the estimation of simple 
zeros of analytic functions. In particular, interval versions of some point iterative procedures 
for the simultaneous estimation of simple (complex) polynomial zeros are described. Finally, 
numerical results are given to show the efficiency of the new algorithm. I
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CHAPTER 1 
Computer Algebra and Interval Mathematics
1.1 Introduction
In many algorithms for the numerical solution of problems in Applied Mathematics it is 
necessary to perform tedious algebra or to determine formulae for the first and second partial 
derivatives of functions which are represented by complicated expressions in several vari­
ables. Nowadays [SheW—87] it is possible to use computer software in the form of symbol- 
manipulation packages (software systems which peifomi algebraic manipulation, analytical 
differentiation, etc) for these purposes. One such symbol-manipulation package is ACS 
[SheW—85], the use of which is described in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 contains a description of some modifications of Sisser’s method [Sis—82a] 
combined with the use of procedures available in [DenS--83] for unconstrained optimization 
in which A C$ C l B is used to compute the gradient and the Hessian of the objective function.
Algorithms for the numerical solution of problems in Applied Mathematics are usually 
intended to produce a set of real numbers which in some sense represent an estimate of the 
exact solution. The difference between the exact solution and the numerical solution is due 
to rounding error and truncation error and possibily to data error. Rounding error results 
from the fact that real numbers cannot, in general, be represented exactly in a computer, and 
truncation error results from analytical approximations which are necessary in algorithms for 
the numerical solution of nonlinear problems.
In practice it is difficult or impossible to obtain realistic bounds on the error in the numer­
ical solution of a given problem if real machine arithmetic is used [Van—78]. It is, however.
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possible to obtain rigorous bounds on the exact solution of a given problem if machine 
interval arithmetic [Moo—79] [AleH—83] is used.
Most algorithms for the numerical solution of real nonlinear problems are iterative and 
are used to generate sequences of real numbers, vectors, or matrices which converge to a 
unique solution from a given initial estimate under appropriate hypotheses. It is often dif­
ficult and computationally expensive to verify that the hypotheses corresponding to the ex­
istence, uniqueness, and convergence theorems for such numerical algorithms hold; it is of­
ten impossible to do so with complete rigour because of rounding error. Nevertheless it is 
possible, at least in principle, to write a program for the solution of a given numerical prob­
lem which, given the problem functions, the data, and the data-tolerances, (a) checks for the 
non-existence of a solution; (6) checks for the existence of a solution; (c) checks for the 
uniqueness of a solution; (d) determines bounds on the solution which are computationally 
rigorous and are often arbitrarily sharp to within the precision of the machine arithmetic 
and data tolerances by using interval mathematics, a subject which began seriously to be 
studied after the appearance of the Ph.D thesis of R.E. Moore in 1962 [Moo—62].
Chapters 4 and 5 contain a description of some algorithms for estimating and bound­
ing the zeros of polynomials simultaneously. These algorithms are implemented in Triplex 
S-algol [ColM—82b], [McbWs-83], a high level programming language which supports ma­
chine interval arithmetic.
1.2 Computer Algebra
Computer algebra is that part of computer science in which the design, analysis, com­
puter implementation, and application of algorithms for peiforming symbolic mathematical 
operations such as occur in algebra and analysis are studied [SheW—87].
A symbol manipulation package is a software system which implements one or more 
computer algebra algorithms.
The importance of computer algebra to applied mathematicians lies in the symbol ma­
nipulation packages which are currently available. Symbol manipulation packages make pos­
sible the transfer of large amounts of mathematical ability to the user; they are also able to 
perform very rapidly large amounts of tedious algebra without the errors which are usually 
produced by human beings.
Several symbol manipulation packages are currently available, MACSYMA [Bog—77] 
being probably the most versatile. The symbol manipulation package ACQCIB  [SheW—85], 
although having only a few of the capabilities of MACSYMA, is easily interfaced with pro­
grams in S-algol and Triplex S-algol, and is therefore used extensively in the work which is 
described in this thesis.
1.3 Interval Mathematics
The extension of the real interval (§1.3.1) is the rectangular complex interval which 
is stated in §1.3.2. Both topics are widely discussed in [AleH—83] (see also [Moo—79]). The 
information given in this section is used in Chapters 4 and 5.
1.3.1 Real Intervals
The fundamental entity in interval mathematics is the bounded closed real interval 
X = [xf, xs] where x / E H i s  the in fim u m  of x  and x$ E R  is the supremum  of x. The 
set I(R )  of real intervals is defined by
I{R) = {x = [xj,a;s] \ xi jXs E R A x j  < xs}- 1.3.1.1
— 4 — A<1
Definition 1.3.1.1
7?^  hft fnven. Thftti 3î =  «  î f  and on lv  i f  t. t =  i i r  and Te =  n o  ^Let X, y e  I(R) be gi . en x = y i   ly i  x /  yj  x^  yg. _  j— ■*— M»-. — I I
Definition 1.3.1.2
Let x ,y  E I(R ) be given. Then
(x c  y) (y/ < x j < x s  < y s ^  VI <  XI <  xs  < ys V y/ < xj < x  ^< yg),
^ ^  (y; < < xg < ys),
(x G ^  4» (x/ <  X <  xg),
(x <  y) -O- (xg <  y i \
and if a, 6 G i2 then
( x < a ) < ^ { x s <  a),
and
(6 <  y) (6 <  y/). ^
Let * G {+, —, •, /}  be a binary operation on R , and let x ,y  G I(R ) be given. Then
x * y  = { x * y | x G x A y G y } ,
save that if 0 G y then x/y  is not defined. ___Lj
From Definition 1,3,1.3 it follows that
£  + y = [a:/ + y/,xg + yg], 1.3.1.2
x - y  = [ x / - y g , x g - y / l ,  1.3.1.3
I
Definition 1.3.1.3 \
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Definition 1.3.1.6
The interval x G 1(E) is symmetric if and only if x/ = —xg. □
:
X • y = [min{x/yj, xjyg, xgy/, xgyg},
m ax{x /yf,x /yg ,xgy/,xgyg}], 1.3.1.4 |
and if 0 0  y then
x/y  = [min{x//yg, x j/y /, xg/yg, xg/y/},
m ax{xf/yg, x j/y j , xg /yg , x g /y /} ]. 1.3,1.5
Definition 1.3.1.4
An interval x G I(R) is degenerate (or is a point interval) if and only if
X j  — x g . p—I
The set IjoiR) of degenerate intervals and the set R  of real numbers are isomorphic. -
This permits a meaning to be given to x * y (x G R, y G I(R)j * G {+, - ,  , /}). IDefinition 1.3.1.5 IIf X G 12 and y G I(R ) then
X + y = [x + y/, X + yg], 
a; -  y = [x -  yg, X -  yj],
xy = [min{xy/, xyg}, max{xy/, xyg}],
and if 0 ^  y then
x/y  = [min{x/yg, x/y/}, max{x/yg, x/y/}].
Definition 1.3.1.5 is consistent with 1.3.1.2-1.3.1.5.
...
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By Definition 1.3.1.6, all symmetric intervals x G I{R) are of the form [-x , x] for some 
X G 72 such that 0 < x.
Definition 1.3.1.7
The magnitude |x| of x G IjR)  is defined by
|i |  = max{|z| I x e  x}.
Definition 1.3.1.8
If X G I(R)  then - x  G I(R) is defined by
- X  =  [ - X g j - X j ] .
By Definition 1.3.1.6, x G 1(72) is symmetric if and only if x = — x.
Proposition 1.3.1.1
Interval arithmetic is inclusion monotonies that is to say, if a, 6, c, d G I (72) then 
(V* € { + ,- , - , /} )
( a Q Ç. A b C  ^  ( a*  b e  Ç*
Proof
By Definition 1.3.1.3
a * b ~  { a  * b \ a G a A b G b }  
C { c * d | c G c A d G d }  
— c  ^d. □  ■ i
Definition 1.3.1.9
Let X, y G 7(72) be given. Then the intersection x Dy of x and y is defined by
x n y - { z E R \ z e x A z E y } . j —.-  -  -  "  □
. j
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Proposition 1.3.1.2
(а) (Vx, y G 7(72)) x fi y = y H x;
(б) (Vx, y G 7(72)) x n y Ç x A x H y Ç y ;
(c) (x n  y = X 4:» X Ç y) A (x n  y = y ^  y Ç x).
Proof
(а) By Definition 1.3. L9
2 n y  = { z G 7 2 | z G x A z G y }
= {%G72| zGyA2fGx} 
= y Hx.
(б) By Definition 1.3.1.9
xC\y = { z E R \ z E x A z E y } .
So
whence
and
whence
(^ G X n y) =>» ( z  G x),
X n  y Ç X,
(z G X n  y) => (z G y),
£  n  y Ç y.
(c)By (6 ) x n y  Çy ,so
(x n  y = x) (x Ç y). 
Conversely, if x Ç y then by Definition 1.3.1.9
- 8 -
x C \ y _ - { z \ z E x A z E y }  
= {z I z G x}
=  X,
Therefore
( x n y  = x ) ^ ( x Ç y ) .  
Interchanging x and y and using (a), it follows that
(x n  y = y) 4=^ (y C x). □
Proposition 1.3.1.3
If X , y  G I{R) are given then
f 0 (xg <  y/ V ys <  X /) ,  
[ [max{x/,y/},min{xg,yg
xD y
}] (otherwise).
Proof
Now
x n y  = {zGi2  I z G X A z G y}
= {z G 72 I X/ <  z <  Xg A y/ <  z <  yg}.
So
(xs <  yr V yg <  X/) => (^z, X/ <  z <  Xg A y/ <  z <  yg)
=>■ (x n  y = 0).
If X n  y ^  0 then there are 6 cases, namely (a) x i < y j  < xs <ys> (b) yi < x i < xs < ys,
(c) y i < x i  < y s  < Xg and 3 other cases obtained from (a)-(c) by interchanging x and y,
(o) (z G [max{x/, yj}, min{xg, yg}]) ^  (z G [y/, xg])
- 9 -  I
^  (z €  y A z  G gd 4
4(z G xH y).  I
(6) (z G [max{x/, yi}, min{xg, yg}]) <=> (z G [x/, xg])
44^  (z G X = X n  y).
So 1.3.1.6 holds.
□
So in this case ÿ
xf l y  = [max{x/,yj},min{xg,yg}]. 1.3.1.6
(c) (z G [max{x/, y/}, min{xg, yg}]) 4*- (z G [x/, yg])
(z G x A  z Gy)
(z G xH y).  I
T
I
Again 1.3.1.6 holds. The 3 other cases are established by interchanging x and y in the cases 
( .M *  g
Proposition 1.3.1.4
If X, y, z G I(R) then
(а) X + (y 4- z) = (x + y) + z (associativity of addition);
(б) x(y z) = (x y)z (associativity of multiplication); I
(c) X + y = y + X (commutativity of addition);
(d) X y =  y X (commutativity of multiplication).
Proof
The proofs of (a)-(d) follow from Definition 1.3.1.3.
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Proposition 1.3.1.5
If 0 = [0,0] and 1 = [1,1]. Then 
(o)(x+| /  = y (Vy G 7(i2)) <=>► (x = 0);
(6)(xy = y (Vy G/(i2)) ^  (x =1).
Proof
(а) (x = 0 Ay G/(i2)) => (x + y = [0 + y/,0 + yg] =y).
Conversely, suppose that
x + y = y(Vy G/(i2)).
Then, setting y = 0,
X + 0 = 0
whence x = 0. So
+ G 7(72))) => (x = 0 .
(б) Suppose that x = L Then (Vy G 7(72))
xy  = {xy I X G 1 A y G y}
= { y \ y ^ y }  
=y-
So
(^ = D  (xy = y).
Conversely, suppose that
xy  = y(Vy g 7(72)).
Then, in particular xy  = y holds with y = 1., whence x = L So
11
(xy  = y (Vy G 7(72))) => (x = D- Q
Proposition 1.3.1.6
( (x,y G 7(72)) A (xy  = 0) ) ( (x = 0) V (y = 0)).
Proof
(xy = 0) ({xy | x G x A y G y }  = {0})
=>" (xy = 0 (Vx G x)(Vy G y))
(x = 0 (Vx G ^  V y = 0 (Vy G y))
=> (x = 0 V y = 0)._ _ _ _ □
Proposition 1.3.1.7
Interval arithmetic is subdistributive; that is to say (Vx, y, z G 7(72))
Proof
x(y + £) ^  X y + x z.
x(y + z) = {x(y + z ) | x G x A y G y A z G z }
= {xy + x z | x G x A y G y A z G z }
Ç {x'y + x"z I x% x" G X, y G y, z G z}
= X y + X z. □
Proposition 1.3.1.8
Let X, y, z G 7(72) be given. Then
(a) (x db z = y ±  z) =» (x -  y);
(h) (xz = y z) (x = y);
(c) ( ^ z  = y/z) => (x = y).
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Proof
(а) (x + z -  y + z) (x/ + zj = y/ + z/ A xg + zg = yg + zg)
=> (x/ = y/ A Xg = yg)
(x = y).
Also,
( ± - -  z - y ^ -  ^  {x i  -  z s  ~ y i  -  z s  A x s  ~  z i  = y s  ~  Zf)
=>- (x / =  y /  A Xg =  y g )
(x = y).
(б) Let X = [1,2], y = [-2 ,0], z = [— 1,1]. Then x z  = [-2 ,2] and y z = [—2,2], so 
x z  = y z, but X ÿ/y.
(c) If x /z  is defined then 0 ^  z. So either 0 <  zj or zg < 0. If 0 < z/ then 
x /z  = [min{xj/z/, x//zg}, max{xg/z/, xg/zg}]
I
So
(0 <  yj A x /z  = y /z )  => (— = ^  a  —  = — )-  -  ”  -  Zg Zg Z/ Z /
=4> (x = y),
1
'A|[ x / / z g , x g / z j ]  0 < X / ,  I[ x j / z j , x g / z g ]  Xg <  0 ,
[ X / / z / ,X g / z j ]  X / <  0  <  Xg.
(yg < 0 A x /z  -  y/z) => (— = ^  A “  = — ) ----- Z [  z i  z s  z s  Ÿ
^  “ 2/)j
and I
-13
(yi < 0 < ys A -  y/z)  =^ - (— = — A - ^  = — )— ------ Z[ z i  z i  z i
(x = y).
The case zg < 0 is similar. So (x/z = y/z) => (x = y). ^
Definition 1.3.1.10
The width w(x) of x G I{R) is defined by w(x) = xg — xj. □
Definition 1.3.1.11
The midpoint m(gc) of x G I(R ) is defined by m(x) = ^(xj + xg). ^
Proposition 1.3.1.9
Let X, y G 7(72) be given. Then (x C y) =>- (|x| < |y|), but the converse is not in general
true.
Proof
If X Ç y then y/ <  x/ <  xg <  yg. So
(o) If 0 <  y/ then |y| = yg >  xg = |x|.
(6) If y/ <  0 < XI then |y| = max{|y/|, yg} >  xg = |x|.
(c) If X / <  0 < Xg then |y| = max{|y/|,yg} >  max{|x/|,xg} = |x|. 
id) If Xg <  0 < yg then |y| = max{|y/|,yg} > |xj| = |x|.
(e) If yg <  0 then |y| = |y/| >  |x/| = |x|.
Therefore (x Ç y) (|x| <  |y|). Conversely, (x = [1,2]) (|x| = 2), and
(y = [3,4]) =4> (|y| = 4). So |x| <  |y| but clearly x g y .  ^
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Propositîon 1.3.1.10
(a) |x| >  0 (Vx G I(R)) and (|x| = 0) ^  (x = 0);
(&) I® =•= |/ | <  Inl +  tel y  G 7(72));
(c) |ax | = |of||x| (Va G 72)(Vx G 7(72));
(d) |x y |  =  |x | |y | (V x ,y  G 7(72)).
Proof
(а) Clearly |x| = max{|x/|, |xg|} >  0. Also
(|x| =0)4> (max{lx/|, |xg|} -  0)
^  dx/| = 0 A |xg| =0)
(x/ = 0 A Xg =0)
4:^  (x = 0).
(б) By 1.3.1.2 and 1.3.1.3, and Definition 1.3.1.7
|x + y| = max{|xj + yj|, |xg + yg|}
<  max{|x/| + |y/|, |xg| + |yg|}
<  max{|x/|, |xg|} +max{|y/|, |yg|}
=  t e l  +  t e l *
Also,
|x -  yl = max{|x/ -  yg|, |xg -  yi\}
< max{|x/| + |yg|, |xg| + |y/|}
<  max{|x/|, |xg|} + max{|y/|, |yg|}
=  t e l  +  t e l -
' ................................
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(c) By Definitions 1.3,1.5 and 1.3.1.7
I ax I = max{|ax/|, |axg|}
= m ax{|a||x/|,|a|[xg|} 
= [a|m ax{|x;|,|xg|}
= l«||x|.
Proposition 1.3.1.11 
(Vxe7(jR))
w(x) = max{|x — x| | x, x 6  x}.
Proof
Let X, X G X be given, and suppose, without loss of generality, that x >  x. Then 
x j  <  X <  X <  X g, whence
|x -  x| = X — X
<  Xg -  XJ
= w(x),
with equality if and only if x = xg and x = xj. Therefore
(d) By Definition 1.3.1.7 !|
|xy| = max{|xy| I X G X A y G y} U
I= max{|x||y| I X G X Ay G y} |
= max{|x| I X G x} max{|y| | y G y}
= Iî IIe I- |- ,  ï
°  Ii
- a
-1 6
w (^  -  max{|x — x| | x, x G x}.
Proposition 1.3.1.12
Let x,y G 7(72) be given. Then (x C y) (w(x) <  tn(y)). But the converse is not in 
general true.
Proof
(x C y) => (yj < x i < x s <  yg)
=> (xg -  x i  < y s  ~  yf)
=>* (w(x) <  w(y)).
Conversely, (x = [1,2]) => (w(^ = 1), and (y = [3,5]) (w(y) = 2). Clearly
w(x) <  w(y) but X 2  y.
Proposition 1.3.1.13
(а) tn (^  >  0 and (w(x) = 0) 4^ (x is degenerate);
(б) w{x ±  y) = tü(x) + w(y) (Vx, y G 7(72));
(c) iü(ûr^ = \a\w {^  (Va G 72) (Vx G 7(72).
Proof
(а) Clearly tu (^  = xg — xj >  0. Also,
(tü(x) = 0) 4  ^ (x / = Xg)
(x is degenerate).
(б) By 1.3.1.2,1.3.1.3 and Definition 1.3.1.10
w{x + y) = (xg + yg) -  (x / + y/)
- 1 7 -  
= {xs -  xi) + iys -  yi)
= tü(x) + tü(y),
and
w(% ~ y ) ~  -  yi) -  (a?J -  Vs)
= (xs — a?/) + (ys — yi)
= w(z) + w(g).
(c) By Proposition 1.3.1.11
w(ax) = max{|o;^ — ax\ | 5 e
= max{|ofl|x ~~x\ I æ, % E 
= |a | max{|x — x\ | f , 5 G
= |a|tü(£).
Proposition 1.3.1.14
< ya,/3G R )(yx,yG l(R ))
w(ax ±  = |«|w(z) + |^|w(y).
Proof
By Proposition 1.3.1.13(6), (c)
w(oL^ ±  py) -  w(az) + tu(/3y)
= \a \w (^  + \/S\w(y),
Proposition 1.3,1.15
(yx ,y G l(R ))
(а) M xy ) < w(z)|y| + |^|i^(y);
(б) w (xy) > max{w(T)|y|,
□
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Proof
(а) By Proposition 1.3.1.11 and Definition 1.3.1.3
w(zy) -  max{|z'y -  x'V"| | x \  x" € x  A y" G y}
-  max{|a;'(y' -  y") + y"(a;' -  x")\ | x \  z" G z A y% y" G y}
<  max{|z^||y^ -  y"| + |y"||a;' ~  a;"| | x \  re" G x A y',y" G y}
= max{|x'| I x' G x} max{|y' -  y"| | y% y" G y}+
max{|y"( | y" G y}max{|x' -  x"| | x ',x" G x}
=
(б) By Proposition 1.3.1.11 and Definition 1.3.1.3
w(x y) = max{|x'y^ -  rr"y"| | x% x" G x A y% y" G y}
>  max{|xÿ -  xy"| | a: €  x A y% y" G y )
= max{|x||y' - y " |  j x G x A  y% y" G y)
= max{|x| I X G x} max{|y' ~  y"| | y% y" G y}
-  |x|w(y).
Interchanging x and y we also have w(xy) >  |y|w(x). So 
w(xy) > max{|x|w(y);W(x)|y|}. ^
Definition 1.3.1.12
Let f  \ D  Ç. R} “ + i2' be a given function. The function /  : I{D) —» I{R) is an 
interval extension of f  \ D -* R U  and only if f i x)  = /([x, x]) = f i x)  (Vx G D). The 
function f  : D  -* R h  called the real restriction of /  : 1(D) -+ I ( R f
19
□
Definition 1.3.1.14
function /  ; 1(D) —> I(R) defined by
is called the united extension of f  : D R. ^
Proposition 1.3.1.16
Functions /  : I(R) — I{R) are not, in general,
(a) inclusion monotonie;
(b) united extensions of functions f  : R  R.
Proof
(a) Let /  : I(R) I(R) be defined by
/(x) = m(x) + 5(x -  m(x)).
/([0 ,2 ])= 1  + 1[-1 ,1]
= Ih  §].
/([0 ,l]) = i  + i [ - i , i ]
= d.|]-
Then
and
Definition 1.3.1.13 j
Let /  : 1(D) —> I(R) be a given function. Then /  is inclusion monotonie if and only 
i f / W  Ç f (y)  (Vx, y G 1(D) such that x Ç y).
'1Let f  : D Ç R  R  be BL given function which is continuous in L? Ç D. Then the ■§
■A:'S
= |/ ( x )  I X G X A X G i( D ) | 1.3,1.7 |
1
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So
/([O, l ] ) g / ( [ 0 , 2 ])
even though [0 , 1] C [0 , 2 ].
( b )  Let /  : I ( R )  -+  J(i2) be defined by
/ ( Ë )  - K ~  X.
Then /([0 ,0]) = 0, so if /  : JF2 22 is the real restriction of /  then f(x )  = 0 (Vx G ^
(Vx G 2(22)). So /(x) =0(V xG 22). So (Vx G 2(22)),
{/(x) I X G x} = {0}.
But
f(m) = x ~ x
= [Xf  — XSf  X s  — X /]
7^  [0 , 0 ]
for all non-degenerate intervals x. So
/W  9^{/(a;) I X Ex}.
Therefore /  is not the united extension of / .
Proposition 1.3.1.17
Let /  : 2 7 Ç 2 2 —►22bea given function which is continuous in D Ç 2), and let 
/  : 1(D) —► 2(22) be the united extension of /  : D  —^ 22. Then /  is inclusion monotonie.
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Proof
Suppose that (Vx, y G 1(D)), x Ç  y. Then by 1.3.1,7
£ (x )  = { / ( x )  I X G x}
C {/(x) I X G y }
Proposition 1.3.1,18
Let f  I D Ç. R  R  be BL continuous function. If /  : 1(D) —> I(R)  is an inclusion 
monotonie interval extension of / ,  then
(а) f(x)  G /(x) (Vx G X A X G I(D))\
(б )/W c /(^ (V x G 2 (2 2 )) .
Proof
(а) Suppose that x G x. Then [x, x] C x. So by inclusion monotonicity of / ,  /([x, x]) 
Ç / ( ^ ,  But since /  is an interval extension of / ,  it follows that /([x , x]) = /(x). Therefore 
/(x ) G /(x).
(б) Suppose that y G / ( ^ .  Then 3x G x such that y = /(x). By (a) f(x)  G /(x). So 
y E /(x). Therefore/(^ Ç / ( ^ -  r-,"  ”  u
Proposition 1.3.1.19
If /  : I(R)  -+ 2(i2) and y : I(R)  —» /(i2) are inclusion monotonie and A : I(R)  —> I(R) 
is defined by
A(^ = f(x)  * y(g),
1
I
it'f
3'%I
where * G {+ ,” ,*,/}> then h is inclusion monotonie.
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Proof
By Proposition 1.3.1,1
(mÇ y) => (/(a) C /(y) Ay(x) Ç y(y))
(/(k) * £(k) Ç /(y) * £(y))
(AW c  A(y)). ^
1.3.2 Rectangular Complex Intervals
Definition 1.3.2.1
Let Xjj, Xj G 2(22) be given. Then the set x  defined by
X = {xij + tx / G C I x/j G Xjî A X/ G X/},
where i  = is called a rectangular complex interval, or a rectangle when no ambiguity
is possible. The symbol Ir (C) denotes the set of rectangular complex intervals, ^
Definition 1.3.2.2
Let X = x  ^+ ixjr G I r (C)  and y = y  ^+ %y^ G I r (C)  be given. Then x = y if and only 
Definition 1.3.2.3
Let X = Xjg + i x j  G I r ( C )  and y = y^j + E I r ( C )  be given. Then x C y if and only 
— Kh Q
Definition 1.3.2.4
f^ x -X R + ig ç jE  I r (C) and y = y^  + %  E 2/j(C) then
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E - M = ( E A - % / A
I V  = (2 A&Z -  2 z&) + + &&%)'
and if 0  ^  y^ + yj, where (Va G 2(22))
a^ = {a^ I a G a}
[a|, a |]  (0  <  a/)
[0 , max{af, a |} ] (oj <  0  <  as) ,
(« 5 < 0 )
then
2 / 2  = (2 j :& + & % ;)/(& + gl)
Definition 1.3.2.5
The interval x = ^  + ix j G 2^(0) is degenerate (or is a point interval) if and only if 
and Xj are degenerate, ^
By Definition 1.3.2.5 degenerate rectangular complex intervals are of the form [Xj%, x^]+ 
t[xj, xj], where x/?, xj G 22. If x = [x^, x r ]  + »[x/, x/], and y = [yg, y^] + »[y/, !//]» then by 
Definition 1.3.2.4,
X+ y = [xij + yRj Xr + yiî] + i[x/ + yj, x/ + y/], 
X -  y = [xie -  y/j, x/j -  y/j] + t[x/ -  y/, x/ -  yr], 
xy  = [xi^yu -  x/yj,Xijyjj -  x/y/] + i[xRyj + X/y/{,x/jy/ + xjy/j], 
^ y  = [xayA + x/y/, x^yA + x /y /]/[y | + yf, y |  + y|]
24
+ ilxiVR -  XRyj, xjyR -  XRyiljly^ + yj, y^ j + yj].
Now if z i -XR- i -  ixj  G C  and % = y + iyj G C,  then
zi + % = ( x r  + y/e) + %(xi + y/),
Zi -  % = (Xü -  yR) + t(x/ -  y/),
^2 =  (XE +  ix[)(yR +  l y / )
= (xityü — xiyi) + »(x/y/j + x^y/),
= (xæ + ixi)l(yR + ly/)
= (xij + ixj)(yR -  i y i ) / (yR  + yj )
= {(x^yA + X/y/) + f(x/yij -  XRyi) ) l (y \  + yf).
So it is clear that the set of degenerate rectangular complex intervals and the set C  of 
complex numbers are isomorphic. Thus the set of degenerate rectangular complex intervals 
may be formally indentified with C. This permits a meaning to be given to z  * x, where 
z  G C , x e  Ir (C), and ♦ g , -, /} in which * : Jr (C) x Ir (C) Ir (C) is defined by 
Definition 1.3.2.4; we have
Z * X ^  ( [ZR ,  z r ] +  t[z /, z i l )  * (x^ + IX/)-
Definition 1.3.2.6
Let X = Xjj + IX/ G Ir(C) and y = y^  ^+ *y^  G Ir (C) be given. Then the intersection 
X n  y of X and y is defined by
Proposition 1.32.1
(a) (Vx,y G J/2(C ))x n y  = y flx ;
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(6) (Vx, y e  Ir (C)) x H y Ç x A x r i y Ç y ;
(c) (x n  y = x) 4»^  (x C y) A (x n  y = y) 4» (y C x).
Proof
(а) By Definition 13.2.6 and Proposition 1.3.1.2(a)
£ n ÿ  = (® ^n î^ ) + »X£^nyp
= y fix .
(б) By Definition 13.2.6 and Proposition 1.3.1.2(6)
x n y  = (x^n jf^ ) + .-(a^ny^)
= ï .
and
a n y  = (£ jjri!^ ) + i(x ^ n |^ )
= y.
(c) By Definitions 1.3.2.6,1.3.2.3 and Proposition 1.3.1.2(c)
( i n y  = i ) « - = 1 ^) 
Ç y^ A I ,  Ç yp
-4»^ (x Ç y).
Also,
(£ n  y = g) ■» (ï,j n  gjj = A n  y^ = y p
-.4
2 6 -
Proposition 1.3.2.2 (Inclusion Monotonicity)
Let G I r (C) (i = 1,2) be given. Then (V* G {+, - ,  -, /})
Proof
By Proposition 1.3.1.1 and Definition 1.3.2.3
(6) -  2® = (a ÿ  + i é p )  -  (dp  + i d ? )
= (dp  + »!/?*) -  ( ^ +
= y ® - y ® .
(c) = (x«x®  -  2 « a f  ) + i ( d P d P  +
-I
(a® Ç y® (i = 1,2)) (a '^  ^•  a® Ç y® » y®). f
.1
(o) a^ ** + a® = ( d p  + ia^^) + (a^  ^+ la^P
= (a® + a®) + i(a® + a®)
^ ( y P - ^ y P '> * ' ( d p + ^ )
= (yS> + iy?>) + (y® + ty®) |
4 ,
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(d) If 0 0  then 0 ^  so both and are defined and
by Proposition 1.3.1.1
= f eS' ï g’ + ï f ' )
+ + g ;^ ')
= y ® /y ® .j^
Proposition 1.3.2.3
If X, y, ^  G lii(C) then
(o) X + (y + £) = (x + y) + £ (associativity of addition);
(6) x(y £) ^  (x y)£ (associativity of multiplication is not in general valid);
+ y = y "^  £  (commutativity of addition);
(d) X y = y X (commutativity of multiplication).
Proof
Suppose that x = Xj% + iX/, £ = y ;^ + %  and z  = Zn+ i ^ ,
(a) By Proposition 1.3.1.4(a)
£  + (g +£) = ® + {<gü + 5fi) + * ^  + £/)}
=  E fl +  * * /  +  {< g ji + £ ü )  +  » ( g /  +  £ / ) }
=  { ï j s  +  ( g f l  +  £ « ) }  +  +  < g / +  2 / ) }
= {(»fi + y P  + £je> + »{(£/ + & )+ & }
= {(£« + gfi> + +& )} + £ « + '&
= (x + y) + ;?.
%So
and
So
I
- 28 -
(6) Let $  = [2,4] + »[0,0], y = * = [1,1] + i[ l, 1]. Then
a y  = ([2,4][1,1] -  [0,0][1,1]) + 1-([2,4][1,1] + [0,0][1,1]) 
= [2,4] + .‘[2,4],
(ay)a = ([2,4][1,1] -  [2,4][1,1]) + <([2,4][1,1] + [2,4][1,1]) 
= ([2, 4] -  [2,4]) + <([2,4] + [2,4])
= [-2 ,2 ] + t[4,8]
y z  = ([1 , 1][1 , 1] -  [1 , 1][1 , ID + »-([l, 1][1,1] + [1 ,1][1, ID
= [0,0]+t[2,2],
£(y 2) = ([2.4][0,0] -  [0,0][2,2]) + i([2,4][2,2] + [0,0][0,0]) 
= [0,0]+ .-[4,8],
Therefore (ay)£ y  z(yg). Therefore it is not in general true that (ay)£ = a(y a).
(c) By Proposition 1.3.1.4(c)
2  + g = (£« + % )  + ( & + % )
= ( ÏR + g ü )+ '( î /+ g /)
= ( g g + 5 t ) + %  + & )
= y + x.
id) By Proposition 1.3.1.4(c),(d) |
H
I
  .  j
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ï g  = (îfig« -  + *(2«g/ + î/g /i)
= (VrI r -  t iü P  + *(g/îü + gflïP
= (gflÎR -  gfî/) + *(gfiî/ + g/îfl)
Proposition 1.3.2.4
If 0 = [0,0] 4-1[0 , 0] G Jiî(C) and i  = [1,1] + 1[0 , 0] G I r (C), Then 
(®) (£ + y = £ (Vx G iRip))) (y = 0);
(6) (xy = X (Vx G Ir(C))) (y = p*
Proof
(a) By Proposition 1.3.1.5(a) (Vx G Ir (C))
(y -  2 ) ^  (£ "^  y "  (£ ^ + 0 ) + »(x^+ 0 ))
=*'(î + g = î « + ‘£/)
(£ + y = x).
Conversely, suppose that x + y = x (Vx G Ir (C)) and y /  O. Then by Proposition 1.3.1.5(a)
(a + y = a) =i. ((a^ + y ^ )  + .'(a, + y,) = a„ + îP
= ^ ( î f i+ g « = £ « ' ^ 2 r + g / = î f )
=*'(g«=2Aÿ^ = 0)
(y = 0),
contrary to the hypothesis that y -=f 0. So 
(x + y = x) => (y = 0 ).
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(6) Suppose that y = 1. Then (Vx G Ir (C))
— z*
Conversely, suppose that (Vx G / r(C?)), xy  = x. Then, in particular xy  = x holds with
X = 1, whence y = 1. __-  -  -  -  □
Proposition 1.3.2.5
If X, y G I r ( C )  and xy  = 0 then x = Oory = 0.
Proof
By Definition 1.3.1.3
(xy = 0) (xy = 0 (Vx G x)(Vy G y)).
Now
(x /  0) =»- (3x G X , X ^  0).
So
(xy = 0 AX y 0) =» (xy = 0 (Vy G y))
(y = 0 (Vy G y))
=> (y = 0 ).
Similarly (y ^ 0 ) (3y G y,y y/ 0). So (x y = 0) =*- (x = 0), Therefore
(xy = 0) =4»- (x = 0 V y = 0).
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Proposition 1.3.2.6
Rectangular complex interval arithmetic is subdistributive; that is to say,
x (y  + ^ Q x y + x z  (Vx,y,£ G I r (C ))
Proof
By Definitions 1.3.2.3,1.3.2.4 and Propositions 1.3.1.4 and 1.3.1.7,
2 ^ + 2 )  = +2fi) + %  +2/)}
= -& (& + & )}
+ *{ ïfi(g /+ 2 /)+ î/(g jî+ 2« )}
— {^2üSjî ■*'ÏH2fl)} “  ( î/g / ■'■2/2f)}
+  ‘ { ( Î R g /  +  1 rEi> +  ( & g «  +  2 / 2 a ) }
= { ( 2 Æ  -  î /g f)  + ‘<îiîgf+ ï /g a »
{(îfi2ji ~  - i S d  *(2«2f î /2 b 4  
= 2 g  + 2 2 'Q
Definition 1.3.2.7
Let X = x^ + ix / ^  JjR(O) be given. Then the magnitude |x| of x is defined by
|a| = |2jî| + Is/l- ^
Proposition 1.3.2.7
Let X, y G I r {C ) be given. Then 
(o) |x| >  0;
(6) (|x| = 0 ) 4*^ (x = 0 );
(c )  |a  ±  y I <  |a| + |y|;
(j) \a x \ <  |a|jj|i| (Va 6  C), where |a|« = |ag| + |a/l;
(e) |ay | <  |a||y|.
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Proof
(a) By Definition 1.3.2.7 and Proposition 1.3.1.10(a)
|a| = |a«| + |a /| >  0 .
(6) By Definition 1,3.2.7 and Proposition 1.3.1.10(a)
(|x| = 0 ) (|x^| + W | = 0 )
^  (|x/î| = 0 A |xj| = 0)
= 0 A X/ = 0)
4=^ (x = Q).
(c) By Definition 1.3.2.7 and Proposition 1.3.1.10(b)
I î  +  g l  =  l 2 j i + g i î l  +  l î / + g r l
^  W  + W  + I&l + W  
= (l®sl + lï/l) + (lg«l + lg/l>
= |a| + |y|.
l ï - g l  =  l ï i î - g i î l  +  l ï / - g / l  
S  l ï s l  +  W  +  l ï / 1  +  l g / l  
=  ( l 2 f i l  +  l ï / l )  +  ( l g f i l  +  l g / l )
= lïl + Igl-
(d) By Proposition 1.3.1.10(b),(c), and Definition 1.3.2.7
\ o i x \  =  | ( o f / e X j i  -  o r / X j )  +  i ( a R X f  +  a / x ^ ) |
Also,
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=  \0 C R ^  -  0 iiX j\ + \ a n x i  + o i X r I 
<  lofiîXjîl +  \ a j X j \  +  \ a R X j \  + |ajX j^|
= + |ûc/||x/| + |(XA||X/| + |a/llXfl|
= (lof/îl + |a/|)(|x/î| + |x/|)
=  l « U N -
(c) By Proposition 1.3,1.10(b),(d), and Definition 1.3.2.7
lîg l = Kîsgfl -  & & )+ *(î r Sj + î/gfi)l 
=  l ï f i g «  -  2 / g / l  +  l î « g / + 2 / g / î l  
5  lH « g jtl +  l ï / g / l  +  l î R g / l  +  l ï / g n i  
=  i^ f i i lg f i l  +  l î / i l g / l  +  l î j / l l g / l  +  l 2 / l l g / / l  
=  ( l2 B l  +  l 2 / | ) ( |g f i l  +  l g / | )
=  l ï t i g l -  Q
Definition 1.3.2.8
Let x ~  Xji + ix j  G I r (C) be given. Then the midpoint m(x) of x  is defined by
m(x) = m(xji) + im(xi),
Definition 1.3.2.9
Let X = Xjg + ix j G Ir (C) be given. Then the width tü(x) of x is defined by
w(x) -  w(xjn) + w(xj).
Proposition 1.3.2.8
Let x ,y  G I r ( C )  be given. Then (x Ç y) => (w(x) < w(y)). But the converse is not in 
general true.
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Proof
By Definition L3.2.9 and Proposition 1.3.1,12
^  (VRi <  xrx <  xrs <  yRs A y n  <  x// < xjs <  yis)
=> ( x r s  -  x r i  < yRs -  yRi A x/5  -  x // <  yis  -  yn)
^  (ty(x^ ) < tü(y^ ) A w(Xj) <  w(y^))
^  (w(xp + w{Xj) < w (^ )  + w{yj))
=> (w(x) <  in(y)).
Conversely, we take x = [1,2]+i[l, 2] and y = [3,5]+i[3,5]. So w(x) = ( 2 - 1)+(2— 1) 
2 and w(y) = (5 ~ 3) + (5 — 3) = 4. Clearly w{x) < w{y) but x g  y. □
Proposition 1.3.2.9
If X , y G /i2(C) then
(а) w{x ±  y) = w(x) + w(y);
(б) w{ax) = |or|gwW (Va G C);
(c) w(xy) <  |x|w(y) + w(x)|y|;
(cO w(xy) >  |x|in(y) A w(xy) >  |y|w(x);
(c) w(x n  y) <  niin{iü(x), tu(y)}.
Proof
(a) By Definition 1.3.2.9 and Proposition 1.3.1.13(b)
w(x =t y) = w((x^ d:yg) + t'(x^ ±  y^)) j
= ”’(£ it± g jï)+ « '(£ /*  g/) J
= iü(ag) + u/(gjj) + u ;(x^)+tü(yp j
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= (w(x^) + W(^)) + M V r ) + w(y^))
= tü(x) + w(y),
(b) By Definition 1.3.2.9 and Proposition 1.3.1.13(c)
w(ax) = w((aRXji -  ajXj) + iiaRXj + a/Xjj))
= w(aRXR -  Of/X/) + w(aRXj + a/Xjj)
= w(aAXjg) + tü(a/X/) + w(aRXj) + m(a/Xjj)
= la/t|iy(xiï) + |az |tu(^) + \aR\w(xj) + \aj\w(xR)
= ( |aü | + |a/|)(w(xjj) + w(xj))
= |a|At^(x).
(c) By Definition 1.3.2.9 and Propositions 1.3.1.15(a), 1.3.1,13(6)
w(.xy) = -  ^ V j )  + w ( x ^  + XjVj^)
= «'(îiegfi) + « '(ï/g j) + «"(ïflg/) + « '(î/g«)
< l2al«'(gg) + "'(2g)lggl + l2 /k (g /) + «'(2/)lg/l 
+ lîfik û !/)  + «'(îfl)lg/l + l2/k(gjj) + “’(2/)lgfil
= (lî«l + lî/lX"’% î) + "'<g/))
+ (lggl + lgfl)(«'(2R)+ «'(&))
= |a|u/(y) + |y|w(a).
(d) By Proposition 1.3.1.15(6)
w(xy)  = w(x^£^) + w(x^y^) + w(x^£/) + w(x^y^)
^  lHftl“ (g ie )  +  l 2 / l « ' ( g j )  +  +  l 2 / l “ ’(g j i)
— 36 —
= (lîfil + lî/IX"'(gfi) + "'<g/))
Similarly, by interchanging x and y we have 
t^(x y) >  |y|w(x).
(e) By Definition 13.2.3 and Proposition 1.3.1,12, 
( a Ç ÿ ) = ^ ( a „ Ç y j j A a ^ Ç ÿ , ) .
So
W ( x ^  n  y ^ )  4- w(Xj .  n  y^) <  w (y ^ )  4- w ( y ^  =  w ( y ) .
Similarly,
( y Ç a ) # . ( y ^ Ç a g A y ^ Ç a ^ ) .
So
w(x^ n  y^) + w(x^ + £/) <  MXj^) + w(xp = W(p.
Therefore by Definitions 1.3.2.6 and 1.3.2.9, (Vx, y €  Ir (C)) 
w(x n  y) =  w ( ( X g  n  y^) 4- n  y^))
<  min{t«(a), u;^)}.
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CHAPTER 2
On Using the Package A L S ^ 'I  B
2.1 Computable Factorable Functions
The ALQILIB package manipulates the set of computable factorable functions — a 
subset of the set of factorable functions described by Me Cormick [McC—83].
Definition 2,1.1
Let %  be the set R  or the set I(R), The function /  : JC" -> X  is a computable 
factorable function  (CPF) if and only if the expression /(x), where x = (xi , . , . ,  x„)^ G 
X " can be represented as the last in a finite sequence of expressions fj(x)  in which
/y(x) - x j  0 ’ = Ij • • • j «)j 2.1.1
and if /  >  n  then
fjix) = fk(x)* fi(x) i k , l < j )  (* E 2.1.2
or
/y(x) = T(A(x)) (&</ ) ,  2.1.3
where T( ) G 7  = exp(-),fn(0,5tn(*),coa(*),otan(-), | • |, (0^ (m E X)} if
X  = R, and T(*) is a continuous inclusion monotonie interval extension of one of the given 
set of real functions if X  = I(R),
The AÙSÙIB  can compose f  with g to give the CFF A : X" —» defined by
h(x) = f(g(x))
= /(yi(x),...,yn(x)).
Let /  : X ” —> X^ be a given CFF. Then A tQ ^ ^ B  can determine mixed partial derivatives
-  38 -  ’Î
Let /  : X ” -+ X^ and g : X" — X \  where X  = R or X  = 7(R) be given CFFs.
A LQ L IB  can combine f  and g to give the CFF h : X ” —» X^ defined by %
ë
h(x) = f ix )  * g(x), I
4.?-I*Iwhere * G {+, —, , /}. Furthermore AUQLIB  can combine c G X  with /  : X ” —> X^ to 
give the CFFs p : X” —> X^ and ç : X^ -+ X^ defined by
,1Ip(x) = c*  /(x)
and
g(x) = f ix )  * c, :i
where * G {+, - ,  -, /}.
Let /  : X" —» X^ and y,- : X ” X^ (t = l , . , . , n )  be given CFFs and let 
g : X ” —> X " be defined by
gix) = (yi W , -. . ,  gnix)) . |
îfr
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J
■Jof /  of any order, and can also determine the gradient V / : X ” —► X ” and the Hessian |
V ^/ : X " X^'^^ of /  defined by
v m  = (a./(:=)).x,
and
v V w  =
where d i f  = d f /d x i  and d id j f  = d'^f/dxidxj ( i ,j  -  1, . . . ,  n).
Initially, the names of the variables which are to be used in the expressions which
let variables = define.variables(names) 2.2.2
J
I
2.2 Algebra and Calculus
The use of A LQHÎ B to perform algebraic manipulation and differentiation is described 
in this section. It is assumed that an S-algol implementation of A £ S £ I B  is available and 
that the program in which A J  Ô is to be used is also written in S-algol.
a
A £.$1113 is to manipulate must be known. Suppose that the variables x\ and %% are to I
be used. A vector of strings containing the variable names is created by the statement
let names = @1 o f  string[*'xV% *‘x2*T 2.2.1
in which names(l) points to the string *‘x l” and names(2) points to the string “x2”. The data 
structures corresponding to the variables “xi” and "xi" are created by using the A £ $ £ I B  
procedure define,variables through the statement ^
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The entity variables is a vector of pointers to the data-structures corresponding to the vari­
ables x\ and X2 .
If the CFFs f  \ R?' R} and y : are defined by
f{x) = xi expixf) 2.2.3
and
gix) = Xi + ®2 j 2.2.4
then the strings f  .string and g.string representing the expressions f ix )  and gix) respectively |Imay be created by using the statements |
i
Ilet f.string  = "xl * cxp(x2)” 2.2.5 f
and
let g.string -  “x T2 + x2"2” 2.2.6
and the corresponding AÙQÙIB data-stmctures are created by invoking the AÙQEIB pro­
cedure string.to.function  as follows.
l e t f :=  string.to.functionivariableSf f.string) 2.2.7
let a string.to. functionivariahles^g.string) 2,2.8
The entities /  and g are pointers to the data-structures corresponding to the CFFs /  and |
g respectively. The assignment operator := declares /  and g to be of type variable poin- I
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ter, so that /  and g may be assigned to subsequently. The assignment operator = declares 
/ .string  and g.string to be of type constant string so that neither /.string  nor g.string 
may be assigned to subsequently.
All of the data-structures which are created by A £ $ £ 1 3  are added to linked lists of 
the appropriate kind. If it is desired to add the data-structures pointed to by /  and g to the 
appropriate linked lists after first simplifying them, then the JS  procedure add.to.list 
may be invoked as follows.
/  := add.to.list(f) 2.2.9
g add.to.listig) 2.2.10
If the CFFs h : ^  R \  p :  ^ R^, and ç : R^ —> R  ^ are defined by
h(x) = fix)g(x)
= (xj + X2 )x\exp(x2 ), 2.2.11
p(x) = 1 -  fix),
= 1 — x\€xpix2), 2,2.12
and
qix) -  gix) -  1
-X 1 +X2 —1, 2.2.13
then the corresponding A £ $ £ IB  data-structures and pointers h, p, and q to them are x
obtained by invoking the A £ $ £ IB  procedures function.op.function, reed.op.function.
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and function.op.real as follows.
l§ th  = f  unction.op, function(f y g) 2.2.14
l e t p -  real.op. functional/*—*, f )  2.2.15
letq = function.op.realig, 1) 2.2.16
The procedures function.op.function, real.op.function, and function.op.real all sim­
plify the data-structures which they create before adding them to the appropriate linked list.
Let u : be defined by
u{x) = sin{f{x))
~ sin(xiexp(x2)). 2.2.17
Then the ALQÙIB  data-structure corresponding to the expression u{x) and a pointer u to 
the data-structure are created by invoking the Ü JS  procedure op. function  as follows.
letu  = op.functionCsin**, f )  2.2.18
The procedure op. function  simplifies the data-structure which it creates before adding it to 
the appropriate linked list. Let r : B?' B?'be defined by
r(x) = (p(x), q (xy f
= (1 -  f ( x ) ,g (x ) -  i f
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= (1 — xiexp(x2)f X1 +X2 — i f ,  2.2.19
and let v : he defined by
v(x) = f(r(x))
= p(x)exp(q(x))
= {1 — xi€xp(x2)}exp(xi +X2~ 1). 2.2.20
Then a pointer r  to the vector of pointers (p, q)'  ^is created by using the S-algol statement
le tr  = @l o f  pntrlp, g] 2.2.21
and the A C S data-structure corresponding to the expression v(x) and a pointer v to the 
data-structure are created by invoking the ACS C l  B procedure compose as follows.
le tv  = compose{f, r) 2.2.22
The procedure compose simplifies the data-structure which it creates before adding it to the 
appropriate linked list.
The ACS C l  ^  data-structures corresponding to the partial derivatives of CFFs may be 
created by invoking the ACS C l  B procedure partial. For example, the data-structures cor­
responding to d\f{x)  and to d 2 d\f{x)  and the pointers d l f  and d l d l f  to them are created 
by
I j ^ d l f  ~ partiat(f,variables(l)) 2.2.23
W  d2 d l /  = partial(dl / ,  variahles(2)) 2.2.24
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while the data-structures corresponding to the gradient and to the Hessian of /  and pointers 
grad.f  and hess.f  to them are created by invoking the ACS C l B procedures gradient and 
hessian  as follows.
let grad.f  =  gradient(f) 2.2,25
let hess.f  =  hessian(f) 2.2.26
■JHere, grad.f  points to a vector of two pointers grad.f(l)  and grad.f (2) which point to the ^
data-structures corresponding to d if(x )  and to dzfix)  respectively, and hess.f  points to a |
matrix of 4 pointers hess.f {i,J) ( i , j  = 1,2), where hess.f (i,J) points to the data-structure 
corresponding to djdif{x).
■âThe ACS C l B data-structure corresponding to the Jacobian J  : of
J ix)  = 2.2.27
is created by invoking the ACS C l  ^  procedure jacobian  as follows.
let iacob.r =  jacobianir) 2.2.28
Here, jacob.r points to the matrix of 4 pointers jacob.r(i, j )  (i, j  = 1,2), where jac6b.r{i, j )  
points to the data-structure corresponding to djtiix).
The procedures partial, gradient, hessian, and jacobian  all simplify the data-
structures which they create before adding them to the appropriate linked list.
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The expression corresponding to a given A C Q tlB  data-structure may be written by
to the given data-structure. The string can then be written using the S-algol write clause. For 
example, the expression corresponding to the CFF /  could be written as follows.
write function./ormat(f)
The output is
%1 * exp(x2)
The vector of expressions corresponding to the data-structures pointed to by a given vec­
tor of pointers may be written by invoking the ACQCIB  procedure write.expression.vec- 
tor. Similarly the matrix of expressions corresponding to the data-structures pointed 
to by a given matrix of pointers may be written by invoking the A C ÿC IB  procedure 
write.expression.matrix.
Expressions corresponding to CFFs may be evaluated by invoking the pro­
cedure evaluate. The following code causes the CFF f  : EP' to he evaluated in real 
floating point arithmetic with x i - 2  and zz = 1.
[et a: = @ 1 o /  real[2,1] 
let /.value  ;= evaluate^/, x)
Here /.value is a variable of type real which has the value / ( 2 ,1) = 2ea:p(l).
2.3 Hessians as Sums of Dyads
If /  : R^  —► itMs a given twice differentiable CFF then V^/(x) can be expressed as a
invoking the ACS procedure function./or mat, which creates a string corresponding )
g
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sum of dyads (outer products of vectors). Similarly if F  : JR” is a given differentiable 
function and J  : is defined by
J(x)^{djFi(x))„^^, 2.3.1
then J {x Ÿ  J{x) can also be expressed as a sum of dyads.
Theorem 2.3.1
If /  : —> jRMs a twice differentiable CFF then 3m e  N ,  : F "  —> R},
ai : iJ” —► hi : RJ* -+ RP, (* = 1, . . . ,  m) such that
V^/(x) = ^  7i(x) |a*(x)6,(x)^ + &,(x)a,(x)^ J .  2.3.2
Proof
Let (/p(a;)) be a sequence of expressions which are generated according to the rules
2.1.1-2.1.3, and which is such that f{x)  is the last element of the sequence (fp(x)). It will
be shown that (Vp >  1) 3mp G N ,  7 p^  : iE" —► api : JR” RP, bpi : RP RP
(t = 1, . . . ,  rrip) such that
V^fpix) = ^  7p,(x)jap^(x)6p((x)^ + bpi{x)api{xf Y  2.3.3
»=i
Clearly 2.3.3 is trivially true for p = 1, . . . ,  n since by 2.1.1, V^/p(x) -  0 (p = 1, . . . ,  n). 
Suppose that 2.3.3 holds for p = 1, . . . ,  p, where p >  n. If
/^ i  (x) =/g(x) ±  /r(x) (g, r  <  p) 2.3.4
then
vVp+i W  =V V jW  ±  VVr(æ)
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r >= ^  Tçt'(ic) |a jt(x )6 ^ (x f + bqi(x)aqi(xf' j  ±
mr
^  nfr»(») |ari(®)6f*(®f + briix)Oriixf J
”*• f=  ^  I n i x )  | a « ( x ) 6 « ( x f  +  6 « ( x ) a „ ( x f  J ,
where s = p + 1,
and
m, =mg + mr,
. ±7r,»-m,(a;) (t = mg + 1, . . . ,  m,),
o„’(x) = ^
bai(x) — <
L ®r,i—m,(3î) (* — rtlq 1, • • *, rïlg).
2.3.5
2.3.6
2,3.7
2.3.8
If
then
4+1 (®) =fq(x)fr (x) iq ,r< p ) 2.3,9
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V /,(x )V /r(if + V M x ) V f , ( x f
m,
7 ,i(x)|ag,(x)6g,(xf + 6gi(a:)agi(xf |/r(x)+
^  Tr» (a^ ) |ort (aî)6r ,(x f  + 5„(x)a„(xf |  /g(x)+ 
{ v /g (x )V /,(x f + V /,(x )V /g(xf }
m,
= Tw W  j  (x)6^ ( x f  + 6„(x )a« (x f },
t=i
where s - p + l ,
m , =mg +m r + 1 ,
7«(x) = ^
a«(a;) = <
(» = m,),
V /g (x ) (» = m,).
and
2.3.10
2.3.11
2.3.12
If
then
' àqi(x)
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(i — 1, . . . , THiq),
V /rW ({ = TUs).
2.3.13
4+1 (x) =fqix)/fr(x) (q, r < p), 2.3.14
vV prt(i) = - r K v V ,W  -  T T ^ V V r W -fr(.x) {/rW }'
{ v / .(a :)V /,( i f  + V f , ( x } V M x f ]  +
mg
= ^  {ag ,'(x )6 g ,'(x f + b q i ( x ) a q i ( x f  |  -
^  (x )P '~ + &r.'WOr,'(xf j -
{  V / r  W V / g ( x f  +  V 4 ( x ) V / r ( x f  j +
2MX)
{ f r ix) } '
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= ^  |a„(x)6gi(xf + 6«(x)a„(xf | ,
where 5  = p  + 1 ,
and
m, =m, + mr + 2,
r l q i i x ) / f r { x ) (t — Ij .. . J THq),
' fq (x ) ') r , i -m/x) /{ fr(x)y  (» = m^ + 1 , . . . ,  m^ + mr),
lsi(x) = ^
l /{ /rW y
a«(a;) = <
6«*(x) =  <
 ^ f q ( x ) / { M x ) Y  
' a^(x)
0>r,i-m^ ix)
V/r(x)
I V /r ( x )
' 6f:(a;) 
br,i—m/x) 
V/g(x)
V/r(x)
( t  =  m «  +  m r  +  1 ),
(t = m,),
(» = 1 , . . . , Tfln),
(t = m, + 1, . . . ,  m« + mr),
(» = mg + mr + 1),
(i = m,),
(l 1 , » * , rMg)j
(i = mg + 1 , . . . ,  mg + mr),
(i = mg + mr + 1),
(t = m.).
2.3.15
2.3.16
2.3.17
2.3.18
i
1#'
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Finally, if
4+1 (x) =T(4(x)) (q <  p), 2.3.19
where T  G then
where T(u) = dT(u)/du  and f(u ) = <fT(u)/du^, so
V^4+i(x) =]^%WT(4(x))^(ZgXa;)&g,W^ + 6g*(x)ag,(xf j+
1=1
= ^ 7 « ( a ; ) | « « ( i c ) & a * ( a ; f  + 6„ (x )a „ (x f  j ,
where s = p  + 1,
m* =mq + 1 , 2.3.20
7„(x) = <
7g,*(x)T(4 (x)) (t = 1, . . . ,  mg),
if(/g(x)) (* = mg),
2.3.21
a«*(x)
asi(x)
(t 1, . . . , ?72g),
V /g (x )  (i = m,).
2.3.22
52
and
bqi(x)
bti(x) = ^ 2.3.23
Therefore 2.3.3 holds for p +1 if it holds for p. Therefore by finite induction on p, 2.3.2 
holds.
Theorem 2.3.2
If F  : i î ” —► JR” is a differentiable function and /  : iE" —+ iE"^" is defined by 2.3.1 
then : iE” —► IE" (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) such that
J ix f 'J ix )  = ^  ai(x)oiixŸ
*=i
2.3.24
Proof
F o r t ,/  = l , . . . , n ,
fc=l
&=i
jb=l
So
Jfe=l
Therefore 2.3.24 holds with
53
Oi{x) = VFi(x)  (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n). 2.3.25
The proofs of Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are constructive in that Theorem 2.3.1 contains an 
algorithm for determining 7 »(x), a,*(x), and 6,(x). In Theorem 2.3.2, the a,-(x) in 2.3.24 can 
be determined from 2.3.25.
In order to determine the 7 «(x), a«(x), and 6„(x) from 2.3.4—2.3.23, it is necessary to 
determine V/p(x) (p > 1). If
fp(x) -Xp (1 < p < n )  2.3.26
then
V/p(x) -Cp, 2.3.27
where Cp is column p of the n  x n unit matrix. If p >  n and
fp(x) =/g(x) ±  frix) iq, r <p)  2.3.28
then fort = l , . . . , n ,
à i f p i x )  ^ i f q i x )  ±  d i f r i x ) ,
whence
V/p(x) =V/g(x) dh Vfrix ) .  2.3.29
If p >  n and
54
fpix) =/g(x)/r(x) (g, r  <  p) 2.3.30
then for i = 1 , . . . ,  n,
whence
d i fp i x)  ^ { d i f q { x ) ] f r i x )  + î q i x ) { d i f r i x ) ] ,
V / p ( x )  = / r W V / g ( x )  +  fq (x )Vfr (x ) . 2,3.31
If p >  n and
/p(») = /«(z)//rW  (î, r  <  p) 2.3.32
then for i = 1 , . . . ,  n.
à i fp ix )  ^ { d i f q i x )  -  f q i x ) d i f r ( x ) f f r i x ) } I f r i x )
whence
1I;a•.V
V/r(z). 2,3.33
Finally, if p >  n and
fpix) =T(/g(x)) iq < p), 2.3.34
where T  G f , then for t = 1 , . . . ,  n,
ài fp i x )  = f i f q i x ) ) d i f q i x )
whence
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V /pW  = f  (/g(%))V/g(a;). 2.3.35
Thus if {fp(x)) is a sequence of CFFs then for p > 1, Vfp{x) can be determined re­
cursively from 2.3.26-2,3.35. The 7 »(a;), ai(x), and bi(x) may be deteraiined recursively as 
follows. For p = 1 ,.. . ,  n.
SO
and b\ (x) = (O)m,
If p = n + 1 and
/p W  = fqix) ±  frix)  i q , r  < n )
then
so
rrip = 1, 7 i(a:) = 1, a\{x) = and 6 i(r) = (O)
If p = n 4-1 and
/p(a^) = fqix) fr ix)  iq, r < n )
then
y % ( x )  = V f , ( x ) V f r ( x f  +  V / .(X )V /,( I ) '
nx l  '
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so
rrip = 1 , 7 1 (2 ) = 1 , ai (a;) = Cg, and b\(x) ~ €r
If p = n + 1 and
fp(x)  =  fqix) / fr ix)  iq, r < n )
then
vV pW  = - 7 7 ^  + W U x W f A x f y
{frix)Y
1 /  m y \ 2 Xg rp^[Cre^ 4-egg, j  + ~ e , e , ,
so
and
nip = 2 ,
- i l i x ) ^ - l /X r ,  aiix) = 6r, b\ix) = 6q,
n i x )  = Zg/z^, a2(ar) = Cr, bzix)  = Cr.
If p = n 4- 1 and
fpix) = Tifqix)) iq < n)
then
- 5 7 -
vVp(a:) = n U x ) ) V f , { x ) V f , i x f ,
SO
rrip = I, 7 1 W  = |T(a;g), ai(æ) = e,, and 6 i(z) = e,.
For p > n + 1, rrip, 7p,-(a;), Op*(a;), and 6p^ (æ), (i = 1 ,..., rrip) can then be determined 
recursively from 2.3.4-2.3.23 with s =p.
The formulae which have been derived in this section have been used [SheW—85b] to 
construct the A L Q t l  B procedure compute.si sser. functions. If the CFF f  : R} B} h  
defined by
f ix )  = cosix\ + a;2a;3), 2.3.36
and /  is a pointer to the AHQZIB  data-structure corresponding to /  \ E? —* then the
statement
let S  ~ compute.sisser.functionsif)
gives a pointer to a data-structure with field names sisser.m, sisser.gamma, sisser.a, 
and sisser.b, so that the statements
let m  = Sisisser.m) 
let gamma -  Sisisser,gamma) 
leta = Sisisser.a) 
let b = Sisisser.b)
and
feix) =cos{f5(x)},
then f (x)  = feix), and using the preceding formulae one obtains
2
where
1=1
7i(a;) = -  \cos{fs(x)} = -^cog(zi + 0:223), 
72(2) = -  5in{/5(a:)} = ~sin{xi  + 2223), 
ai(2) =(1,73(2), 72(2))  ^= (1,23, x z f ,
61(2 ) =(1, 7sW, f 2( x ) f  = (1, 23,22)^, 
a2(2 ) =(0 , 0 , 1)^
and
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determine m  > 1, 7 : i2" —» iZ"*, a : -* and b : Jf2” —» such that 2.3.2
holds. If I
7»(2) =2^ (i = 1 ,2 ,3),
74(3 )^ =72(2)73(2),
75(3;) =7i(:c) + 74(0:), 3
'i
62(2) =(0, 1, 0):^ .
Pointers to the expressions 7 (^2), 0^(2), bij(x) (i -  1,2; 7 = 1,2,3) are gamma{i), #
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a (t,7 ), and h(i,j) (i = l , 2 ; j  = 1 , 2 ,3), so one could exhibit the expressions 7 ,(2 ), a»;(2 ), 
and hij(x) by using the A L S L I  B procedure function.format  as follows.
fo r  i ^ I t o m  do
write “ function. format(gamma(i))
fo r  i - l t o m  do
for j  - H o n d o
write “ 'n ”, f  unction. format(a(i, j))
write “ ^n”, f  unction. format(Jb(i,f))
where m ~ 2  and n = 3.
It is convenient, for use in Chapter 3, to express V^f(x)  in the form
r
v 7 w = ^ + X )  2 .3 .3 7
1=1
where D -  rjl (t) > 0),r = 2m  + n, and for i = 2m + 1 ,.. . ,  r,
5,'(a:) -  — T}f 2.3.38
and
qi(x) =Ci_2m. 2.3.39
The Hessian G(x) = V'^fix) may be expressed in the form 2.3.37 after having been expressed 
in the form 2.3.2 as follows.
6 0 -
Suppressing the argument x  for brevity, we have
m
Let
and
Then
Now
m
y i  {(^)(a* + )(«! + + (— ^ )(oi — 6,*)(o,- — 6,)^ 1. 2.3.40
•=i ^
(t = 1 , . . . ,  m),
Oi + 6i (i = 1, . . . ,  m),
% =
Oi^m-hi-m  (» = m + l , . . . , 2 m).
2m
t= l
D ^ I
= ^ è ® ‘4 .
1
t=i
where J  is the n x n unit matrix and c,- (t = l , . . . , n )  are its columns. So if, for 
i  = 2m + 1 ,. . . ,  r, 5 ,’ and Çi are given by 2.3.38 and 2.3.39 respectively, then 2.3.37 holds. 4
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Using the ALQ Ù I3  procedures compute.sisser,functions, function.op.real, fun-  
ction.op.function, op.function, and string.to.function, it is easy to write an S-algol 
procedure which returns a pointer to a structure containing m and pointers to the CFFs 
Si : R* R} and % : i 2" (» = 1 , . . , ,  r).
Finally, if J  : JR** —» R^^^ is defined by 2.3.1 and A : JR** is defined by
A  =  J ’^ J,
where the argument x  is omitted for brevity, then for i, j  = 1 , . . . ,  n.
jfe=l
SO i f
then
fc=l
quix) =VJP&(2 ) (A; = 1 ,. . . ,  n),
A{x)  - J { x i ^ J { x )
n
= 2 . 3 . 4 1
fc=l
...... %
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CHAPTER 3
Modifications of Sisser’s Method
3,1 Newton’s Method
The most frequently-used method for minimizing the objective function f  : R  R} 
without constraints when /  G C^(R^) is Newton's method or some modification thereof. 
The basic idea behind Newton's method is that /  is approximated locally with a quadratic 
function which is obtained by using Taylor’s theorem to expand /  about the current estimate 
of an unconstrained minimizer x* of /  up to and including second order terms and then the 
quadratic function is minimized exactly to obtain a new estimate of x*. More explicitly, if
& R  (k > 0 ) is the current estimate of x* then /  is approximated near x^ ^^  using the 
quadratic function q : R  R} defined by
= a.(fc) _  G(x^^Y^g(x<^^) 3.1.2
if G(x^^^) is positive definite.
If 2 ^^ ) is not a good estimate of x* then q may be a very poor approximation to /  near 
2 ^^ ) and may be a poorer estimate of x* than is x^ *^ \ leading possibly to divergence of 
the sequence (2 ^^ )) rather than the hoped-for convergence to 2 *.
.Ü
q(x) = f(x^^^) + g{x^^^Ÿ'(x-x^*^^)+\(x-x^^^ŸGix^^^){x~x^^\ 3.1.1 #
where g(x^^^) -  V /(2 ^^ )^ and <7 (2 ^^ )^ = The function q has the unique minimizer
a;(fc+i) given by
- 6 3 -
If G(x^^^) is not positive definite but is non-singular then the Newton step — x^^\ 
where is given by 3.1.2, may be towards a saddle point of / ,  while if G(x^^^) is singular 
then is not defined.
In practice it is necessary to replace G^ ^^  = G(x^^^) with a positive definite matrix 
of the form
= 3.1.3
where >  0  and /  is the n  x n  unit matrix, and to introduce a steplength parameter
which satisfies certain conditions [OrtR—70] [DenS—83] into 3.1,2 to obtain
3.1.4
where = g(x^^^), and G^ ^^  is given by 3.1.3.
A very effective algorithm for determining A^*^  has been described by Dennis and Schn­
abel [DenS—83] and is used to obtain the numerical results which are reported subsequently 
in this thesis.
In this chapter, we use notations M { R ) ,  J(M(jR”)) and I { R )  to denote the sets of real 
n  X  n  matrices, of real n  x  n  interval matrices and of real n x l  interval vectors respectively.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 contains a description 
of Sisser’s modifications [Sis—82a] of Newton’s method, and Sections 3.3 -  3.7 contain 1 2  
new minor modifications of Sisser’s algorithm S which is described in §3.2. Sections 3.8 
and 3.9 contain modifications of Newton’s method in which A Ù Q LIB is used to construct 
a modified n  X n  Hessian matrix which is positive definite. Section 3.10 contains the sum-
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mary of Sisser’s methods and the modifications which are described in §§3.2-3.7. Section 
3.11 contains a flow diagram for the minimization algorithms. Section 3.12 contains numer­
ical results for the methods which are described in Sections 3.2-3.9. Finally, future work 
concerning applications of ALQLIB  is presented in Section 3.13.
3.2 Sisser’s Method
Sisser [Sis—82a] has described some modifications of Newton’s method in which, given 
an intial estimate 2 ®^^ G of an unconstrained strong local minimizer x* of the objective 
function /  : jR” —^ i 2\  the sequence (2 ^^ )^ is generated from
a;(fc+i) = J.») _  (G® + ju®/) “*ÿ® (fc >  0), 3.2.1
where the are determined so as to satisfy
+ 3.2.2
and
>  ^ p ® V « , 3.2.3
where /®  = /(a® ), g® = g(i®) = V /(a® ), G® = G(z®) = V^/(a®).
p ®  =  - ( G ®  +  / i ® / )  'g ® ,  3 .2 .4
0  <  a  <  /3 <  1, and a  <  i .
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The are determined by expressing as a sum of dyads and then using the Sherman 
Morrison Woodbury (SMW) formula [SheM-49] [Woo—50], as explained subsequently.
Theorem 3.2.1
Let Q E jR”^” be nonsingular and let u, v G R .  Then (Q + exists if and only if
v^Q~^u + 1 ^ 0 .  Furthermore, if v^Q~^u + 1 ^ 0  then
{Q + uv^) = Q~^ — {1/(1 + v^Q~^u)] Q~^uv^Q~^. 3.2.5
Proof
Suppose that v^Q~^u + 1 = 0 .  Then {Q + uv'^)Q~^u = 0. Now w ^  0 because 
v^Q~^u +1 = 0, so Q~^u y  0, whence (Q + = 0 where w = Q"^u. So Q + uv^ has a
zero eigenvalue, whence Q + uv^  is singular. Conversely, if v’^ Q~^u + 1 ^ 0  then
(Q+uv'^)[Q~^ -  {1 /(1+v^Q~^u)}Q“^ut;^Q“ ]^ =1 ,
whence 3.2.5 holds. ^
If, in 3.2.5, u = $q and v -  q then
(Q + aqg^)  ^ = ~  {5 / ( 1  + ag^Q ^q)]Q ^qq^Q  ^ 3.2.6
which is the form of the SMW formula which is required in Sisser’s modifications of New­
ton’s method. The Hessian G = is expressed in the form
G = D  + Y^Siqiqf,  3.2.7
1=1
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where D ~ p i  (rj > 0) as explained in §2.3, and p is determined experimentally as explained 
in §3.12. The dyads Sipiqf are ordered so that fort = 1, , , . ,  r  — 1,
3.2.8
Theorem 3.2.2
If ti, V e  then
det(I + uv^) = 1 + v^u.
Proof
Let U G be defined by
Then
U^uv^U ~ diag(v^u, 0 , . . . ,  0 ),
so that eigenvalues of uv^ are v^u  and 0, the latter with multiplicity n — 1. Therefore the
*
IThe Hessian G is inverted by using 3.2.6. Initially Q = D so Q is positive definite, and the r 
dyads Siqiqf are added, one at a time, by using 3.2.6 recursively, in such a way as to preserve ^
positive definiteness. The following results are needed in order to understand how this can 
be done.
3eigenvalues of J  + uv'^ are 1 + and 1, the latter with multiplicity n — 1. Therefore ^
det(I + uv'^) = 1 + v'^u. ^
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Theorem 3.2.3
Let Q G be symmetric with eigenvalues Ai > . . .  >  Let tt G i2", and let
the eigenvalues of Q + uu^ be /ii > ... >  /i„. Then > X\ >  /X2 > . . .  >  Mn >
Furthermore, if the eigenvalues of are i/i >  . . .  >  then Ai > 1^ 1 >  .. .  >  A„ >  i/„.
Proof
See [Wol—78] Appendix I. □
Theorem 3.2.4
If Q G is symmetric positive definite, s G i2, and g G i2”, then Q + sq(^ is 
positive definite if and only if 1 + sq^Q~^q > 0 .
Proof
By Theorem 3.2.2,
det{Q + agg^) =det(Q{I + aQ“^gg^))
=det(,Q)det(I + (Q qXsqf )
=det(Q){l + sq'^Q ^g). 3.2.9
Suppose that 1 + sq'^Q ^g >  0. Then by 3.2.9,
det(Q+sqq^) > 0, 3.2.10
since det(Q) > 0 because Q is positive definite. Now if the eigenvalues of Q are Ai >  . . .  >  
An and the eigenvalues of Q+sq<f are /xi >  , . ,  >  /Hn then by Theorem 3.2,3 with « = |a| î  g.
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Mi >  Al >  >  /i» >  An and if the eigenvalues of Q -  sqq^ are i^ i >  . . .  >  then
Al ^  ^  An ^  Z/n. Also
n
det{Q + sqq^) = f l
»=i
det(Q -  sqq'^) =]][%/„
»=i
and
1=1
If <3 is positive definite then A„ > 0 so /i„ >  0 and z/n-i >  0- Only z/n can be negative. 
So at most one eigenvalue of Q + sqq"  ^can be negative. So if det(Q + sqq^) > 0 then every 
eigenvalue of Q + sqq^ is positive whence Q + sqq'^ is positive definite.
Conversely, if 1 + sq'^Q~^q < 0 then by 3.2.9 det(Q + sqqf-) < 0 whence Q + agg^ has 
a negative eigenvalue. Therefore Q + sqqf is not positive definite. ^
Let
< l/g )/, 3.2.11
where D  is as in 3.2.7, and let the sequence be generated from 3.2.6 according to
jjU) = ^ ( 7- 1) _  + a;gJjGr^‘"^^gy)}£^^’-^^g;gJir^‘~^  ^ (1 <  7  <  r), 3.2.12
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so that
JjO) = (Z) + ^  SiqiqJ)  ^ (1 < ;  < r), 3.2.13
1=1
provided that exists. Suppose that for some j >  1, jD + is positive definite.
Then exists and is positive definite. Therefore by Theorem 3.2.4, if Sj >  0 then
2 9 s,g,gf is positive definite because 1 +aygjH^''^^qj > 0. Therefore exists and 
is positive definite.
Now by 3.2,8 the dyads in 3.2.7 are ordered so that those with positive coefficients come 
first. Therefore for some k < 2m, where m is as in § 2.3, a,- >  0 (t = 1 , . . . ,  k) and D  + 
S?=i is positive definite. If, after all the dyads have been added, positive definiteness 
has been retained, so that exists and is positive definite for /  = 0 , . . , ,  r  then =
Q-i  _ ff(r) is computed fi-om 3.2.1 with -  0. If, however, it is found that
dyads can no longer be added without causing D  + lo lose positive definiteness
for some / <  r, then a lower bound on the smallest eigenvalue of is computed and is 
used in 3.2.1. The following results are needed in order to understand how this can be done.
Theorem 3.2.5
Let P, <3 €  22”^" be symmetric with eigenvalues Ai > ... >  A„ and >  .. .  >  /^ » 
respectively. Let R  = P  + Q and suppose that R  has eigenvalues z/i >  . . .  >  %/». Then
^  A* + /iyi — 1 , . . . , tl),
and
< ^ i  + P\ (* = ! . . . , n).
Proof
See [Wol—78] Appendix I. □
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Theorem 3.2.6
Let P  G be symmetric, let g G P ”, and let 5 <  0. If A„ is the smallest eigenvalue 
of P  and Vn is the smallest eigenvalue of P  where
P  =P + agg^,
then
> K  +
Proof
By Theorem 3.2.5 with Q = agg^, = ag^g, /x,= 0 (i = 1 , . . . ,  n — 1),
>  A,' + ag^g (» = I , , . . ,  n),
where Ai >  . . .  >  A„ and v\ >  . . .  > i/„ are the eigenvalues of P  and P  respectively. ^
Theorem 3.2.7
Let P  G P ”^” be symmetric positive definite, let g; G P ” (t = 1 , . . . ,  r) and let c,* < 0 
(» = 1 , . . . ,  r). If
r
R  ~P + ^ C iq iq f
»=l
has eigenvalues >  . . .  >  i^ n then
r
^ n > 5 ^c,gfg,'.
t=l
Proof
Let the eigenvalues of P  be Ai >  ... > A„, let
71 ■;û
= P  + Ciqiqf (t = 1 , . . . ,  r),
1=1
and let the eigenvalues of ^(0 >  ... > i/^\ Then by Theorem 3.2.6,
Xn+ciqfqi,
But P  is positive definite so A„ >  0 whence > c\qfq\. Suppose that for some f >  1,
Now
so by Theorem 3.2.6,
>  Ÿ^Ciqfqi.
»=1
iî(‘^ ')= iî®  + ct+igwÆ„
i,(t+l) >  j,W + ct+iql.iqt+1
t+l
>Y^CiQi9i-1=1
So by finite induction on t.
(r)
Suppose that, in 3.2.7, the first I dyads have been added to P , one at a time, and that 
the test for positive definiteness in Theorem 3.2.4 has been passed for each dyad. Then for
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j  < r ,  is positive definite, where is defined by 3.2.13. Let
G = D + Ÿ ^  Siqiqf + ÿ ]  s<9.<ïf + aigidf, 3.2.14
1=1 i=k+l »=l+l
where a* >  0 ( i  = 1,, . . ,  fc) and s,- < 0 ( i  = fc +  1, . . . ,  r ) . Suppose that
1 + si+iqf+iH^ ^^ qi+i < 0. 3.2.15
Then by Theorem 3.2.7, i/„, the smallest eigenvalue of G, is bounded below according to
r
1=1+1
so if
^  |a<|gfg.- 3.2.16
*=/+!
then G^*'^  + is positive definite and can be used in 3.2.1 to compute
The use of 3.2.16 is an inexpensive way of determining a suitable value for but
as pointed out by Sisser [Sis—82a] a better value of could be obtained by splitting the 
(( + 1 )^  ^ and all subsequent dyads and trying to absorb parts of those dyads without losing 
positive definiteness. Let
Pf+i = ( ^ -  )^/{si+iqf+iH^ ^^qi+\)y 3.2,17
where f  >  0 is determined experimentally as explained in §3.12 and is given by 3.2.13. 
Then
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1 + = S,
so by Theorem 3.2.4, the dyad pz+i^ z+igz+igj+i can be absorbed without losing positive defi­
niteness to obtain where is given by 3.2.12 with /  = f + 1 and pf+% gf+i replacing 
si+i, and by 3.2.13
== (P  + ^  Siqiqf + pi+i SM qi+i qjh ^  .
»=l
The procedure is repeated for » = 2 + 2 , . . . ,  r, with
in which
Ey=i j=i+i
An improved value of for use in 3.2.1 is then given by
= y ^ ( l  -  Pi)\si\qiqi. 3.2.19
»=z+i
The matrix is inverted by using 3.2.12 as follows. There are two cases, namely
(i) I < n; (it) I > n.
(») I < n. Set
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and use 3.2.12 to obtain = H^ '^K There is no need to test for positive definite­
ness when adding a dyad, because is large enough to ensure that is positive
definite.
(it) 2 >  n. In this case,
= ( ^  + Ç  Siqiqf + ^  PiSiqiqf^
*=1 W+l
has already been computed. The SMW formula is used to add the dyads corresponding to 
namely (i = 1 , . . . ,  n )  where e,- is column t of the n  x n  unit matrix, and then
the SMW formula is used to add the r  — 2 dyads (1 — p,)s»g,gf (i = 2 + 1,. . . ,  r) where pi is 
given by 3,2.18. Again there is no need to test for positive definiteness.
If, in 3.2.1, ||g(^)||2 <  e for some fc, where e E R is  given and is such that 0 < e  «  1, 
and G^ ^^  is positive definite so that = 0, then is accepted as the final estimate of a;*. If 
however < s  and is not at least positive semi-definite then is a saddle point.
In this case, where is a small perturbation of random direction such
that >  e.
Sisser’s method is expressed as an algorithm in [Sis—82a], and has been implemented 
in S-algol [ColM—82a] on a VAX-11/785 computer using / ( £ ÿ £ IB  [SheW-85] to express 
the Hessian as a sum of dyads. Sisser's algorithm is referred to in this thesis as Algorithm S 
(see Figure 3.10.1).
Sisser [Sis—82a] has described 3 modifications of S which are referred to in this thesis 
as SI, S2, and S3. In SI (see Figure 3.10.2), is determined from 3.2.16. In S2 (see Figure 
3.10.3), if, for some t G {1, . . . ,  r}.
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1 + Siqf <  0, 3.2.20
SO that by Theorem 3.2.4, positive definiteness would be lost by adding the t  *  dyad, then in 
the dyads r ,  sj is replaced with |ay| and (/ = i , . . . ,  r )  is computed from 3 .2 .1 2  to 
give a positive definite matrix which is regarded as an approximation to
In S3 (see Figure 3.10.4), if for some t  €  {1, . . . ,  r }  3.2.20 holds then is replaced
with the n  X n  unit matrix / ,  so that a steepest descent step is taken.
3.3 The Modifications M l and M2 of Sisser’s Method
Let G E be given by 3.2.7 and suppose that the dyads have not been ordered so 
that 3.2.8 holds. Let be given by 3.2.11 and let the sequence be generated from 
3.2.12. Suppose that for some » €  {2, . . . ,  2m},
1 + S iq ^ H ^ -%  > 0  (7 = 1, 1),
but that
l+a .gTp( ' -O g .<0 .  3.3,1
Then for /  = 1,. . . ,  (t — 1), is positive definite, but would not be positive definite. 
This suggests that the dyad should not be added. Suppose that for i = I , . . . ,  2m, all 
dyads SiqiqJ such that 3.3.1 holds are not added. Then the resulting matrix is positive 
definite. If at least one of the dyads 5,*g,gf (t = 1,., . ,2m) has been added, and then the 
dyads —r) c»ef (» = 1 , . . . ,  n) are added, then the resulting matrix P^ *") is a positive definite
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approximation to which is exact if all of the dyads 5»g,gf (» = 1 ,. . . ,  2m) are added.
If 3.3.1 holds for t -  1 ,. . . ,  2m then is replaced with the n x n unit matrix I  and a 
steepest descent step is taken.
The preceding ideas are essentially modification Ml of Sisser’s method (see Figure 
3.10.5). A considerable saving in computational labour can be made by omitting to add the 
dyads Siqiqf for which
3.3.2
where sm  is the smallest machine number such that 1 + >  1. This is essentially modifi­
cation M2 (see Figure 3.10.6).
3.4 The Modifications M3 and M4 of Sisser’s Method
In S and in the modifications SI, S2, S3, M l, and M2, the values of 5,- G R  and of qi G 
P ” (» = 1 ,. . . ,  2m) are all computed. Now in M2, only those dyads for which 3.3.2 
does not hold are added. This suggests that a further saving of computational labour would 
result if all of the 5,* (i = 1 ,. . . ,  2m) were evaluated, but that only those g» ( i  = 1 ,. . . ,  2m) for 
which ${ > 0 were evaluated, and that only the dyads 5,g,gf for which s,- >  0 were added. 
This constitutes modification M3 of Sisser’s method (see Figure 3.10.7). If, as in M2, all 
small dyads are excluded from being absorbed in M3, then this constitutes modification M4 
(see Figure 3.10.8).
3.5 The modifications M5 and M6 of Sisser’s Method
The ideas in Ml and M3 can be combined as follows. First, absorb all dyads Spqpqf,
%
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where
p G {» I Sf > 0  (1 <  » <  2m)} = O
by using 3.2.11-3.2.13. By Theorem 3.2.4 the resulting matrix for some p G 0 i s  posi­
tive definite. Then we try to absorb any dyad Sq-qrqf, where
r  G {» I 8i < 0  (1 <  I <  2m)} = Q
which satisfies the test of positive definiteness (Theorem 3,2.4). Then the final matrix 
positive definite. If there is no dyads to be absorbed then the strategy used in M l is employed. 
This is essentially modification M5 (see Figure 3.10.9).
If, as in M2 and M4, the dyads which are to be absorbed in M5 are those which do not 
satisfy 3.3.2 then modification M6 is obtained (see Figure 3.10.10).
3.6 The modifications M7, M8, M9 and MIO of Sisser’s Method
The dyads given by 3.2.14 are ordered [Sis—82a] as in 3.2.8 before inversion takes place 
so that the positive scalars S{ (i G 0 ) come first. This means that the ordering is imposed on 
all r  dyads where r  is as in 3.2.14. We now impose the ordering 3.2.8 on the dyads s^qrqf 
(r G fl) only. The dyads Spqpqf (p G 0 ) can easily be indentified and be absorbed first using 
3.2.11-3.2.13, which gives a positive definite matrix P ^ \  Let k and z/ be the total number 
of elements in O and Q respectively. Then k + u - r .  Now 3.2.14 can be rewritten as
I V
G = Spîpsj + ^  + y ]  »n<lT,ql,
»=i t'=z+i
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in which upon adding the {I +1) *** ordered dyad the test of positive definiteness fails. Sisser’s 
methods S, S1, S2 and S3 can easily be adapted to these changes. As in S and SI, case (z) of 
§3.2 might arise if k +1 < n. The modifications M7 and M8 are then as shown in Figures
3.10.11 and 3.10.12.
Modifications M9 and MIO follow as in S2 and S3 respectively, where in M9 and MIO, 
Spqpqf (p G 0 ) are absorbed first before Srqrqf (t G Q) are ordered and absorbed accord­
ingly. The modifications M9 and MIO are shown in Figures 3.10,13 and 3.10,14.
3.7 The Modifications M il and M12 of Sisser’s Method
The dyads to be absorbed are as in M7 but they are not all re-ordered and are those which 
do not satisfy 3.3.2. When we add the k^^ dyad we compute from 3.2.19 where the p,- 
(z = z/) are determined as follows. If, by using the suggested value of 6 [Sis—82a]
(see §3.12) we obtain from 3.2.18 p,- > 1 then we take p»- = 0,5 and 6 is computed from
S=l+0.5siq fH^‘- \ .  3.7.1
This guarantees tlie positive value of in 3.2.19. Furthermore the denominator of 3.2.18 
is small enough to give p,* > 1. There is no need to test positive definiteness when absorbing 
dyads PtSiqiqf because the value of the new f  in 3.7.1 is positive. The other parts of the dyads, 
namely (1 — pôsiqiqf (z = A,...,z/) are not absorbed in case (zz) of §3.2. This constitutes 
modification M il (see Figure 3.10,15).
Now, the dyads to be absorbed are as in MS but they are not all re-ordered and are those 
which do not satisfy 3.3.2. If the test of positive definiteness fails at dyad z then we compute
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p f ^  = \ s i \ q f q i  (t G Q ) ;
Otherwise the dyad can be absorbed. Suppose that all dyads Siqiqf (» G Ü) have been tested 
and been absorbed if suitable. Then from 3.2.16 we have
P^^ '^^Y 'p f^  3.7.2
t€Q
which is the sum of values pf^  for which the test of positive definiteness on dyad Siq^qf 
(i G Q.) fails. This constitutes modification M12 (see Figure 3,10.16).
3.8 The Completing Method (C)
Let A , B  G be such that exists, and B  differs from A  in column k only, so 
that if
A =  (a.i :•••: a.fc o.„) 3.8.1
and
B = (6.1 :• ••: 6.jt :••• : 6„), 3.8.2
where a.jt and are the k columns of A  and B  respectively. Then
(j.y = 6y (/ = 1, . . . ,  u j /  7^  k)f 3.8.3
and for some c t  €  P ”,
6.jb = a,k + c.fc. 3.8.4
8 0 -
Let e.jfc be column A; of the n x n unit matrix. Then by 3.8.1-3.8.4,
3.8.5
Let
7 = 1 + pjt, 3.8.6
where yk is the k element of
y = A  ^c,k, 3.8.7
and let
= hk., 3.8.8
where hk. is the k  ^  row of
A~^
( h i  A
3.8.9
If 7  y^ O then by Theorem 3.2.1, B   ^ exists and
B - ^ = P - ( 1 / 7 ) 3.8.10
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The formula 3.8.10 may be used to invert a nonsingular matrix A  = as follows.
Let
= diag(an, a„n) 3.8.11
and suppose that an ÿ^O (i -  1 ,..., n). Then
jyr(0) = ^(0) - 1
= dzag (l/a ii,. . . ,  l/a„n). 3.8.12
For A; = 1 ,, . . ,  n let
cjfe = a.jt -  ajtifee.fc, 3.8.13
let
(^fc) ^  ^ 3.8.14
and let
Then = A, = A \  and by 3.8.10, for A: = 1 ,. . . ,  n.
jjik) = g * - i )  _  (1 /7® )^* /* )^ , 3.8.16
where
/fC t- l)  =
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r h f ~ ^ A
3.8.17
3.8.18
3.8.19
where is the row of and
7(*) = l+2/W. 3.8.20
Therefore if A  is nonsingular and an ^  0 (z = 1 ,. . . ,  n) then A   ^ may be determined by 
computing (fc = 1 ,. . . ,  n) from 3.8.16, from which A~^ is determined as
The following conjecture is cmcial in the use of 3.8.16 to determine a positive definite 
matrix for use in 3.1.4.
Conjecture 3.8.1
Let (fc = 1 ,... j n) be the determinants of the principal submatrices of A G 
and let 7 ^^  ^ (fc = 1 ,.. . ,  n) be defined by 3.8.20. Then for A: = 1 ,. . . ,  n
7<fc) =
where = 1. □
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Conjecture 3.8.1 is proved in Appendix B.
Now A  G is positive definite if and only if for A; = 1 ,.. . ,  n, >  0. Furthermore
if A  is positive definite then for A; = 1 ,... ,n, >  0. So if A is positive definite then by
Conjecture 3.8.1, 7 *^'^  >  0(k  = 1 ,.. . ,  n). Furthermore A~^ is positive definite and is given 
by A~^ = Therefore if in 3.1.3 is positive definite then 3,8.16 may be used to 
determine the positive definite matrix If however, G^ ^^  is not positive definite then
3.8.16 can still be used to obtain a positive definite matrix for use in 3.1.4 as explained 
subsequently.
Suppose that an > 0 (i = 1 ,.,., n) and that for some k G { 2 ,..., n}, 7 *^^ >  0 (t = 
1 ,. . . ,  A; — 1) and 7 ^^ ) <  0. Then by Conjecture 3.8.1, A  is not positive definite, but A^ *^  >  0 
(t = 1 , . . . ,  A; — 1). This suggests that auk should be replaced with âfc*., where
âkk = dkk + Pk 3.8.21
in which fik >  0  is such that 7 *^^  >  0 , where 7 *^^ is obtained by replacing o&t with àkk-
3.9 The Product Method (P)
Let A j B  E P ” *^* be such that A~^ exists, and B  differs from A  only in column A;, so 
that 3.8.1-3.8.4 hold. It is required to determine B ~^, if it exists, knowing A~^. Let
y = A-^b.t ,  3.9.1
where 6 1 is column A; of B  and let
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V 2/it ’ ’
—yk~\ 1 —2/jfe+i ~yn\
yk ' yk yk yk / 3.9.2
If B   ^ exists then y* 7  ^0, for if = 0 then the columns of B  are linearly dependent whence 
rank(B) < n. So if B~^ exists then z  given by 3.9.2 is defined. Let E  G be defined 
by
E  = (e 1 : • • • : €,k-\ : : e.&+i : • • • : e.„ ), 3.9.3
where for j  = 1 ,. . . ,  n, ej  is column j  of the n X n unit matrix J. Then by 3,9.1-3.9.3
EA~^B  = CD, 3.9.4
where C  = and D  = are defined by
C ij  -
OVA;)
(*V7 = A;) dij = <
( ÿ i  (*=> = *)
6*y 0* ¥  A;)
y% a  7^7 = A:)
' yk (i — J — k)
where 6ij is the Kronecker delta, whence CD -  / ,  so that by 3.9.4,
B ~ ^ ^ E A ~ \ 3.9.5
The preceding ideas may be used to compute B   ^ where B  G P ”^” is nonsingular as
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follows. For fc = 0 , . . . ,  n let be defined by
= / ,
where
in which
and
Then
£<*)
1  3.9.8V Vk Vk Vk Vk Vk )
y = 3.9.9
= p("). 3.9.10
If for some A; G {1 ,..., n}, y& = 0 then B  is singular.
The computational labour required to determined from 3.9.6 may be reduced by 
using the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9.1
With the preceding notation, if (k -  1 ,.. . ,  n) and P^^  ^ = (Rif)nxn
1a
3.9.6
^  (fc= I
= (e.i : ■ • ■ : e.i-i : : e.j+i : • • • : e.„) 3.9.7 1
86
(A: = 0 , . . . ,  n) then
(»v fe; ;  = 1 ..... n),
3.9.11
Proof
The result follows from 3.9.6 by evaluation of the □
Furthermore, by Theorem 3.9,1 and 3.9.9, for A: = 1 ,..., n.
k~iyk=Y^Blj~%k+ht.
7=1
3.9.12
If yjfe = 0 then B  is singular. If, however, a positive number pk is added to bkk so as 
to make yjb >  0 then the procedure for calculating can continue. The addition of 
Pk to bkk is equivalent to replacing the original matrix B  with B  + where -  
diag(0,. . . ,  0, pfc, 0 , . . . ,  0). The following conjecture, which is crucial in the use of 3.9.6 
to determine a positive definite matrix for use in 3.1.4 would, if proved to hold for
arbitrary n >  1, establish that M pk > 0  were sufficiently large to make yjb >  0 then the 
resulting matrix would be positive definite.
Conjecture 3.9.1
Let (A: = 1 ,..., n) be the determinants of the principal submatrices of P  e  
and let (A: = 1 ,.. . ,  n) be defined by
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ÿ ( * ) = £ r » - ' ) 5 . i .
Then for A; = 2 , . . . ,  n,
Xk)
Ajfc_]
and = A j.
Vk =
□
Conjecture 3.9.1 is proved in Appendix C.
Theorem 3.9.2
If for A; = 0 , . . , ,  n ,  is computed from 3.9.6, and is replaced with yf^ + pk if 
y^^ <  0, where >  0 is such that y^^ + pk>  0, then P^”  ^is positive definite.
Proof
By Conjecture 3.9.1, for m = 1 ,..., n,
m
&=1
So if the pk are chosen so that y^ *^  > 0 then for A; = 1 ,. . . ,  n .  Ait >  0, whence p(") is 
positive definite. ^
It follows from Theorem 3.9.2 that if P^”  ^ is computed from 3.9.6 with the pk chosen 
so that y]^  ^+pit >  0 then
p ( " )  =  ( P  4-d iagip i , . . . , / i„)) -1
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and is positive definite, and if for t  = 1 ,. . . ,  n, > 0 then and
is positive definite. Therefore if, in 3.1.3, is positive definite then 3.9.6 may be used to 
compute the positive definite matrix while if is not positive definite then 3.9.6
may still be used to compute the positive definite matrix where
in which for » = 1 ,. . . ,  n, >  0 is chosen so that yf^ > 0.
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3,10 The Summary of Sisser’s Methods and the Modifications
 %, ,  ^ - ^ -  - ....
1. Reorder tlie dyads as in 3.2.8,
2. Absorb these dyads one at a time.
3. If the test of positive definiteness 
fails on dyad i, then compute
p(i) from 3.2.18 to determine ji in
3.2.19. Tlien absorb p(i) of the
dyad using 3.2.12 where s(i) is 
replaced with p(i)s(i). The other
part,i.e. (l-p(i)) of tlie dyad will be 
absorbed later in case (ii) of §3.2.
4. The dyads which are equivalent to jil 
where I is the unit matrix,
will be absorbed either in case (i) or 
in case (ii) of §3.2.
Figure 3.10.1: Sisser’s Method S.
SI
1. Reorder the dyads as in 3.2.8.
2. If the test of positive definiteness on 
dyad i fails, then compute |i from 3.2.16.
3. Absorb dyads which are equivalent to |il  
where I is the unit matrix,
either in case (i) or case (ii) of §3.2.
4. In case (i) the whole dyads are 
re-absorbed. In case (ii) the dyads starting 
from dyad i onward are absorbed.
Figure 3.10.2: Sisser’s Method SI.
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S2
1. Reorder the dyads as in 3.2.8.
2. Absorb the dyads one at a time. If the 
test of positive definiteness fails on 
dyad i, then absorb the dyads from dyad 
i onward using 3.2.12 where s(i) is 
replaced with ls(i)l in 3.2.12.
Figure 3.10.3: Sisser’s Method S2.
S3
1. Reorder the dyads as in 3.2.8.
2. Absorb the dyads one at a time. If there 
is a case that die test of positive 
definiteness fails, then all dyads are 
not absorbed. The resulting matrix is 
replaced with the unit matrix I.
Figure 3.10.4: Sisser’s Method S3.
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Dyads
Do not reorder; absorb one 
at a time only if the test of 
positive definiteness holds.
Figure 3.10.5: Modification Ml.
Dyads
< }
Do not reorder and do not 
satisfy 3.3.2. Absorb one 
at a time as in Ml.
Figure 3.10.6 : Modification M2.
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Dyads
< 3
Dyads with positive scalars are 
absorbed and not reordered.
The test for positive definiteness 
is not needed.
Figure 3.10.7 : Modification M3.
Dyads
Dyads with positive 
scalars are absorbed 
and not reordered. They 
must not satisfy 3.3.2.
Figure 3.10.8 : Modification M4.
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< 3
The dyads are not reordered. 
Absorb dyads with positive 
scalars as in M3 first. Then 
absorb the rest as in M l.
Figure 3.10.9: Modification M5.
Dyads
The dyads must not
satisfy 3.3.2. Absorb 
one at a time as in M5.
Figure 3.10.10: Modification M6.
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Dyads
Absorb dyads 
with positive 
scalars first, 
without 
re-ordering.
Reorder dyads of 
negative scalars 
as in 3.2.8. Then 
absorb them 
using S.
Figure 3.10.11: Modification M7.
Dyads
Absorb dyads 
with positive 
scalars first, 
without 
re-ordering.
M8
Reorder dyads of 
negative scalars 
as in 3.2.8. Then 
absorb them 
using SI.
SI
Figure 3.10.12: Modification M8.
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Dyads
Absorb dyads 
of positive 
scalars first, 
without 
re-ordering ,
M9
Reorder dyads of 
negative scalars 
as in 3.2.8. Then 
absorb them 
using S2.
Figure 3.10.13: Modification M9.
Dyads
Absorb dyads 
of positive 
scalars first, 
without 
re-ordering.
MIO
Reorder dyads of 
negative scalars 
as in 3.2.8. Then 
absorb them 
using S3.
S3
Figure 3.10,14: Modification MIO.
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Dyads
Absorb dyads of 
positive scalars 
first, without re­
ordering.
Do not re-order.
Do not satisfy 3.3.2. 
If necessary compute 
6 in 3.7.1 when 
p(i)>l. Absorb only 
the first part of the 
dyads using S.
Figure 3.10.15: Modification M il.
Dyads
Absorb dyads 
of positive 
scalars first, 
without reorder.
Do not re-order. 
Do not satisfy 3.3.2. 
Absorb the dyads 
which satisfy the 
test of positive 
definiteness. Then 
use SI to absorb 
the rest.
Figure 3.10.16: Modification M12.
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3.11 A Flow Diagram for the Minimization Algorithms
U2
i i R1
D1
LI R2
Data
Output
If converged then D1 
elseRl
If re-using H then U1 
elseU2
If there is a saddle point 
then LI else R2
Compute the inverse H 
of Hessian G.
Find the next estimate 
of minimizer of 3.1.1 
using line search.
Create Data Structures 
for objective function, 
gradient, and Hessian.
Figure 3.11.1: Flow Diagram.
9 8 -
3.12 Numerical Results
The procedures S, SI, S2, S3, M1-M12, C and P have been implemented in S-algol 
[ColM—82a] on a VAX 11-785 computer. Numerical results are presented for 7 examples (see 
Appendix A). The initial estimate of the minimizer for each example is given in Appendix A 
and the stopping criterion is
I b i b  <  1 0 - * ,
where g is the gradient of the objective function at the last estimate of the minimizer. The 
value rj used in 3,2.7 and 3.2.11 is rj ~ 0.005. In 3.3.2, sm ~ 10"^^. As in [Sis—82a] the 
value 6 used to construct pi in 3.2.18 is 5 = 0.0005. In the method C, if defined in 3.8.20 
is non-positive then is replaced in 3.8.20 with
v r = r v r ,
where
r ~ o.kk/{—0’kkyf^+^c)i
in which ec -  10"^. In the method P , if yk computed from 3.9.12 is non-positive then yk is 
replaced with ÿk where
yk = max
in which ep -  10
Tables 3,12.i.y(a) (; = 1,2,3) contain the cpu times in seconds for the methods to com­
pute the minimizers of the test example 3.i (i = 1 ,... ,7). The methods are divided into 
groups as shown by the vertical lines in those tables; this in view of the fact that the modi­
fications are made from the methods in the far left of each column, save the method P. For
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example, M12 and M8 are modified from the method SI, The figures in those tables are 
obtained from various values of m where m is the number of times the inverse Hessian is 
re-used. For example if m = 2 then the last computed inverse Hessian is re-used twice for 
determining the next two estimations of the minimizer. Thus, if m = 0 then the new inverse 
Hessian is computed for every iteration (see the flow diagram in §3.11), The correspond­
ing number of iterations n l  and number of function evaluations n /  are recorded in Tables 
3.12.i.J(b) (7  = 1,2,3). The expression a : 6 means nX = a and n f  = 6 .
The effectiveness of using various values of m can be observed in Table 3.12.8. The 
figures in the tables are obtained by counting the number of methods which attain the smallest 
cpu time for the four values of m (m = 0,1,2,3). For example, 17 methods and 1 method 
attain the smallest cpu time for m = 3 and m = 2 respectively for Example 3.1 (see Tables 
3,12.1.l(a)-3.12.1.3(a)), while for m = 0 and m = 1, no method attains the smallest cpu 
time.
Tables 3.12.9-3.12.15 contain the positions of the methods with respect to the cpu times 
in seconds for each value of m. The figures in these tables are obtained as follows. From 
Tables 3.12.1.1 (a)-3.12.1.3(a) for Example 3.1 with m = 0, the smallest cpu time is attained 
by M3, so we mark it with number 1 in Table 3.12.9. For the second best is M4 which we 
mark with number 2. So the worst method for the particular test example is in the position 
16, »,c, the method M5, since we have 16 methods of dyad form. These positions might be 
different with respect to m, so the figures in the last column of the tables indicate the position 
of each method more reliably. It shows that the methods M3, M4, M6  and M5 are in positions
1,2,3 and 16 respectively. Other methods will be judged accordingly. Finally, Table 3.12.16 
shows the positions of the methods taking all test examples into account.
From Tables 3.1 2 .1.7 (a) (t = 1, . . . ,  7; 7  = 1,2,3), the following conclusions are drawn. 
In the subsequent conclusions A improves B means that the cpu time taken by the method A
- 1 0 0 -
is less than for method B in the same group.
(a) M il and M7 improve S, and M il improves M7;
(b) M12 and M8 improve SI, and M12 improves M8;
(c) M9 improves 32;
(d) MIO improves S3;
(e) M2 improves Ml;
(/)  M4 does not improve M3;
(g) M6 improves M5;
(h) P is superior to C;
(i) Methods P and C are more efficient than methods S, S1-S3, and M l-M2.
Table 3.12.8 suggests that it is worthwhile to re-use the inverse of the Hessian two or 
three times if w >  4, but to use it once for each iteration if n < 4.
The relations between the methods C, P, S, S1-S3 and M1-M12 from different groups 
can be inferred firom Tables 3.12.9-3.12.6. Suppose that A <  B means that the cpu time for 
the method A is less than that for method B, so that A is superior to B. Then the figures in the 
last column of Table 3.12.6 reveal the following relationships:
P <  C <  M6 <  M3 <  M2 <  M I K  M4 <  M12 <  M9 <  MIO <
< M8 <  M7 <  M l<  M5 <  S3 <  S <  S l <  S2 3.12.1
The inequalities 3.12.1 confirm the conclusions (a)-(i).
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Method
m S M7 M il SI MS M12
0 461.92 433.25 423.04 462.29 432.53 423.83
1 335,91 315,45 310.32 337,01 317.77 313.21
2 296.40 280.32 275.49 297.95 279.82 275.31
3 281.57 266.25 261.19 282.75 265,51 260.21
Table 3.12.1.1(a): Example 3.1 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 465.34 430.60 468.12 430.98 469.20 388.30
1 338.25 319.31 348.42 319.27 342.11 284.70
2 297.87 280.82 298.06 278.22 301.08 254.05
3 282.78 264.66 282.27 264.66 285.59 241.22
Table 3.12.1.2(a): Example 3.1 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 269.55 274,17 469.21 388.06 137.96 163.86
1 202.27 206.40 343.50 286.81 112.49 130.25
2 183.36 187.00 301.58 252.77 105.45 120.90
3 177.72 179.96 284.84 241.05 107.28 120.81
Table 3.12.1.3(a): Example 3.1 (cpu times in sec.)
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21
1 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29
2 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35
3 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42
Table 3.12.1.1(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.1.
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21
1 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29
2 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35
3 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42
Table 3.12.1.2(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.1.
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21 20:21
1 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29 14:29
2 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35 12:35
3 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42 11:42
Table 3.12.1.3(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.1.
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Method
m S M7 MU SI MS M12
0 94.46 85.87 83.70 94.39 86.19 83.76
1 83.25 77.72 74.77 82.88 76.88 75.73
2 81.22 75.69 74.63 81.14 75.42 74.46
3 72.00 68.63 69.98 81.46 76.98 75.72
Table 3.12.2.1(a): Example 3.2 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 93.95 85.25 94.21 85.91 98.66 79.84
1 86.57 80.54 78.02 74.71 80.63 67.83
2 81.67 75.28 80.58 75.12 75.57 64.67
3 88.57 84.30 86.89 uf 78.08 67.70
Table 3.12.2.2(a): Example 3.2 (cpu times in sec.) (uf = underflow).
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 64.92 66.02 94.58 77.20 32.15 36.42
1 57.59 58.18 86.20 72.96 41.14 of
2 55.97 56.68 81.47 69.94 39.06 42.11
3 59.47 59.65 85.06 74.87 42.18 48.42
Table 3.12.2.3(a): Example 3.2 (cpu times in sec.) (of = overflow).
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33
1 18:55 18:55 18:52 18:54 18:54 18:54
2 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68
3 13:66 13:66 13:79 14:83 14:83 14:83
Table 3.12.2.1(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.2.
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33 26:37 26:37
1 19:58 19:58 16:76 16:76 18:58 18:58
2 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 15:68 15:68
3 15:100 15:100 14:112 uf 14:82 14:82
Table 3.12.2.2(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.2. (uf = underflow).
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 26:37 26:37 26:33 24:33 24:33 24:33
1 19:54 19:54 19:57 19:57 19:74 of
2 15:68 15:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68
3 14:82 14:82 14:99 14:99 14:80 13:103
Table 3.12.2.3(b): Number of iterations and of functionsevaluations for Example 3.2. (of = overflow).
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 13,97 12.31 11,81 13.77 12.71 12.18
1 12,15 11.29 10.88 12,21 11.31 10.67
2 12,12 12.23 11.53 12.98 11.87 11.43
3 12.57 12.14 11.71 12.52 12.17 12.03
Table 3.12.3.1(a): Example 3.3 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 14.06 12.45 13.58 12.42 12.23 11.04
1 12.60 11.41 11.96 11.38 11.19 10.43
2 12.69 11.62 12.38 11.40 11.64 10.97
3 12.75 12.20 12.63 12.21 11.80 11.69
Table 3.12.3.2(a): Example 3.3 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 9.19 9.52 12.50 11.22 6.56 6.81
1 10.02 9.91 11.42 10.61 7.32 7.20
2 10.18 9.91 11.63 11.52 8.87 8.49
3 11.05 11.21 12.25 11.65 8.93 9.20
Table 3.12.3.3(a): Example 3.3 (cpu times in sec.)
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18
1 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24
2 10:30 10:30 10:30 10:30 10:30 10:30
3 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34
Table 3.12.3.1(b): Number of iterations and of function 
evaluations for Example 3.3.
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18
1 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24
2 10:30 10:30 10:30 10:30 10:30 10:30
3 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34
Table 3.12.3.2(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.3.
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18 17:18
1 13:26 13:26 12:24 12:24 12:24 12:24
2 10:31 10:31 10:31 10:31 10:31 10:31
3 9:36 9:36 9:34 9:34 9:34 9:34
Table 3.12.3.3(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.3.
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 6.00 5.89 5.62 6.30 5.85 5.67
1 8.19 7.80 6.48 7.04 6.44 6.74
2 7.64 7.51 7.67 7.89 7.47 7.98
3 10.09 10.23 9.82 9.32 9.02 8.92
Table 3.12.4.1(a): Example 3.4 (cpu times in sec.)
Method S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2m
0 6.24 5.81 6.19 5.92 5.93 5.94
1 7.54 7.46 7.66 7.63 6.47 6.44
2 7.89 7.67 8.11 7.83 7,24 7.31
3 9.82 9.52 10.27 10.28 8.47 8.30
Table 3.12.4.2(a): Example 3.4 (cpu times in sec.)
Method M3 M4 M5 M6 P Cm
0 5.30 5.42 5.62 5.34 3.80 3.76
1 6.08 6.18 6.81 6.58 6.42 6.24
2 7.00 6.66 7.68 7.44 6.22 6.16
3 8.12 8.14 9.53 9.29 6.76 8.13
Table 3.12.4.3(a): Example 3.4 (cpu times in sec.)
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33
1 19:72 19:72 18:50 18:53 18:53 18:53
2 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68
3 15:105 14:103 14:98 14:89 14:89 14:89
Table 3.12,4.1(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.4.
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:37 26:37
1 19:58 19:58 16:76 16:76 18:58 18:58
2 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 15:68 15:68
3 15:100 15:100 14:112 14:112 14:82 14:82
Table 3.12.4.2(b): Number of iteration and of function evaluations for Example 3.4.
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 26:37 26:37 24:33 24:33 24:33 24:33
1 19:54 19:54 19:57 19:57 19:74 19:74
2 15:68 15:68 16:68 16:68 16:68 16:68
3 14:82 14:82 14:99 14:99 14:80 13:103
Table 3.12.4.3(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.4.
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 6.32 6.01 5.94 6.49 6.09 6.02
1 6.51 6.28 6.15 6.63 5.96 6.00
2 7.13 6.92 6.85 7.04 6.96 6.78
3 7.55 7.34 7.15 7.54 7.22 7.05
Table 3.12.5.1(a): Example 3.5 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m S2- M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 6.53 6.06 6.30 6.08 11.20 11.58
1 6.48 6.13 6.41 6.26 9.06 9.07
2 6.75 6.88 6.67 6.75 8.65 8.68
3 7.36 7.16 7.45 7.13 9.84 9.83
Table 3.12.5.2(a): Example 3.5 (cpu times in sec.)
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 14.64 15.33 5.72 5.69 3.44 3.42
1 13.62 13.73 6.00 5.91 4.27 4.20
2 14.14 14.22 6.15 6.61 5.10 5.00
3 13.59 13.69 6.99 6.90 5.64 5.69
Table 3.12.5.3(a): Example 3.5 (cpu times in sec.)
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 27:28 27:28 27:28 27:28 27:28 27:28
1 20:40 20:40 20:40 20:40 20:40 20:40
2 17:50 17:50 17:50 17:50 17:50 17:50
3 15:58 15:58 15:58 15:58 15:58 15:58
Table 3.12.5.1(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.5.
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 27:28 27:28 27:28 27:28 44:72 44:72
1 20:40 20:40 20:40 20:40 24:72 24:72
2 17:50 17:50 17:50 17:50 19:73 19:73
3 15:58 15:58 15:58 15:58 17:88 17:88
Table 3.12.5.2(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for EXample 3.5.
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 63:107 63:107 27:28 27:28 27:28 27:28
1 38:119 63:119 20:40 20:40 20:40 20:40
2 29:131 29:131 17:50 17:50 17:50 17:50
3 23:130 23:130 15:58 15:58 15:58 15:58
Table 3.12.5.3(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.5.
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 2.28 2.15 1.78 2.31 2.30 2.50
1 1.62 1.55 1.61 1.65 1.60 1.56 r
2 1.51 1.51 1.59 1.49 1.46 1.39
3 1.75 1.67 1.75 1.77 1.72 1.61
Table 3.12.6.1(a): Example 3.6 (cpu times in sec.)
Method S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2m
0 2.05 2.09 1.87 1.75 1.49 1.43
1 1.63 1.56 1.78 1.77 1.71 1.72 4
2 1.49 1,15 1.99 1.90 1.86 1.86
3 1.73 1.70 2.10 2.04 2.08 2.05
Table 3.12.6.2(a): Example 3.6 (cpu times in sec.) •?
Method M3 M4 M5 M6 P Cm
0 1.28 1.26 1.77 1.76 1.83 2.07
1 1.48 1.50 2.07 2.00 2.89 3.87
2 1.87 1.89 2.42 2.36 3.66 5.00
3 2.07 2.06 2.53 2.64 4.40 7.26
Table 3.12.6.3(a): Example 3.6 (cpu times in sec.)
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 7:10 7:10 6:8 6:13 6:13 8:13
1 4:8 4:8 4:9 4:8 4:8 4:8
2 3:9 3:9 3:10 3:9 3:9 3:9
3 3:11 3:11 3:11 3:11 3:11 3:11
Table 3.12.6.1(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.6.
Method S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2m
0 6:10 7:11 6:8 6:8 5:7 5:7
1 4:8 4:8 4:11 4:11 4:11 4:11 ’V
2 3:9 3:9 3:15 3:15 3:14 3:14
3 3:11 3:11 3:17 3:17 3:17 3:17 -
Table 3.12.6.2(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.6.
Method M3 M4 M5 M6 P Cm ■*5
0 5:7 5:7 5:11 5:11 6:15 5:21
1 4:10 4:10 4:15 4:15 5:28 5:42
2 4:14 4:14 4:19 4:19 4:41 4:63
3 3:17 3:17 3:22 3:22 4:49 4:90
Table 3.12.6.3(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.6.
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Method S M7 M il SI M8 M12m i
0 7.34 6.69 5.13 7.24 6.51 5.86
1 6.91 6.36 6.32 6.29 5.86 5.64 1
2 6.85 6.37 6.44 6.79 6.49 6.38
3 7.12 6.49 6.69 7.34 6.85 6.70
Table 3.12.7.1(a): Example 3.7 (cpu times in sec.)
Method S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2m
0 7.17 6.29 5.41 4.97 5.55 5.63
1 6.38 5.82 4.62 4.19 5.50 5.51 i
2 6.47 6.03 4.60 4.09 6.63 6.06
3 7.26 6.43 4.90 4.73 6.51 6.66
Table 3.12.7.2(a): Example 3.7 (cpu times in sec.)
1
Method M3 M4 M5 M6 P Cm
0 7.55 7.46 5.64 5.62 3.25 4.31
1 6.77 6.97 5.40 5.21 4.38 5.49
2 7.72 7.74 6.16 6.52 5.32 7.26
3 8.18 8.04 6.69 6.73 6.14 8.68
Table 3.12.7.3(a): Example 3.7 (cpu times in sec.)
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Method
m S M7 M il SI M8 M12
0 15:16 15:16 13:14 15:16 15:16 14:15
1 11:22 11:22 11:22 10:21 10:21 10:21
2 9:26 9:26 9:27 9:26 9:26 9:28
3 9:30 8:30 8:31 8:30 8:30 8:32
Table 3.12.7.1(b): Number of iterations and of function evaluations for Example 3.7.
Method
m S2 M9 S3 MIO Ml M2
0 15:17 15:17 11:13 11:13 14:15 14:15
1 10:20 10:20 7:16 7:16 10:20 10:20
2 8:25 8:25 6:18 6:18 9:29 9:29
3 8:30 8:30 5:22 5:22 8:31 8:31
Table 3.12.7.2(b): Number of iterations and of function 
evaluations for Example 3,7.
Method
m M3 M4 M5 M6 P C
0 23:24 23:24 14:15 14:15 15:18 15:27
1 15:31 15:31 10:20 10:20 11:27 11:43
2 12:37 12:37 9:29 9:29 9:35 9:59
3 10:43 10:43 8:31 8:31 8:44 8:73
Table 3.12.7.3(b): Number of iterations and of functionevaluations for Example 3.7.
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Example m
n
0 1 2 3
3.1 20 0 0 1 17
3.2 10 2 2 11 3
3.3 4 4 13 1 0
3.4 2 18 0 0 0
3.5 2 11 3 2 2
3.6 2 9 1 8 0
3.7 2 3 12 3 0
Table 3.12.8: The effectiveness of re-using the inverseof the Hessian.
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m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(l) 1
S 13 13 13 13 52 Î%
SI 14 14 15 15 58
S2 15 15 14 16 60
S3 16 18 16 14 64
Ml 17 16 17 18 68
M2 6 5 6 6 23
M3 3 3 3 3 12
M4 4 4 4 4 16
M5 18 17 18 17 70
M6 5 6 5 5 21 'V
M7 12 9 11 12 44
M8 11 10 10 11 42
M9 9 12 12 9 42 1
MIO 10 11 9 10 40
M il 7 7 8 8 30
M12 8 8 7 7 30 ■ J
C 2 2 2 2 8
P 1 1 1 1 4
}
Table 3.12.9: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.1.
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m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(2)
S 16 15 16 8 55
SI 15 14 15 13 57
S2 13 18 18 17 66
S3 14 11 14 16 55
Ml 18 13 12 12 55
M2 6 4 5 5 20
M3 3 2 3 3 11
M4 4 3 4 4 15
M5 17 16 17 15 65
M6 5 5 6 9 25
M7 10 10 13 6 39
M8 12 9 11 11 43
M9 9 12 10 14 45
MIG 11 6 9 18 44
M il 7 7 8 7 29
M12 8 8 7 10 33
C 2 17 2 2 23
P 1 1 1 1 4
I
I
Table 3.12.10: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.2.
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I
m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(3)
1i
!
1
S 17 16 14 16 63 1
SI 16 17 18 15 66 Î
S2 18 18 17 18 71 11S3 15 15 16 17 63 1"iMl 9 9 12 8 38
M2 5 5 5 6 21 I
M3 3 4 4 3 14 t
M4 4 3 3 4 14
M5 13 14 11 14 52
M6 6 6 8 5 25
M7 10 10 15 10 45
M8 14 11 13 11 49 i
M9 12 13 10 12 47 4
MIO 11 12 6 13 42
M il 7 8 9 7 31
M12 8 7 7 9 31
C 2 1 1 2 6 f
P 1 2 2 1 6 ¥
Table 3.12.11: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.3.
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m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(4)
S 15 18 10 15 58
SI 18 12 14 10 54
S2 17 14 16 14 61
S3 16 16 18 17 67
Ml 14 7 5 6 32
M2 13 5 6 5 29
M3 3 1 4 2 10
M4 5 2 3 4 14
M5 6 11 13 12 42
M6 4 9 7 9 29
M7 11 17 9 16 53
M8 10 6 8 8 32
M9 9 13 12 11 45
MIO 12 15 15 18 60
M il 7 8 11 13 39
M12 8 10 17 7 42
C 1 3 1 3 8
P 2 4 2 1 9
Table 3.12.12: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.4.
1
- 1 2 0 -
m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(5)
;1
■Ç
'V
■j
S 12 13 14 14 53
.Ï
4
SI 13 14 13 13 53 1
S2 14 12 7 11 44
i
:s
S3 11 11 5 12 39 i:
Ml 15 15 15 16 61 Ïÿ
M2 16 16 16 15 63 1
'■r
M3 17 17 17 17 68 I
M4 18 18 18 18 72 I
M5 4 5 3 4 16 ;ï
M6 3 3 4 3 13
M7 6 10 11 10 37 )
M8 10 4 12 9 35 3
M9 8 7 10 8 29
ÎMIO 9 9 6 6 30
M il 5 8 9 7 29
M12 7 6 8 5 26
C 1 1 1 2 5
P 2 2 2 1 7
Table 3.12.13: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.5.
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1
■?1
m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(6) 1• i )
S 15 8 7 7 37 I
SI 17 10 4 8 39 'V!1
S2 11 9 5 5 30
S3 10 14 14 14 52 :sà
Ml 4 11 9 13 37
M2 3 12 10 10 35
M3 2 2 11 12 27
M4 1 1 12 11 25 1
M5 7 16 16 15 54
M6 6 15 15 16 52
M7 14 3 6 2 25 1
M8 16 6 3 4 29
M9 13 4 1 3 21 1
MIO 5 13 13 9 40 1■ 'J
M il 8 7 8 6 29 1
M12 18 5 2 1 26
C 12 18 18 18 66 ■3
P 9 17 17 17 60
1
Table 3.12.14: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.6.
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m
Method
0 1 2 3 TotalT(7) 1
S 16 17 15 13 61
SI 15 12 14 15 56 I
S2 14 15 10 14 53
S3 5 3 2 2 12
Ml 6 7 13 6 32
M2 8 8 5 7 28 i
M3 18 16 17 17 68
M4 17 18 18 16 69 j-
M5 9 6 6 8 29
M6 7 4 12 11 34 ‘Î
M7 13 14 7 5 39
M8 12 11 11 12 46 1
M9 11 10 4 4 29
MIO 3 1 1 1 6
M il 4 13 9 9 35
M12 10 9 8 10 37 '1
C 2 5 16 18 41 %
P 1 2 3 3 9 1
Table 3.12.15: Positions of the methods with respectto the cpu time in sec. for Example 3.7.
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Table 3.12.16: Positions of the methods with respectto cpu time in all examples.
■
I
Method
. 7
I t ®
j=l
Positions of 
the methods
-■V
'"■i
i
S 379 16 1
SI 383 17 i
S2 385 18 }i
S3 352 15 'iI
Ml 323 13
M2 219 5
M3 210 4
M4 225 8
M5 328 14
M6 199 3
M7 282 12 ■?;
M8 276 11
M9 258 9
MIO 262 10 5
M il 222 6 1
M12 225 7
C 157 2 '
P 99 1
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3.13 Future Work
Sisser [Sis—82b] [Sis—82c] has described a technique for inverting an interval Hessian 
of a factorable function but Sisser’s results have not yet been used to bound minimizers of 
factorable functions in a manner similar to that which has been discussed in the preceding 
sections using interval arithmetic.
Let /  : i2” —♦ be a given twice continuously differentiable mapping and let V^/(*) :
jR” -* M(i2”) be the Hessian of f .  If VV(-) : J(i2”) —»• I(M(R^)) is an interval extension 
of V^/(-) then
VV(2) 2  I X e  $}. 3.13.1
Let G ( ^  = V V (^ , We wish to compute G J(M(i2”)) such that
= {vV(x)}“* 2  IG e G(S)}.
[SheW-85] can provide computer-generated interval extensions of factorable 
functions and derivatives. We can write a program for the interval version of the procedure 
compute.sisser. functions in §2.3 to give an interval version of 2.3.2 according to
j ,  3.13.2
i=l
where for (t = 1,. . . , m) ;%.(.) : HR") -» I(,R^), &( ) : HR") -* 7(iT*) and&( ) : HR") —
/(ü "). It is more convenient if 3.13.2 is rewritten in the symmetric form
2m
vV (x) = 3.13.3
»=i
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where
(* = 1,
. (i = m + 1,. . . ,  2m),
and
+ &(z) (t = 1,. . . ,  m),
V -  &-mW (i = m + 1,. . . ,  2m).
The interval form of 3.2,7 is given by
GiSÙ = R  + Y^ âiUiUÏ
1=1
and
3.13.4
B. -  5.—’
where ^  E I(iî) (t// >  0), I  is the interval unit matrix, and r = 2m + n. In order to invert G 
which is given by 3.13.4 we have the following results.
Definition 3.13.1
The interval matrix A  E J(Af(i£")) is nonsingular if and only if
□
Definition 3.13.2
An interval extension : I{M{R^)) —> I{R) of det(-) : M(R^)  —► i? is such that
□
SIW
- 1 2 6 -
Theorem 3.13.1
Let A  E J(M(i2”)) be nonsingular with 0 0  det(A). Let s E I(R)  and Z(i2”) be 
given. If
[C,(/] = l + s / A - ' x  3.13.5
and 0 ^  [c,d] then A + s x z ^  is nonsingular.
Proof
See [Sis—82c]. ^
An interval version of the SMW formula is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.13.2
If (%) A  E I{M{RP)) and 0 ^  det(Æ)\ («) s €  I{R) and 0 0  s; (iii) x , z £  I{RP) and 
0 ^ 1  + s ^ A ~ ^ x ,  then an interval extension (A -\-sx^ )~ ^  of (A + sx z^y^  (A G A ,s  G 
s , x E x  and z E ^  is given by
(A + sxz^)~^ = A~^ -  3.13.6
Proof
See [Sis—82c]. ^
The interval matrix G in 3.13.4 can be inverted using 3.13.6. However, it is difficult 
to know whether the resulting matrix is positive definite, because by using interval arithmetric, 
it might happen that in 3.13.5 c <  0 even though A + is positive definite. It really 
depends on how we compute the righthand sides of 3.13,5 and 3.13.6. Much work remains 
to be done on the use of Theorem 3.13.2.
Consider the problem of determining the zeros of F  : R'^ -+ jR". This problem can be
solved by using the quadratic function q : R'^ R^ defined by [DenS—83]
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q(x) = f(x^^^)+g(x^^^)^(x —
\ ( x ~  x^^Y  Jix^^^f J(x^^^)(x -  a;^ *^ ), 3.13,7
where the objective function f  : BP B} and the gradient g : BP -* given by
= \F (x^^Y F (x *^^ )^ 3.13.8
and
g(x^^^) = J{x^^Y F (x^^ )^ 3.13,9
recpectively. The Jacobian J  : i?” —> M(R^) is given by 2.3.1, Let ~ x — x^^\ and let 
J{x^^Y  J be given by 2.3.24. Then 3.13.7 reduces to
= + 1 , 3.13.10
»=1
where a,- : JR" —* R^ (i -  1 ,, . . ,  n) are given by 2.3.25. The function q defined in 3.13.10 
together with the minimization algorithms discussed in [DenS—83] can be used to solve the 
problem of determining the zeros of F  : 12" RP. On applying the S package to
this problem, we may create the data structures to represent the objective function
/ ( x )  =  i ( J î ’, ( x ) 2  +  - - -  +  F „ ( x f ) ,
the Jacobian J {x \  o,(a;) = VFi(x) (i = l , . . . , n )  and the gradient g(x) using the 
appropriate JIjC5  jCJ B procedures which are described in §2.2.
A further interesting and very important area of enquiry is concerned with the application 
of Differentiation Arithmetic [Ral—81] [Wol—87] to unconstrained optimization, but lack 
of time has prevented work on this area from being carried out.
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 Introduction
Several point iterative procedures for the simultaneous estimation of simple polynomial 
zeros exists; see for example, [Abe—73], [AleH—74], [BraH-73], [Ehr—67], [FarL-75], 
[HaPR-77], [Hen—74], [Ker—66], [MilP-83], [PetM-83], [PetS-86], [PetS-87] and ref­
erences therein. Point iterative procedures can be very effective but have some disadvan­
tages. For example, the known sufficient conditions for local convergence are usually difficult 
or impossible to verify computationally because they often involve knowledge of the zeros 
themselves a priori; see §4.2, Also the sequences which are generated from point iterative 
procedures usually converge only for very good initial estimates of the zeros. Furthermore 
computationally rigorous bounds on the zeros are not obtained.
Several interval iterative procedures for the simultaneous inclusion of simple polynomial 
zeros also exist; see, for example, [Gar—75], [Gar—76], [Gar—78], [Gar—81], [GarH—72], 
[Gla—75], [Hen—74], [KriS-75], [MilP-83], [Pet—80], [Pet—82], [PetM-83], [PetS-85], 
[PetS—86]. Interval iterative procedures for the simultaneous inclusion of simple complex 
polynomial zeros determine bounded closed convex sets in C  (usually rectangular or circular 
intervals) each of which contains a polynomial zero. If rectangular or circular machine inter­
val arithmetic [AleH-83] is used, then the resulting intervals contain the exact polynomial 
zeros. Furthermore the widths of intervals are limited only by the precision of the machine 
floating point arithmetic. Thus interval iterative procedures can be used to determined very 
narrow computationally rigorous bounds on polynomial zeros.
Procedures for Simultaneously 
Estimating and Bounding 
Simple Polynomial Zeros
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If it is known that the zeros of a given polynomial are real then real interval arithmetic .
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 contains a brief survey 
of some of the existing point total-step and single-step procedures for simultaneously estimat­
ing simple polynomial zeros, and the new point procedure PRSSl is described in Section 4.3. 
Section 4.4 contains a brief survey of some of the existing interval total-step and single-step 
procedures for simultaneously bounding simple polynomial zeros and the new interval pro­
cedure 1RS SI is described in Section 4.5. Iteration k of the procedure IRSSl contains 
inner iterations. It is shown in Section 4.6 how may be determined automatically by the 
computer. Section 4.7 contains numerical results which illustrate the effectiveness of IRSSl.
4.2 Point Total-step and Single-step Procedures
Let p :C^ —► be a polynomial of degree n defined by
p(x) = ^  aiX* 4.2.1
can be used and the partial ordering on the real numbers permits modifications for accelerat­
ing convergence to be introduced; this is exemplified in the book by Alefeld and Herzberger 
[AleH-83] in which the so-called interval total-step (IT) and interval single-step (IS) proce­
dures are used to bound the eigenvalues of real symmetric matrices. 4
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the point repeated symmetric single-step proce­
dure PRSSl for simultaneously estimating simple polynomial zeros, and the interval repeated 
symmetric single-step procedure IRSSl for simultaneously bounding simple polynomial ze­
ros. The procedures PRSSl and IRSSl are based on the symmetric single-step idea of Aitken 
[Ait—50] and Alefeld [Ale—77].
*=0
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The equation
can be expressed in the form
Then
By 4.2.4, if, for i = 1 ,. . . ,  n, a;,- 0  = Ij • • • » ^ t), then
where a* G (t = 0 , . . . ,  n) are given. This section contains several point iterative proce- i
dures for estimating the n simple zeros xj (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) of p simultaneously. I
I
p(x) = 0 4.2.2 I
J J (x  -  xj) = 0 4.2.3 4
y=i
if ttn ^  0. Therefore it is assumed henceforth that a» = 1, so that
P(x) -  J J (x  -  xp. 4.2.4
;=1
Suppose that, for y = 1 , . . . ,  n, X; is an estimate of xj, and let q : be defined by
I
q(x) = J J (x  -  xy). 4.2.5
y=i
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x*i = X i  -  — ^ — . 4.2.7
!%(«. -
Now Xy «  xj 0  = Ij * • • > yi) so by 4.2.7,
xj Af x  ^-  —----  (» = l , . . . ,n ) .  4.2.8
J¥i
This gives rise to the point total-step procedure PTl defined by
which has been studied by Weierstrass [Wei—03], Durand [Dur—60],and Kemer [Ker—6 6 ], 
and to the point single-step procedure PSl defined by
.(&)x r '^  = x5*' -  ^ ----------------  4.2.10
which has been studied by Alefeld and Herzberger [AleH—74].
The 72-order of convergence of an iterative procedure is used in this thesis as a measure 
of the asymptotic convergence rate of the procedure. The concept of 72-order of convergence 
is discussed in detail in [OrtR—70] and is discussed in a form which is sufficient for this thesis 
in [AleH-83]. The 72-order of a procedure P which generates sequences which converge to 
z* is denoted by O r ( P ,  z * )  and the 72-factor of a sequence is denoted by
1
1 *+:) = Z») _  (.• = l , . . . ,„ ) ( f c > 0 ) ,  4.2.9 ^
-  4 )3Ü
(fc+1) __ JM) _   _________)
y=i y=»+i
(t = 1 , . . . ,  n) (fc >  0 ),
■I
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Theorem 4.2.1
If (1) p : defined by 4.2.1 has n distinct zeros xj (» = 1 ,..., n); (2) |x f  ^—x* | <
Odjiln -  1) (i = 1 ,..., n) where 0 <  0 <  1 and d -  min{|xj -  xp | 1 <  t <  y < n}; (3)
the sequences (t = 1,. , . ,  n) are generated firom PTl (i.e. from 4.2.9) then xj^  ^ —*> xj
( fc  g o )  (»  = 1 , . . . ,  n) and Ofi(PTl, a;J) >  2 (* = 1 ,. . . ,  n).
Proof
For » = 1, , . . ,  n, let
4.2.11
and in 4.2.9 let xj = x®, x« = x**'\ Then by 4.2.9
X i  =  Xt* —
p ( X i )
-X i
J [ ( X i  -  xy)
Y[(xi  -  x}) 
t l _________
3Ü
4.2.12
Let
qiix) =
rrvjH
4.2.13
'1
Î
Then
whence
Let
Then
Now by 4.2.12
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= %% (a; -  Xm),
"  ( x y  -  X . ) g ! ( x y )
J J ( x y  -  x j )  
W
(X y  -  X . )  T T  ( x y  -  X m )
m/;,»
n w  -  »i)
w _________
J J ( x y  -  X f )  
Wi
J J ( x y  -  x*i)
]^ a ,y (x y _ x p  = EM* %%(ary -  Xf) 
Wi
W - X i  — Xg
4.2.14
4.2.15
4.2.16
4.2.17
:
I
- 1 3 5 -
n
ï%(z, -  xp
=  X i  -  X i 1=1
J J ( x , ‘ -  X i )
Wi
=  ( X i  -  xj) <
U ^ X i - x t ) ]
--------------
J J ( x <  -  X f )  
l¥i
4.2.18
It can be shown (see Lemma 4.3.3) that for t = 1,, . . ,  n
E Wi = 1.
3 J \ ( X j  -  X f )  
W3
4.2.19
So by 4.2.17,4.2.18
W i  ~  W i  ^  o c i j W j  ( i  =  1 , . . . ,  n ) .  
J¥i
4.2.20
Now by Hypothesis (2) and 4.2.11
I x ;  -  X f I =  | x y  -  X f -  X y  +  X y |
>  |xy -  Xf*l -  |xy  -  Xyl
> d 1
( 2 n -  1 ) '
( 2 n  -  2 )  
(2 R -  1)d  (y, f =  1 , . . . ,  n ) . 4.2.21
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So by 4.2.21
\Xj' — X f | =  \ X j  — Xi  + X i  — x i \
>  | x y  -  X f l  -  \x*i -  Xi \
 L _ j(2 n -  1) (2 n -  1)
(2n -  3)
(2flr -- 1) 4.2.22
So by 4.2.22
|xy -  X, I _ |xy - X i  +  X i -  xfl 
| l y  -  X ( |  \ x j  -  X | |
^  |xy -  X | |  +  \ x ,  -  x;| 
\ X j - X l \
\ X j  -  X f l
(2n -  3)d/(2n -  1)
1 + 12 n - 3 ‘ 4.2.23
So by 4.2.16,4.2.22,4.2.23,
«17 =
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& i n
(2 n -  1) 1 
(2 n — 2>)d
1-2
It can be shown that (see Lemma 4.3.1) (Vn > 2)
So by 4.2.24
Let
and
Then by 4.2.20
( n - 1)
I«171 <  - — rr (t, 7  = 1 , . . . ,  n).(2 n - l ) '  ( n - 1)
(2 n - l ) ,  , ^K  =  j — |w,'| (t = 1 , . . . ,  n),
h. =  ^-|A |  (» = 1 , . . . ,  n).
^  -  ( n - T ) ^ * ^ ^ ^ ‘ (» = l , . . . ,n ) .
3Ü
4.2.24
4.2.25
4.2.26
4.2.27
4.2.28
4.2.29
j
'j.
Now if
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where 0 < Ô < 1 , then by 4.2.27, hi < Û (i = 1,.. . ,n) whence by 4.2.29
Therefore by induction on fc.
whence —♦ x* (& -♦ oo) (t = 1 , . . . ,  n). Let
= max
i < i < n  * ^
Then by 4.2.29
4.2.30
4.2.31
4.2.32
]¥*
( n -  1)
whence
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So
Oh(PT1,z* )> 2 . □
jj(x <  -  Xy)
Xi = n  -  —--------  . 4.2.33* —1 1»
Y [ ( X i  -  x y )  J J  ( X i  -  X y )
y = i  y w + 1
Let
»—1 n
%(x) =  I % ( a ;  -  X m )  J J  (X  -  X m ) .  4.2.34
m=l m=i+l
Then
{»-! I I*n ( i - 5 m ) |  n
m=l } m=f+]
I nm=l I m=*+l .)
So
1
,1
1Theorem 4.2.2
If Hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.1 are valid; (3) the sequences (xj**^ ) (i =
1 , . . . ,  n) are generated from PSl (i.e. from 4.2.10), then xf^  -♦ xj (A; —► oo) (* = 1 , . . . ,  n), |
and Oi?(PSl, xj) >  1 + r  (i = 1,. . . ,  n), where r  G (1,2) is the unique positive zero of 
t " - t  -  1 .
Proof
Let the sequences (xf^) (t = 1 , . . . ,  n) be generated from 4.2.10, In 4.2.10 let x,- = xf^ 
and Xi -  Then by 4.2.4 and 4.2.10
9ÎW = ^  j IP ®  -  x„  ^ B  (® - x„)+
m=f+l rSiJ
'"Û
and
Let
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1-1
= ] ] [ %  -  Xm) %% (Xj -  Xm) (1 <  7 <  i  “  1),m=l m=t+l
1 - 1
gjW) = I I -  ^rn) H  (xy -  Xm) (» + 1 <  J <  »).
m=l mW+lmjlf
4.2.35
4.2.36
I.
-3
and
«1 ( x y  -  X . )  ÿ . ( x y ) 4.2.37 I
A; =
J J ( x y  -  X*i)
IjiJ__________
( x y  -  X ») g j ( x y )
4.2.38
Then by 4.2.35 and 4.2.37
«17
n %  -  <^ )WiJ
1—1 n
I J ( x y  -  X m ) H ( X y  -  X m )
( i < ; < i - i )
m=ln»/j
and by 4.2.36 and 4.2.38
4.2.39
ïÿ
A / = î r r
JJ(zy -  I ,* )
(»■ + 1 <  y <  n).
B  (xy Xm) B (® y  ®m)
m=l
4.2.40
a
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It can be shown as in §4.3 that, if tn* = x,- — xj and tD,- = x,- -  x* for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, then
t—1 n
AjW; J (t = 1 , , . . ,  n).
7=1 7=1+1
By 4.2.40
n  I
I A y  I = l¥iJ
n i ® y - ^ ' lWi
4 r n M  t f - 2 .  ,n).
So if 4.2.11 holds then
0 - = 2 , . . . ,n ) .
So by 4.2.41
By 4.2.11
(2 n -  1)
So by 4.2.44
4.2.41
4.2.42
4.2.43
4.2.44
. . J
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< K l-
Suppose that, for some i >  2, \wi\ < K |  (f = 1,. . . ,$  -  1). By 4.2.39
Now
Also
Of,-,- =  Ti-i
n  “  “‘I n  1% -  ®<iNfmlW
f r  & ZL£l1 i t  1% ~  ^rl 1
t r  -  %l ( i ii  |zy -  3,1 \xj -  a:,| ■
\ X j - X i  \ _  \ x j  -  XI +  XI ~  x \ \
\ x j - x i \ ~
<  1 + | 3 |  -  3 ,  I
\ x j - X l \ '
1%  -  3 |*| = \x) -  X,* -  i j  +  X j \
> \x) -  X ,* | -  \ X j  -  x)\
because \wi\ -  j^f -  a;^ *| <  \xi -  = jwfj (Î = 1 , . . . ,  i -  1). So
4.2.45
4.2.46
n), 4.2.47
Also
and so
By 4.2.46-4.2.48
-1 4 3 -
\xj -  5/1 = \xj -  X* + x] -  5/1
>  \xj -  X ,' |  -  |X | -  I ? |
(2 n - 2 ) 1
(2 n  -  1) (2n -  1)
(2ti — 3) 
(2 n -  1)d 0 ,^ = 1 , . . . , t  — 1).
1% -  3|*I _  |x y -X |+ X |-X ,* | 
1% -  3,1 1% -  3,1
< i  +  1î L z £ l1“  i % - 3 , r
\Xj -  X(| = \xj -  X,* +X| -  X||
>  | 3 / - 3 j | - | x , - x , * |
1
(2 n -  1) (2 n -  1)
( 2 n - 3 )  
(2 n -  1)
4.2.48
4.2.49
4.2,50
4
- 1 4 4 -
l¥i i¥i
i~2
By 4.2.49,4.2,50
n | 5 f | . n { . * s b }
So by 4.2.45,4.2.50-4.2.52
whence by 4.2,49
2 n t-  -  ~ 7  0  = 1 , . . . , * -  l ; i  = 2 , . . . ,n ) .  4.2.53
Similarly,
YI Ay I <  “ TÏ (/ = » + Ij • • • ) w; » = 2 , . . . ,  n). 4.2.542 n
So by 4.2,41 |w/| <  |tu*|. So by finite induction on i, |iD*| <  |tu,*| (i = 1,. . .  ,n). As in the 
proof of Theorem 4.2.1, if 4.2,27 and 4.2.28 hold then 4.2.29 holds and (& —* oo)
(i = 1 , . . . ,  n).
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Let
4.2.55
If 4.2.11 holds then by 4.2.53,4.2.54,4.2.55,4.2.41
h(W) + g  fcW} = 1 , . . .  >  0 ). 4.2,56
Suppose, without loss of generality, that
4.2.57
Then it follows that if
A =
n  1 
1
o
VI 1
o
and
(it > 0 ),
then, as in the proof of Theorem 2 of [AleH--83]
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■1
4 *' <  (t = l , . . . , n ) ( f c > 0 ),
and
Oiî(PSl,a;")> 1 + f ,
Let 6 : be defined by
S(x) -  p(x)/q\x) 4.2.58
4.2.6 and 4.2.8, for » = 1 , . . . ,  n,
a;J «  Xi — S(xi). 4.2.59
Nonrein [Non—77a] has used 4.2.59 to approximate Xj in 4.2.7 to obtain the point total-step 
procedure PT2 defined by
J¥i
The procedures PSl and PT2 have been combined by Petkovic and Müovanovic [PetM—83]
where a e  (1 , 2 ) is the unique positive zero of T" -  T -  1 . ^  g
A derivation of the lower bound on the JR-order of convergence for PTl has been given 
by Ehrlich [Ehr—67] and outline of the derivation of the the lower bound on the i2-order of 
convergence for PSl has been given by Alefeld and Herzberger [AleH—74]. More detail on 
calculating lower bounds on 72-orders of convergence is to be found in [AleH—83].
■’!
'1
■Jwhere p : —+ and q : are defined by 4.2.4 and 4,2.5 respectively. Then by %
I
1
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to give the point single-step procedure PS2 defined by
= x f  -  ---    4.2.61
n ( x f  -  x f  «) n  + « (3 f  ))
;=1 ;=t+l
(i = 1 , , . , ,  n) (fc >  0 ).
p'(T,') ^ A  1
p(2î»)
Let A : (7^  be defined by
A(x) ~p(x)/p'(x). 4,2.63
Then by 4.2.62, for » = 1,. . . ,  n,
A(xi)X* ~ X i ----------------  ;------ —. 4,2.64
The procedure PS 2 requires no more computational labour per iteration than does PT2, and 
the 72-order of convergence [OrtR--70] of PS2 is at least 1 + er where 2 < a  < 3  [PetM—83] 
while PT2 exhibits cubic convergence [Nou—77a].
By 4,2.4, if a/ ^  x*- { i j  = l , . . . , n ; i  /  y ) then '1j f.iI
I4JL62 )
This gives rise to the point total-step procedure PT3 [Mae—54], [Bor—63],[Ehr—67],
- 1 4 8 -  ^
[Abe—73] defined by
which exhibits cubic convergence. The corresponding single-step procedure PS3 [AleH—74] 
is defined by
Theorem 4.2.3
If hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.1 are valid; (3) the sequences {i =
1 , , . . ,  n) are generated from PT3 (i.e. from 4.2.65) then x^ (k —> oo) (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n)
and Oij(PT3, a;t) >  3 (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). ^
Theorem 4.2.4
If hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.1 are valid; (3) the sequences (i -
I= A(a;^ *'^ ) (i = 1,. . . ,  n), 4.2.65a i
1.Ï
Î
x f  = x p ---------------------  ;---------  (i -  1,. . . ,  n) (fc >  0), 4.2.656
----------------- R --------- — ; --------------- :--------------------------   ,
(i = 1, . . . ,  n) (fe >  0 ),
and has 72-order of convergence at least 2+a where a >  1 is the unique positive zero of f* ~  
t  ~ 2  [AleH—74], and is therefore preferable to PT3 which requires the same computational ■
labour per iteration.
J
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1,. . . ,  n) are generated from PS3 (i.e. from 4.2.66) then —► a:J (k —► oo) (i = 1 ,. . , ,  n) 
and Oji(PS3, a;J) >  2 + r (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n), where r  €  (1,2] is the unique positive zero of
r  -  (  -  2. □
The convergence proofs for these theorems are similar to that of Theorem 4.2.3. The 
derivations of the lower bounds on the 72-orders of convergence are given in [Ehr—67] and 
in [AleH—74] respectively.
The procedure PT3 has been modified by Nourein [Nou—77a] to obtain the point total- 
step procedure PT4 defined by
= X®---------------------- ^ -----i-------------  4.2.67
( x r  -  + A p
(i -  l , . . . , n ) ( k  > 0 ).
The procedure PT4 has order of convergence 4 and requires no more computational labour 
per iteration than does PT3 and PS3, and is therefore preferable to PT3 and PS3.
It has been pointed out by Petkovié and Milovanovié [PetM—83] that the single-step 
modification PS4 of PT4 defined by
(^**>) =      I
[ l  -  _  J M K  +  È  (Ak) _  M  , A (t)s } ]  I( x f  -  x f  )) ( x f  -  x f  + A f  )
(t = l , . . . ,n) ( ik>0) ,  4.2.68
' ; ;
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Let ÿ •“» C ' be defined by
where p : and q : are defined by 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 respectively. Then for
k ~ 1 , . . . ,  w,
is more rapidly convergent than PT4 while requiring no more computational labour per iter- |
ation. The 72-order of convergence of PS4 is at least 2(1 + r) where r  G (1,2) is the unique i
positive zero of t” — t — 1 [MilP—83], so that PS4 is preferable to PT4.
Theorem 4.2.5
If hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 4,2.1 are valid; (3) the sequences (t =
1 . . . . ,  n) are generated from PT4 ( t . c .  from 4,2.67) then  ^ rcj (A; —► oo) (t = 1,. . . ,  n) 
andOij(PT4,arp>4(t = l , . . . ,n) .  ^
Theorem 4.2.6
If hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.1 are valid; (3) the sequences {xf^) (i =
1.. . .  J n) are generated from PS4 (i.e. from 4.2.68), then —► xJ (fc —► oo) (i = 1, . . . , # )  
and Oij(PS4, xJ) >  2(1 + r) (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n), where r  G (1,2) is the unique positive zero of
The convergence proofs for these theorems are similar to that of Theorem 4.2.4. The 
derivations of the lower bounds on the 72-orders of convergence are given in [Nou—77 a] and |
[PetM—83] respectively. ,4'Î
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-  Xj)p(xi)
(f>(xk) -  q(xk) + —------------------ . 4.2,70
q(xk) = 0 (fc = 1,. . , ,  n). 4.2.71
JJCxjt -  xy) r 1 (A; = i)
3Ü — ( . 4.2.72
J J ( u - a v )  [ q Î
;>•
By 4.2.70-4.2.72,
= p(xjfc) (A; = 1,. .. J n). 4.2.73
By 4.2.4 and 4.2.5, g(x)/p(x) —»> 1 (x —> oo), so by 4.2.69, </»(x)/p(x) —► 1 (x —♦ oo). The 
polynomial ÿ is of degree n and interpolates p at the n points x,- (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) and the point at 
infinity. Therefore, by the uniqueness of the Lagrange inteipolating polynomial, ÿ(x) = p(x) 
(x G C). Therefore by 4,2.69
n p{xi)qix)= + 4.2.74
Let 6  : be defined by 4.2.58. Then by 4.2.74, fori = 1, . . . ,  n.
Now by 4.2.5,
Furthermorefor A; = l , . . . , n ,  |
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S(xi)xT = Xi -   --------- '.., 4.2.75
because p(xj) = 0 (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). This gives rise to the point total-step procedure PT5 
[Bor—70] defined by
(i = 1 , . . . ,  n),
g ( k )
x»- ’^) = x f ---------------- i— — -------  (» = l , . . . ,n ) ( fc > 0 ) .  4.2.76
The procedure PT5 is cubically convergent if for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, x f  ^ is sufficiently close 
to xJ and the xJ are simple zeros of p [Nou—75].
Nourein [Nou—77b] has modified PT5 to produce the point total-step procedure PT6  
defined by
f#)
=  i - _ -----------  ( i = l , . . . , n ) ( f c > 0 ) ,  4.2.77
which has order of convergence 4, and requires no more computational labour per iteration 
than does PT5.
4.3 The Point Repeated Symmetric Single-step Procedure PRSSl
In this section the symmetric single-step idea of Aitken [Ait—50] is used to derive a 
point iterative procedure PRSS1 which appears to be new.
- 1 5 3 -
The symmetric point single-step procedure PSSl corresponding to the point single-step 
procedure PSl is defined by
x f =  x f ^  ( i  = 1 ,. . . ,  n ) ,  4.3. la
x f ’*^ = xf^ — — ---------------------   (» = 1, . . . ,  n), 4.3.16
] [ i [ ( x < * )  - , , ( % ' ) )  ] [ I  ( x f )  - -  x ( t m )
y=i y=t+i
x f = X® - -jqj---------------------   (« = ., 1), 4.3.1c
-  X*'')) n
y=i y=«+i
xM> = (,• = 1 , . . . ,  n ) ,  (fc >  0). 4.3.1d
The procedure PSSl has the following attractive features:
(x) The values p(xf^) ( i  = 1,. . . ,  n )  which are computed for use in 4.3.1b are re-used in 
4.3.1c.
(n*) The products
JJ(x f^  -  xf^)) ( i  = 2 , . . . ,  n )  
y=i
which are computed for use in 4.3.1b are re-used in 4.3.1c.
(ill) xf'^) = xf'^) (fc >  0 ) so that xf'^) need not be computed.
(iv) The 72-order of convergence Oiî(PSl, x*) for PSl to the set of simple zeros x* = 
(^î)nxi such that
- 1 5 4 - I
Ojî(PSl,x*)> l+r  >2,
where r  is the unique positive zero of — t — 1 [AleH—74], As shown subsequently in this 
section, the corresponding 72-order of convergence Oij(PSSl, x*) is at least 3.
The value of x f w h i c h  is computed from 4.3.1c requires (n — t) multiplications, one sf
division, and (n — * + 1) subtractions, increasing the lower bound on the 72-order by unity
Acompared with the 72-order of PSl. This observation gives rise to the idea that it might be .
advantageous to repeat the second step in PSSl times in each iteration where the integer 4
>  1 depends on the iteration number k. This leads to the repeated symmetric single-step 
procedure PRSS 1 which consists of generating the sequences (xf^) (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n) from
x f = x f  ^ (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n), 4.3.2a
][][(x(*) -  x f ': '- '))  (xf) __ x(&.%-2))
y=i /=»+!
i f '20 = i f )  _   ------------------------------------------ (,• = „ ........ 1), 4.3.2c
n ( x f - x f ’^ - « ) n ( x f > - x f ' ^ )
7=1 7=1+1
(/ = l , . . . , r * ) ,
x f +1) = a-f •>*>) (j = 1,. . . ,  n) (fe > 0). 4.3.2<i
If r®  = 1 (Vfc >  0) then PRSSl and PSSl coincide.
1
1:
i f  ■2'-» = i f )  _   ---------------- .....................................  (» = l , . . . ,n ) ,  4.3.2.6 I
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From 4.3,26 and 4.3.2c, it follows that for f >  1, = x f ’^  and = x f ’^ ')
(fc >  0 ) so that x f a n d  x f n e e d  not be computed.
The following lemmas are required in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1.
Lemma 4.3.1
Proof
Let
yin) = < 2"  ^{     1 > (n > 2 ).
Then y(2) = 0, y'(2) -  log! — \ < 0 ,  and y'in) < 0 (Vn >  3). So y(n) <  0 (Vn >  2), 
whence
1 > 2'
(V n > 2 ,0 ^ 5 4 : 3 )(2)1 — 3)
This proves the lemma. ^
Lemma 4.3.2
I f ( l ) p : C —^ Cis  defined by 4,2,4; (2) p»* : (7 -+ C is defined by
'1
I
3
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1— 1 n
then
4>i(x) -  pi(x) (Vx G C) (i = 1 , . . . ,  n).
Proof
By 4.3.4, fo r /  = 1,...., i -  1,
1-1
m=i+lm¥i
So by 4.3.4, for y, fc = 1 , . . . ,  i  — 1,
9i(xk) _ ■rr /  xt — â„, \  | - r  /  â j  — \
«;(x/)(i* -  X j )  A |  V  X ;  -  im /  \ X j - X m )m=»+l m¥j
Piix) = J J (x  ][][ Oc - izfn) (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n); 4.3.3
m=l m=i+l
(3) qi : C C is defined by
1 -1  n
qi(x) = ][][(3 -  Xm) ][][ (3 Xm) (i = 1 , . . . ,  n), 4.3.4
m=l m=»+l
where xy ^  x^  and xy ^  x „  = 1 , . . . ,  n; y m); (4) ÿ,* : C  (7 is defined by
« = .  -  i
- 1 5 7 -
' 1 i j ^ k )
. 0  i j i k )
Similarly for y, fc = i + 1,. , . ,  n.
_ TT / Xk — Xm\  TT / Xk ~  
q ^ i ( x j ‘) ( x k  -  xy) \ X J  - X m /  1 1  \ x y  -  Xm /
mÿjf
' 1 (y = fc) 
. 0  (y 'f  fc)
Furthermore, by 4.3.4,
qi(xk) - 0  (i + 1 <  fc <  n),
and
%(x&) = 0  (1 <  fc <  t “  1).
Therefore by 4,3.5,
<t>i(xk) = Pi(Xfc) (fc = 1 , . . . ,  1 -  1),
and
^i(xk) = Piixk) (fc = t + l , . , . , n ) .
Finally, ÿ^(x)/p^(x) —► 1 (x —► oo) (t = 1 , . . . ,  n), so interpolates p,* at the n — 1 points 
x i , . . . ,  x;_i, x,*+i, . . . ,  x„, and the point at infinity. Therefore by the uniqueness of the La-
,3f'I
1
Xi = Si — — ----------------   (*' = 1> • • • ) »); 4.3.6
n %  -  îm) n  %  -  Z")
m=l m=i+l
»—1 n
7=1 7=1+1
where
and
Proof
By 4.3,4, Çt(5») ^^0 (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n). So by 4.3.5, Lemma 4.3.2,4.3.8, and 4.3.9
piixj) _ ^  p,-(x7) lA  P*(%)
%(A) "  -  A) ^  -  A)
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grange interpolating polynomial, A W  = p»(x) (Vx G C) (i = 1 ,..., n).
fI"ïLemma 4.3.3
If hypotheses (l)-(4) of Lemma 4.3.2 are valid; (5) x,- (i = 1,. . . ,  n) are such that 
p(x*-)^0 (t = l , . . . , n ) ,  A ^x„j (m = l , . . . , i -  1), x,-^ x„j (m = i + 1 , . .  .,n), and
■i
(6 ) Wi ~Xi~~ xJ, ZÛ/ = X/ — xJ, and = x» — xJ (t = 1 , . . . ,  n), then |
i
.  -  "3%
^ = t6 i { ^ 5 VytÜy+^^iytüy} ( t = l , . . . , n ) ,  4.3.7
I
.
- 1 5 9 -
*—1 n
= y ]  7»;K + ^  7»;K'- 4.3.10
7=1 7=*+i
Also, by 4.3.6
whence 4.3.7 follows from 4.3.10.
Lemma 4.3.4
If hypotheses (l)-(5) of Lemma 4.3.3 are valid; (6 ) |x,- ~  xj| <  BdjHln — 1) and 
|x** — xjl <  Bdjain — 1) (i = 1 , . . . ,n)  whered = min{|xj — Xj\ | i , j  = 1 , . . . ,n ; i  7^7 } and 
0  <  ^ <  1 , then \wi\ < (» = 1 , . . . ,  n).
Proof
Now
1% -  Xml ^ jxj -  x;;| -  \Xj -  x)\
whence
1^7 ^  1^7 N m  ^ m |
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~  ï )  ^ 0 '."* = 1,•••.«)•
Therefore
l^y -  < 1  <  1 I Ixm-Xml 
j x y  -  Xml “  | x y  -  Xml
Also
lA" -  Al >  1% -  Al -  lA -  Ai
So by 4.3.9 and Lemma 4.3.1,
{ I n  -  1)
X -  (2 n -3 )dm¥}
(n -  1) d
So by 4.3.7,
7=2
< ^ K |.
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Suppose that for some i > 2, |iDm| <  (m = 1 ,, . . ,  t — 1). Then
zy -  Xml >  |xj -  X'J -  \xj -  x)
So
whence
> d 0(2 n - l )
\ 2 n - l ) d (y == 1 , . . - -  l;m== 1 , . .
xy -  Xml >  |xy -  X ^ \  -  |Xm -  X^
\ 2 n -  1 / d (;,?%== 1 , . .  -- 1),
.i
Similarly,
Also
IA -  <
|5y -  Xm <  1 + jxy — Xm
<  1 + 1(2n -  3) (y,m = 1 , . . , ,»  -  1).
F ; -
lA -  ^m| ”  (2n -  3)
|5y -  x,| >  |5y -  xJl -  \x*i -  x,i
- 1 6 2 -
V 2 n - i ; d  (y := 1 ,... , t  -- l;i== 1,..
So by 4.3.8, and Lemma 4.3.1,
1 (2» -  1) , .
(jlr   1) d
Similarly, by 4.3.9 and Lemma 4.3.1,
1^ 1 ^  1 (2 n “  1) / .  . , 1 1 X17*71 — j  (j t + lj... ,îî,  1 —  1,...,  ti).
So by 4.3.7,
*—1 Î*
<” - ! )  -y=, ,w+l
<  e\wi\.
So by finite induction on t, |«),| <  (* = 1 ,..., n). ^
Theorem 4.3.1
l f { l ) p : C —*C  defined by 4.2.4 has n distinct zeros xJ (i = 1 , . . . ,  n); (2 ) |xf) -  x*| < 
$d/{2n — 1) ( i  = 1 , . . . , n) where 0  <  0  <  1 and d = min{|xj — Xj\ | i,y = 1 , . . . , n ;i y};
(3) the sequences (xf)) (i = l , . . . ,n )  are generated from PRSSl (t.e. from 4.3.2) with 
f(^) == r >  1 (Vfc >  0), then xf) —> xJ (fc —► oo) (» = 1 ,. . . ,  n) and 0^(PRSS1, x*) > 2r + 1.
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Proof
For i -  1 ,, . . ,  r, » = 1 ,..,, n, let
%—1
m=l m=»+l
4.3.11
921,»(X) =  %%(X -  x f ’^  ') )  %% ( X -  x f'% )),
m=l m=i+l
4.3.12
and
n
E t
^ .  X _  .  .  , #  P . ( x f  ■ ''-” ) ? a , . ( x )
^2,„(x) -  ® ,„ (x ) E  , ( i ( M - ' ) ) ( i  _  i f  .:<-')) +
4.3.13
4.3.14
where p,*(x) is defined by 4.3.3.
By Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3 with g,- = g2/-i,t» A = xf), x; = x f ’^ '-:), x,- = 
x f  A = (» = 1 ,...,M )(( = 1 , it follows that for i  = 1 , . . . ,  n,  ^= 1 , . . . ,  r.
k > 0 .
where
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^  f  g  ^  2 ,-2 )^ » ,2,-2) J_ 4  3 j5
7=1 7=*+i
tü f’*) = x f ’*) -  xJ (s = 0 , . . . ,  r),
and
Of (/ = l , . . . , i -  1),
n < ' (*,21- 2)7
a (k,2l-2) _»'7 m¥ij
4.3.16
(7 =» + ! , . ..,n ) . , 4.3.17
Similarly, by Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3, with g,- = g2/y, x,- = xf), x$ = x f '), x»- = 
x f ,2i), ($ = 1 , . . . , n )(Z = 1 , . , . , r), it follows that for i = 1 , . . . , n, Z = l , . . . , r ,
f c > o ,
tuf*'*) ==iwf) {]ir; 4 .3 .1!;
7=1 7=»+i
where
X*)
, ( * , 2 , - 1 )  _  r n j i j ( j  — 1 , . . . ,  i  — 1), 4.3.19
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and
It follows from 4.3.15-4.3.17 and Lemma 4.3.4 that (i ~ 1 ,. . . ,  n),
and it follows from 4.3.18-4.3.20 and Lemma 4.3.4 that (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n).
Suppose that for some Z >  1,
|„^(0,20l <  g2l|^(0,0)|
Then it follows from 4.3.15-4.3.20 by finite induction on Z that
|^ f ,2 r ) | <  ^2r|^(0,0)| (f =  1 , . . .
whence |wf'°)| <  ’^ )| (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n). It then follows by induction on k that Vfc>0
l^ f  ,0)( <  (^2r+l)*-l |^ f ,0)| (j = g ...   ^n),
whence x f) —► xJ (fc oo), (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n). Let
fcf'"*) = |u ;f’"*)| (» = 1 ,. . . ,  n) (m = 0 , . . . ,  2r).
Then by 4.3.15 and 4.3.18, for t = 1 ,.. . ,  n.
-:s
- 1 6 6 -
' ‘“ ■ " s  è7=1 7=*+i
and for t = n , . . . ,  1 ,
\Vfithout loss of generality suppose that
j^(o,o) (» = i j . . .  J n).
Then it may be shown, as in the proof of Theorem 4.5.1, that
Af ■") <  A<:^ +')' (z = 1 , . . . ,  n) (Vfc >  0),
whence
C>B(PRSSl,iJ)>2r + l (t = □
4.4 The Interval Total-step and Single-step Procedures ITl and ISl 
for Simultaneously Bounding Real Polynomial Zeros
Let p :  B} —► be a polynomial of degree n  defined by
p(x) = 4.4.1
»=o
where a» G i2 (» = 0 , . . . ,  n). Suppose that p has n  distinct zeros xJ G i ï  (» = 1 ,. . . ,  n), and
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that €  I ( R )  (t = 1 ,..., n) are such that
Xi G n), 4.4.2
and
n  g^p -  0 (t,y = 1 ,. . . ,  n; t ^ j ) ,  4.4.3
As in §4.2, it is assumed henceforth that = 1, so that
p(x) = JJCa; -  xp.  4.4.4
;=i
By 4.4.4, for 1 = 1 ,.. . ,  n (Vz / x j  (; = 1» • * • > «))
X i - x -   . 4.4.5
If
then by 4.4.2, 4.4.3
So by 4.4.5,
( .•= l , . . . ,n ) .  4.4.8
1 1 #  -  4 )
i¥i
'"4:
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Furthermore, by 4.4.3, 4.4.6, xf^ ^  g^P (i, y = 1 ,. . . ,  n; /  ^  i) whence
  .
i¥i
4.4.10
This gives rise to the total-step procedure ITl [AleH™83] defined by
xf^  = (» = 1 , . . . ,  n), 4.4.11a
(»■-1, •••,« )(*  > 0 ), 4.4.116
which may be regarded as an interval version of the procedure PTl. The following theorem 
is proved in [AleH--83].
Theorem 4.4.1
If (1) 4,4.2 and 4.4.3 hold; (2) the sequences (g^ ^ )^ (» = 1 ,.. . ,  n) are generated from 
4.4.11, then (V& > 0) x* G C g^ ^^  (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n). If also (3) 0 where d, G I(R)  is 
such that p'(x) G ^  (Vx G g^^) (» = 1 ,. . . ,  n), then xj^  ^ —► xj (fc —► oo) (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) and 
(Vfc >  0 ) (» = 1 , . . . ,  n)
0 ^ ( i = l , . , . , n ) .  4.4.9
J¥i
So by 4.4.2, 4.4.8, and the inclusion monotonicity of real interval arithmetic,
I
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< 1 ( 1 -  4,4.12
(*iS
Furthermore, for » = 1 ,.. . ,  n, Oiî(ITl, xj) >  2.
The single-step procedure ISl [AleH—83] is an interval version of the procedure PSI 
and consists of generating the sequences (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) from
j - \  y=»+i
(t = 1 ,. . . ,  n) (A; >  0).
The following theorem is proved in [AleH--83].
Theorem 4.4.2
If (1) 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 hold; (2) the sequences d  -  1 , . . . ,  n) are generated from 
4.4.13, then (Vfc >  0) x? € Ç (t = l , . . . ,  n). If also (3) 0 ^  d,- where d, E I{R) 
is such that p%x) G (Vx G g^ P^ ) (t = 1 ,. , . ,  n), then g^ ^^  —* x* (k —*■ oo) (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n) 
and4.4.12 holds. Furthermore, for i = 1 ,... ,n , Oj%(ISl,xj) >  1 + cr where a G (1,2) is the 
greatest positive zero of f” — t — 1 . ^
4.5 The Repeated Symmetric Single-step Procedure IRSSl for Simulta­
neously Bounding Real Polynomial Zeros
(t = 1 ,. . . ,  n), 4.5.1a
(» = 1 ,.. . ,  n), 4.5.16
,(&) (M -2 )4 “ - “  -  { - f  -  - , ------------------ ^ ----------------------} n f
y=l ;=*+l
(l — 1 , . . . ,  w).
MgX*,*) = ( * ( * ) -----------------*L__^ -------------------} 4 .5 .1,
;=1 y=t+l
(i = n , . , . ,  1),
(1 = 1, . . .
(W)^ »>.«>) (i = i_. . ._„)(fc>0),  4.5.1/
1
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f
A natural extension of the procedure IS 1 is the repeated symmetric single-step procedure "m
IRSSl which is based on the symmetric single-step idea [Ait—50],[Ale—77], and may be 
regarded as an interval version of the procedure PRSSl. The procedure IRSSl consists of |
generating the sequences (t = 1 , . . . ,  n) from '
I
•Î
1
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where (m*^) is a sequence of positive integers. If = 1 (Vfc > 0) then the resulting 
procedure ISS1 may be regarded as an interval version of the symmetric single-step procedure 
PSSl. The procedure IRSSl appears to be new.
Theorem 4.5.1
If (1) 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 hold; (2) the sequences (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n) are generated from 
4.5.1, then (Vfc >  0) é  Ç x j* '(i = l , . . . ,  n). If also (3) wheie g, e  I{R) is 
such that p'(z) e  d( (Vz G (i = 1, . . . ,  n), then —» zj (fc —* oo) (i = 1, . . . ,  n) and
4.4.12 holds. Furthermore, if = m (Vfc >  0) then for (t = 1 , . . . ,  n), (IRSSl, xj) >  
(2 m + 1).
Proof
The proof that xj G C { i -  1 ,. . . ,  n) (V& > 0) and that 4.4.12 holds is almost 
identical with the corresponding proofs in Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 4.4.2, and is therefore 
omitted. It remains to prove that Oij(IRSSl, xj) >  (2m + 1) (» = 1,. . . ,  n) if m*^ = m 
(Vt >  0).
As in the proof of Theorem 4.4.2 [AleH-83] it may be shown that 3 a  >  0 such that 
(Vfc >  0) (1 = l , . . . ,m ) ,
y=i y=»+i
and
"'1
•I
«  = » , . . . ,  1), 4.5.3 ,
;=1 y=i+l
- 1 7 2 - ;
where
and
= (n — l)oftü(^^*’^ 0 (» = 1 ,. . . ,  n) (r = 0 ,.. .  j 2m),.(fc.r)
/ 3 = l / ( n - l ) .
and
'21 (» = 1 , . . .  ,n  — 1)
<21 + 1 ii = n)
4.5.4
4.5.5
4.5.6
I,11
I
I
I
M,
21 + 2  (i = l)
4.5.7
and for r  = 1 , . . . ,  2 m let
Q,m + l ) « f + 1 (i = 1)
 ^ (2 m + (t = 2 , , . . ,  n)
4.5.8 I
Then fori = 1 ,.. . ,  m (Vfc >  0), by 4.5.6-4.5.S,
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u(k,2l-l) _
r {(4ml + l)/(2m)}(2m + 1)^"  ^ -  l/(2m) (i = 1)
21(2 m+l)*-^
< (21 + l)(2 m + l) t- i
(t = 2 , . . , ,  n — 1) , 4.5.9
(t = n)
and
' {(4ml + 4m + l)/(2m)}(2m + I)*'  ^— l/(2m ) (i = 1)
= .4.5.10
< (21 + l)(2 m + 1)*-! (x = 2 , . . . ,  n)
Suppose, without loss of generality, that
^(0,0) <  <  1 (t = 1 , . . . ,  n). 4.5.11
Then by a lengthy inductive argument it follows from 4,5.2-4.5.11 that for 1 = 1,. . . ,  m,
X— 1, . . . , Tif k ^  0,
and
whence, by 4.5.10 with 1 = m and 4.5. If, (Vfc >  0)
174- :(&+1) <. ( , . ^ 1  „). :■;.
So (Vfc > 0 ), by 4.5.3-4.5.11,
w(xj^>) <  (i = 1, . . . ,  n). 4.5.12
Let
Then by 4.5.12,
ta'*) <  (^/a)h<^"^')‘ (Vfc >  0).
So
<  lim sup{(/î/a)’/'^"”'*)*h}
k—*oo
= h
<  1.
Therefore [AleH-83] [QrtR-70],
Oiî(IRSS 1, xj) >  (2m + 1) (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n), ^
I
j;I
R l m + l  ( W * ) )  =  l i m  S U p {  ( ^ ( * > )  V (2 m + 1 )*  J
k-*oo 'I
I
.iii
■'M
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4.6 The Determination of m*^ in IRSSl
An iteration of IRSSl consists of an outer iteration in which g  I(R^) is computed 
from X*) using 4.5.1 with 1 = 1 and — 1 inner iterations in which **’2/) jg computed 
from using 4 .5 .1^ and 4.5.1c with 1 = 2 , . . . ,  m * \
If To and Tj are the cpu times which are required for one outer iteration and one inner 
iteration respectively, then
To ~ t\ + I2 , 4.6.1
and
Tj = 2I2 , 4.6.2
where t\ and fa are the cpu times which are required to compute x*'^) from x*) using 4.5. la -  
4.5. Id and to compute x*,2) ffom x*»^  ^using 4.5. le respectively: fi >  fa because fi includes 
the cpu time which is required to compute p(xj^^) (i = 1,. . . ,  n). In practice it is sufficient to 
measure f 1 and fa once only (when k = 0 ).
po = - I n  (||w(x*+^'^))||/||tu(x*'^))||) /To, 4.6.3
'5?' : i
-Î
3
I
■i
I
I
Suppose that, for some fc >  0, and for some 1 >  1, x*»^\.. .  have been com­
puted. It is necessary to decide whether to set m*) = 1 and then compute an outer iterate, '%
or to compute an inner iterate. Computational experience indicates that indices po and pj of 
efficiency for the next outer iteration and for the next inner iteration respectively are given by
and
176-
PI -  - I n  ( I 11/11 w(x*'2f))11 ) /Tjr, 4.6.4
where would be computed from 4.5. la-4.5. Ic with x*^^  ^= x*»2 \^
In order to use 4.6.3 and 4.6.4 it is necessary to estimate
and
For fc >  0 and r  >  0 let = ||w(x*,''))||. Then 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 suggest that if, for fc >  0
and r  >  1 (see Figure 4.6.1)
and
ifKr) = 4.6.6
then «  Q*) and «  jfKr) where w denotes approximate equality. Computa­
tional experience indicates that Q*^ and remain reasonably constant from one iteration 
to the next. Therefore if I is as in 4.6.3 and 4.6.4 then by 4.6.5 and 4.6.6
and
whence
- 1 7 7 -
where
and
where
4.6.7
JVf*l = 4.6,8
(^&,2f+2)y (^&,2f) _  jy(fc,l)^ (fc,2l)^ 4.6.9
4.6.10
From 4.6.3, 4.6.4, and 4.6.7-4.6.10,
po % ) /J b , 4.6,11
and
pj «  —ln(iV*’^ i^y^ *’^ ^)/T/. 4.6.12
■ ’ïI- 1 7 8 -  ÿ
^  Po > pi then and are computed from 4.5.la-4.5. Id, 4.5. le,
and 4.6.8 respectively.
If po <  Pi then **>2t+i)^  ^(t,2/+2)^  and are computed from 4.5.Id, 4.5.le, and
;4.6.10 respectively. I
If the predicted value of is too small to be attainable by the computer then an
inner iteration is performed because the assumption that »  Af is no longer valid
due to rounding error. A similar phenomenon has been observed by Alefeld and Platzoder |
[AleP—83]. Therefore an inner iteration is always performed if where
is the predicted value of ^nd sm is machine dependent.
Xi m
X(fc,2)
X(&,3)
X ik,2l+2)
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Q<«
o
ofJe,2l 2) 0
O
O
X,(*,a+2)
g»(t,2f+3) 0
(^*+1,0)
Q*+l)
I
£,(*+1,1)
> a;(^ +l>2)
£,{fc+l,2)
0  **+h3)
Figure 4.6.1: Outer iteration (0) and inner iteration (©).
'I
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4.7 Numerical Results
In order to construct an efficient algorithm for IRSSl the following observations must 
be taken into account.
(1) For 1 = 1,. . . ,  m*) the products
j - \
which occur in 4.5. Id should be saved for re-used in 4.5. le.
(2) For 1 = 1,. . . ,  m*) the products
( . - = 1  n - l )
which occur in 4.5.1c should be saved for re-use in 4.5. Id {i.e. for the next 1).
(3) For fc > 0, 1 = l , . . . , m * \  ^^d for fc >  1, 1 = 1 , . . . ,m * \
(^fc,2t-i) _ ^ky2i - 2 )^  so in the first iteration, ueed not be computed, and in all subsequent 
iterations, neither x*'2f) nor ^  computed.
(4) A strategy such as that which is described in §4.6 for determining should be 
used.
Algorithms corresponding to the methods ITl, ISl, ISSl and IRSSl have been imple­
mented in Triplex S-algol [BaiCM-82] [McbWs-83] on a VAX 11-785 computer. Numerical
- 1 8 1 -
results for 5 examples (see Appendix A) are given in this section. For each example the stop­
ping criterion is
and sm  ~ 1 0 "^  ^ Table 4.7.1a contains the cpu times corresponding to Examples 4.1-4.5 
and algorithms ITl, ISl, ISSl, where, in IRSSl, the strategy for determining which is 
described in §4,6 is used. The algorithm ISSl is obtained by setting = 1 (Vfc >  0) 
in IRSSl. Table 4.7.2a contains the cpu times corresponding to Examples 4.1-4.5 for the 
algorithm IRSSl with = 1 (Vfc >  0) for m = 1,. . . ,  6 . Tables 4.7.3a contains the cpu 
times corresponding to Example 4.5 with n = 2 ,4 ,6 , . . . ,  14 for the algorithm IRSSl with 
m*) = m (Vfc >  0) for m = 1,. . . ,  6 , and for the algorithm IRSSl with determined by 
using the strategy which is described in §4.6 (under *). Tables 4.1b-4.3b contain the number 
of iterations corresponding to the cpu times in Tables 4.1a-4.3a.
Table 4.7.1 illustrates the fact that IRSSl with automatic determination of requires
less cpu time and number of iterations than does ITl, ISl, and ISSl.
Table 4.7.2a illustrates the fact that the cpu time required by IRSSl, with = m
(Vfc >  0 ) where m >  1 is selected by user, varies significantly with m and that often m  - 2  
is a near optimal choice.
Tables 4.7.3 illustrates the facts that, at least for the examples which have been tried, 
IRSSl with automatic determination of m*) usually requires less cpu time than does IRSSl 
with m*) = m (Vfc >  0) even m is chosen optimally, and that the saving in cpu time which 
is obtained by using automatic determination of increases with the degree n of the poly­
nomial.
- 1 8 2 -
The algorithm corresponding to IRSSl with automatic determination of has been 
implemented in rectangular interval arithmetic [RokL—71 ][RokL—75] and preliminary re­
sults indicate that its behaviour is similar to that of the implementation in which real interval 
arithmetic is used.
■I
4
Example n ITl ISl ISSl IRSSl
4.1 9 3.67 3.06 2.92 2.43
4.2 5 1.23 1.15 1.14 0.97
4.3 9 4.28 3.80 3.65 3.50
'i?
4.4 9 4.41 3.71 3.71 3.48
4.5 14 9.76 8.09 6.27 5.46
%
Table 4.7.1a: Cpu times. ;
Example n m ISl ISSl IRSSl ' I'M3
4.1 9 5 4 3 2
4.2 5 4 4 3 2
4.3 9 6 5 4 3
4.4 9 6 5 4 3
4.5 14 6 5 3 2
■ "1
Table 4.7.1b: Number of iterations.
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m
Example
1 2 3 4 5 6
4.1 2.92 2.56 3.53 4.20 2.45 2.92
4.2 1.14 1.04 1.31 1.64 0.92 1 .1 2
4.3 3.65 3.95 3.42 4.20 5.14 5.88
4.4 3.71 3.95 3.48 4.36 4.47 5.76
4,5 6.27 5.84 7.52 9.24 11.07 12.71
Table 4.7.2a: Cpu times.
m
Example
1 2 3 4 5 6
4.1 3 2 2 2 1 1
4,2 3 2 2 2 1 1
4.3 4 3 2 2 2 2
4.4 4 3 2 2 2 2
4.5 3 2 2 2 2 2
Table 4.7.2b: Number of iterations.
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m
n
1 2 3 4 5 6 *
2 0 ,2 0 0,24 0,29 0.38 0 ,2 2 0.24 0.30
4 0,77 0,71 0.98 1.17 1.38 1.60 0.77
6 1.40 1.42 1.77 2.16 2,55 2.84 1.37
8 2.32 2 .2 0 2.87 3.45 4,26 4.71 2.14
1 0 3.59 3.20 4.16 5.14 6.08 6.91 1.89
1 2 4.73 4.52 5.97 7.07 8 .2 1 9.87 4.26
14 6.27 5,84 7.52 9.24 11.07 12.71 5.46
Table 4,7,3a: Cpu times.
Table 4,7.3b: Number of iterations.
m
I
.1
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CHAPTER 5
Interval Versions of some Procedures for the Simultaneous 
Estimation of Simple Polynomial Zeros
5.1 Introduction
Let the polynomial p : C —► C be defined by
P('g) = 5.1.1
»=o
in which a„ = 1 and suppose that p has n simple zeros G C (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). Unfortunately, 
interval arithmetic is not at present available in most high level programming languages, 
so that interval arithmetic operations are usually performed through procedure invocations, 
leading to larger cpu times than for real or complex point arithmetic. Therefore it is desirable 
that as much of the computation as possible should be done in point arithmetic without losing 
the computational rigour of the bounds on the polynomial zeros.
It is shown in this chapter that an idea due to Neumaier [Neu—84] [Neu—85] can be 
used to obtain interval versions of point iterative procedures for the simultaneous inclusion 
of simple polynomial zeros. These interval procedures have several advantages over exist­
ing point and interval procedures for simple polynomial zeros: (a) simple computationally 
verifiable existence, uniqueness and convergence tests exist; (b) the convergence of the cor­
responding point iterative procedure is forced; (c) the asymptotic convergence rate of the 
interval sequences containing the zeros is equal to that of the point sequences; (d) the cpu 
time required to satisfy a given stopping criterion is much less than that which is required by 
corresponding existing interval procedures.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 contains preliminary 
material which is required in Section 5.3. In Section 5.3, some recent ideas due to Neumaier 
[Neu—84],[Neu—85] are used to obtain an interval version IP of a point procedure P for 
the estimation of a zero of an analytic function f  : C C. Existence, uniqueness, and 
convergence results similar to those which have been described in [Neu—85] are given. In 
Section 5.4 the procedure IP is used to construct interval versions IPTl, IPSl, IPSSl, and 
IPRSSl of the point procedures PTl, PS 1, PSSl, and PRSSl which aie described in Section 
4.3. Section 5.5 contains numerical results which are obtained by using the procedures IPTl, 
IPSl, IPSSl, IPRSSl, and the interval iterative procedures ITl, ISl, ISSl, and IRSSl (§4.5) 
to bound the zeros of 6  polynomials (see Appendix A). Finally, ideas for future work are 
presented in Section 5.6.
5.2 Preliminaries
The following result, which is not given in [AleH-83] appears to be well known but 
does not seem to be readily available in the literature.
Lemma 5.2.1
Let /  : C  -+ C be a given function, let 5  C <7 be an open convex set, and let z  E Ir (S) 
be given. If (1) /  is analytic in S; (2) 3z* E z  such that f{z*) -  0; (3) £  : Ir {S) I r (C) is 
a continuous inclusion monotonie interval extension of the derivative f  : S  -* C of f ,  then 
(Vz E A)
\/(.z )\r  <  \ f ( E ) \ R \ z ~ z * \ R .
Proof
Let E 1  be given and let 2f = ar + ty, z* ~ x* + iy*. If f{z) = u(x,y) + %v{x,y).
I•If
I
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then by the Cauchy-Riemann relations [Chu—60] [Hen—74] and the mean value theorem, 
3^; E [0 , 1] (y = 1, 2 ) such that
u{x,y) =  diu{^uT}i)(x -  X*) -  d iv i iu  m )(y  ~
and
v{x, y) =  v ( f2 ,  m )(x  -  X*) +  diu{(2y V2)(y -  y*)y
where
diu{x,y)  =
Q
à\v{x,y) =
and for /  = 1 , 2 ,
=  X* +  -  X*),
and
Vj =y* + Oj{y -  y*). 
So by Hypothesis (3),
\f{z)\R = |u(æ, y)| + |v(ar, y)\
188
| |3i«(6 .»;2)| + 13iv(fi,r;i)| J|y -  ÿ*| 
< {|(/'(â))«| + |( / '(D )/|)(k - i ' l  + l ÿ - / I )
|/'(â)|ü |2r-2r*|«
5.3 Interval Inclusions of the Zeros of Analytic Functions
Recently Neumaier [Neu—84],[Neu—85] has shown how to use locally convergent 
point iterative procedures for the estimation of zeros of appropriate functions f  i 
(n >  1) to construct interval procedures for the inclusion of the zeros which force global 
convergence of the locally convergent point procedures without sacrificing the asymptotic 
convergence rate of the point procedures. It is shown in this section that Neumaier’s argu­
ments may be used to construct interval procedures in which rectangular complex interval 
arithmetic is used to bound simple zeros of analytic functions /  : C  —► C.
Theorem 5.3.1
Let /  : (7 —> C be a given function which is analytic in an open convex set S  Q C. Let 
z  €  I r (S)  be given, and let D, G I r (C)  be such that 0 ^  D and if f(z)  -  u(x, y) + iv(x, y) 
wherez ~ x + i y € ^ S  then
diu{x\ y*) + id\v{x'', / )  E f i  (Vx', x" E Zr ) ( i y \  y" E zf) 
in which â + »lj. Then
(a) {z* G z A f ( z * )  -  0 A z B z )  (z* G z  — f(z) /D);
(b) { z \ z * * e z A  J{z*) = f{z**) = 0)=>(z**=2T);
(c ) (z E  i n m  A ê -  m / D  C z ) = > ( 3 z * e  & f(z*) =0) .
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Proof
(a) Let z\z'* G 1 be fixed. Then y  + t{z' — z") E l(V t G [0,1]) because z is convex. 
Let ^  : [0,1] —> C be defined by
T h e n ^ (f )E f i(V iE [0 ,1]). If
then by definition of Riemann integration in C,
& b &j  rl>(t)dt= f  U(t)dt + i  f v ( t ) d t  ( 0 < o < 6 <  1).
Now since /  is analytic in S, f  is continuous so U and V  are continuous. So by the mean 
value theorem of integration 3f, E [o, 6] such that
and
bJ  V ( t ) d t  = V i r i ) ( b - a ) .
So if a = 0,6 = 1, then
190
= U(0 + iV(T}),
Now by definition of &  (Vx', x" G Zr ) (Vy% y" G â/).
Also
So
If
then
So
àiu(x\  y') + tdiv(x”, y") G fi.
= [ f ( /  +t(z' -  / ) ) + $y(z" +t(z' -  / ') ) .
1
J  dt = [;-(/' + ( ( /  -  z")) + tV(z" + »;(z' -  z")).
/ ( 2f) = u(x,y) + tv(x,y),
f \ z )  = 5iti(x, y) + id\v{x, y).
V>(t) = /  (z +t(2f ~ z ) )
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d\u(x’* + i{x* -  x"), y" + t(y' - y"))
+ t<9i v(x" + t(x' -  x"), y" + t(y' -  y"))
Therefore
Ï7(t) = d\u{x + t(x' -  x"), y" + f(y' -  y"))
and
y  (t) = Ô1 v(x" -f -  x"), y" + f(y' -  y")).
So by definition of fi,
C^(0+*y(77)Efi (Vf, r? G [0,1]),
whence
1
j  ^ ( t ) d t  = U i O  + i V ( v ) & â -
Let
1
d - J  ^ (t) dt, 
0
Then d G D, Let y : [0,1] <9 be continuous, and suppose that y' exists on [0,1]. Then
since /  is analytic in 5,
Let
Then
Soif
then
So
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g ( t ) - z  +t(z -  z  )
g'(t) - z '  —
~ f{z +t(z ~ z  )),
4>\t) = f(g(t))  • g'(t)
-i>(t)(z - z ' ) .
Now
So
.1193- I
1
d{z* -  z”) -  J  — z*') dt
0
= ÿ(l) -  ^(0)
= jr(a') -
' -  z " )  =  ÿ ( l )  -  ÿ ( 0 )
Suppose that r  e  C is such that
/(^") = rf{z%
Then
-194
z" = y  -  (1 -  T)
€  z' — (1 — f)
d
m
D
Now z'fZ'*EzarQ arbitrary. Let z'* = z*,s^ -  z. Then / (z*) = 0, and if f(z)  ^ 0 then
(/(z*) = T / ( z ) ) = ^ ( T = 0 ) .
So
e  5  -  ( 1  -  r ) ^  D
m= z D
This proves (a).
(b) Let z*,z** e.zbQ such that f(z*) = f{z**) -  0. Then by (a)
/(2T")G z** -
= z**.
D
So z** -  z*. This proves (b),
(c) As shown in the proof of (a), if a/, z" €  z  then
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where
1
d= f  f '(z" +t(z’ -  z''))dt.
0
So
/ ( / )  -  / ( / ' )  = -d(z"  -  / ) .
Let z* = Zf z" = z. Then
/W  -  f (z)  -  - d ( z  -  z).
Let
XW = z -
Then (Vz €  i),
d d
d
sz  —
e , - #D
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So
XW G z -  (Vz G 1).
Therefore if z -  f ( z ) /D  C z  then x(^) E z  (Vz G z). So by Brouwer’s theorem, 3z* G z  
such that f(z*) = 0. This proves (c). ^
Theorem 5.3.2
Let / ,  5, z, and D be as in Theorem 5.3.1. Let the sequence be generated from
Z<*+1> =  | z ( «  -  J  n  2®  ( i t  >  0)  5 . 3 .1
with = z  and G arbitrary (V& >  0). Then
(a) (z* G z A f{z*) = 0 )= > (z*G  C (VJk >  0));
(b) (3fc >  0,z(^) = 0)=4^(^z*G z, /(z*) = 0);
(c) ( z* G z A /(z*) = 0) => (z^^) z* (k —* g o )  A z^ ^^  —» z* (A —> oo));
(d) ( ^z* G z, f(z*) = Q ) : ^ ( 3 k >  0 , #  = 0).
Proof
(a) By Theorem 5.3.1(a),
So
y e #  = { # - : ^ } n 2 C ) .
Therefore, by induction on k
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y  €  ç  2 ®  (V* >  0 ).
This proves (a).
(b) Suppose 3z* G z  such that f(z*) = 0. Then by (a), z* G (Vfc >  0). So z^ *^  0 
(Vfc >  0). So if z^ *'^  = 0 for some fc, then ^z* G z such that /(z*) = 0. This proves (b).
(c) Now z(^ ) G z^ *^  Ç z (Vfc >  0). So z(^ ) lies in the compact set z (Vfc >  0). Therefore 
if z(*^ ) 7^0 (Vfe >  0), (z^ *'^ ) contains a convergent subsequence (z^^)). Suppose that z^^) —+ z 
(» -+ oo). Then (Vi >  0) since
g  Ç g(&) (Vfc >  0)) => (zG z<*> (Vfc >  0)),
it follows that
/(zt»’))
3  ’
whence on proceeding to the limit (since /  is continuous)
so that
/(z)Og D
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But 0 0  P . So /(z) = 0. Now by continuity of / ,
D D
So because /(z ) = 0, it follows that
So
—*■ z  (t -» oo).
But Ç z(*^ ) (Vi >  0). So z( )^ —* z  (k —* oo). This proves (c).
(d) By (c) if z^ *^  ^  0 (VA; >  0) then z^**^ —» z (A; —» oo) and /(z) = 0. Therefore if 
3z* G z such that /(z*) = 0 then it cannot be true that z^ ^^  /  0 (VA; > 0). So for some A; > 0, 
(^fc) = 0^  This proves (d). ^
Theorem 5.3.3
Let / ,  5, z, and P  be as in Theorem 5.3.1. Let z* G z be such that /(z*) = 0. Let 
be a sequence in C  which is generated from a point procedure P which is locally convergent to 
z* with Oie(P, z*) >  i/. Let the sequences (z^ *^ ) and (z^ *^ ) be generated from the procedure 
IP defined by
z(°)= z. 5.3.2a
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= mR(i) 5.3.26
5.3.2c
5.3.2<i
<■'**')= P ( z * ) , 5.3.2e
5.3.2/
in which k :C  x  Ir {C) —► C is defined by
Zii (Cl <  Zii)
fcXC, i ) =  { ZiS {ZiS < Cl) (t = R, I):
. Cl (otherwise)
5.3,3
where z - Z r + izj. Then
(a)z* #  (VA; >  0);
(b) z^ ^^  —* z* (k —* oo);
(c) -+ z* (k -* oo);
(d)OR(IP,z*)>%/.
Proof
(a) That z* E Ç z^ *^  (VA; > 0) follows from Theorem 5.3.2(a).
- 2 0 0 -
(b) That -* z* (A; —* oo) follows from Theorem 5.3.2(c).
(c) Now z(^ ) e  (VA: > 0) and by (a), z* E (VA; > 0). So by (b), z^ *^  —► z* 
(A; —♦ oo).
(d) By 5,3.2d, Proposition 1.3.2.9(e),(a),(b), and Lemma 5.2.1,
<  \D\RWR(Mm\z^^'^ -
< -  z*|, 5,3.4
where a  = 2 |P |i2«;2j(l/^ . Also by 5.3.3, |z^ *^  — z*\ < — z*|, so Ri,(z^^^) < 1,
and by 5.3.4
-  z*\ (VA; >  0),
whence i2 (^z^* )^ < 1. Therefore 0^(IP, z*) >  z/.
5.4 Interval Inclusions of Complex Polynomial Zeros
The polynomial p : C C  defined by 5,1.1 is an entire function and is therefore ana­
lytic in any open convex set S' C C. If z E I r (C) then it is easy to determine D  E I r (C) 
such that if p(z) = u(x,y) + ivix^y) then d\u{x\y')  + id\v(x’\y")  E D  (Va;',a;" E Zr ) 
(Vp'j y" E Z[) where z = z + tz/, by evaluating p' : Ir (C) -> Ir {C) at z, where p' is a 
continuous inclusion monotonie interval extension of the derivative p' of p. For example, if 
z = [—3, — 1] + i[l, 3] and p(z) = z^ + 4z + 5 then an inclusion monotonie interval extension 
of p' is given by
- 2 0 1 -
p'W  = 2z + 4
and
p ' ( â )  =  2 â  +  4
= [-2 ,2 ]+ i[2 ,6 ].
Let Zi G I r (C) be such that0 = p'(|»*) (t = 1 , . . . , n). Let JV,- : C x I r (C) Ir (C)
be defined by
= (t = l , . . . ,n ) .  5.4.1P .
If NjimRiZj).Zj) n  z,- = 0 for at least one i G { l , . . . ,n }  then by Theorem 5.3.1(a)
G z,- such that p(zj) = 0. If iV,(mg(z,>), z,) C z,- then by Theorem 5.3.1(b),(c) there 
exists a unique simple zero of p in
Suppose that z,* fi zy = 0 (1 < i < j  < n ) ,  that 0 ^  (i ~ 1 ,... ,n), and that 
iV*(tWit(âi)j &) Ç & (* = ' . u). Then for » = 1 ,. . . ,  n, contains exactly one simple
zero of p.
Let P be a point iterative procedure such as PTl, PSl, PSSl, or PRSSl (§§ 4.2-4.3) 
which consists of generating the sequences from
. . . ,  S-®) (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n) (fc >  0).
Then the procedure IP for bounding the simple zeros of p consists of generating the sequences
1I
Î
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(di )^, (zf^) (i = 1, . . . ,  n) from
5JL2a
= mRdi), 5.4.26
çP  = 5.4.2c
(fc+i) _ f j k )z = (4 * ' -  } n  5.4.2d
« r ”  = ( t  >  0). 5.4.2/
The procedures IPTl, IPSl, IPSSl, IPRSSl are obtained by using, in IP, the point procedures 
PTl, PSl, PSSl, and PRSSl respectively.
The following theorems are immediate consequences of Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.1, 
and 5.3.3.
Theorem 5.4.1
Letp : C  —► C be defined by 5.1.1. If (l)p  has n simple zeros z,* G C  (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n); (2) 
& G I r (C)  (t = 1,. . . ,  n) are such thatzj G ^ ($  = l , . . . ,n)  and^Hzy = 0 (1 <  i <  y <  n);
(3) P.- G I r ( C )  (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n) are such that 0 ^ (i = 1,. . . ,  n) and if
- 2 0 3 -
p(z) -  u(x, y) + iv(x, y) (z -  x + ly),
then
d\u(x\  y') + iSi v(x", y") €  Dj (Vz' + i y \  x" + iy" € % ) ( /=  1 ,. . . ,  n);
(4) the sequences and (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n) are generated from IPTl, then
(a) z? e  Ç zj*) (V* >  0) (i = 1 ,. . . .  n);
(b) -* zj (fc -* oo) (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n);
(c) z® —V zj (fc -+ oo) (t = 1 ,.. . ,  n);
(d) Ofl( IPTl,zf) >  2 (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n).
Theorem 5.4.2
If Hypotheses (l)-(3) of Theorem 5.4.1 are valid; (4) the sequences (zj^^),
(t = 1 ,. . . ,  n) are generated from IPSl, then conclusions (a)~(c) of Theorem 5.4.1 are valid;
(d) 0/î(IPSl, zl) >  1 + <r where a €  (1,2) is the unique positive zero of t” — t — 1, (i =
1 ,. . . ,  w). I—I
Theorem 5.4.3
If Hypotheses (l)-(3) of Theorem 5.4.1 are valid; (4) the sequences 
(t = 1 ,. . . ,  n) are generated from IPRSSl with -  m  (V& > 0), then conclusions (a)-(c) 
of Theorem 5.4.1 are valid; (d) (IPRSSl, zj) >  2m + 1 (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n).
Recently Petkovic and Stefanovid [PetS—86a] have discussed the interval procedures 
ITl, ISl, and a procedure, here referred to as IRPSl, which is comparable with a special 
case of the procedure IRSSl for simultaneously bounding simple polynomial zeros using 
rectangular complex interval arithmetic. The procedures ITl, ISl, IRPSl, and IRSSl consist
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of generating the sequences (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n) as follows
ITl :
f+ ‘> = jz f )  -   )-----jn z j* ) (»• = 1 .. . . ,  t»)(fc >  0). 5.4.3
ISl :
S.-*”" ’ = ( z f  -  -;ri------------------------------------- } n  2 ?^  ^(. = 1 , . . . ,  n)(k > 0). 5.4.4
IRPSl:
1 - 1
y=l >=t+i
p (2 .® ) 1
n w ' ' - 2 r ) I I ( ^ ® - 2 f )
M ;W+1
p(W *)2 *^''^ ) = j z f ' -  — --------------------- }n2-*’” (t = l , . . . ,n ) ,  5.4.55
y=i y=»+i
(Jfe+i) = (M) (,* = 1 ,. . . ,  n) (fc >  0). 5.4.5c
IRSSl :
(i = 1 ,.. . ,  n), 5.4.60
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,(*)i
= ( z f  -  ^ ^ ---------------------} n  5.4.6.6
n ( z ® - 2 “ ) n ( z . ® - 4 ‘-^-^>)
y=i y=»+i
(i = l , . . . ,n ) ,
Z,»'® = {zf> -  ---  ^ -------------------} n  5.4.6c
i î [ ( z f - 2 f . ^ - » ) n ( z f > - 2 f « > )
y=l ;=»+!
(t = n , . . , ,  1),
(t = 1 ,. . . ,  n)(fc >  0), 5.4.6d
where in all procedures, (t = 1 ,.. . ,  n).
The procedure IRPSl has i2-order at least 3 [PetS—86a]. The procedure IRSSl with 
= m (Vfc >  0) has J2-order at least 2m + 1 (§4.5). So if m^ *^  = 1 (Vfc >  0) then the 
jR-order of IRSSl is at least 3, and IRSSl has the advantages over IRPSl that the first sum 
in the denominator of 5.4.66 can be re-used in 5.4.6c, that (I >  l), and that
=  2(&,2() (, ;> 1).
5.5 Numerical Results
The procedures ITl, ISl, ISSl, IRPSl, IRSSl, IPTl, IPSl, IPSSl, IPRPSl and IPRSSl 
have been implemented in Triplex S-algol [ColM-82] [McbWs-83] using software for rect­
angular complex interval arithmetic as defined in [RokL—71], [RokL—75], and [AleH—83]
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on a VAX 11-785 computer. Numerical results are presented for 6 examples (Appendix A), 
in which p : C C is defined by 5.1.1 and has zeros (i = 1 ,.. , ,  n ) . The complex number 
X + iy is written (a;, y) and fee" denotes k x  10”.
The initial intervals for each example satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3.3 and the 
stopping criterion is
max {wA(zj*))} <  10“^^ .l<»<n
Tables 5.5. la-5.5. Ic contain the cpu times in seconds required by ITl and IPTl, IS 1 and 
IPSl, ISSl and IPSSl respectively. The integers in parentheses are the numbers of iterations 
required to satisfy the stopping criterion. Table 5.5. Id contains the cpu times for the procedure 
IRSS1 with automatic determination of as described in §4.6, and the cpu times for the 
procedure IPRSSl with = 3 (Vfc > 0). Even better results are obtained for Examples
5,1, 5.5, and 5.6 (Appendix A) using IPRSSl with = 6 (Vfc >  0), and with ~ 6 
(Vfc >  0), the cpu time for Example 5.2 using IPRSSl is 3.9 seconds.
Table 5.5.2 contains the cpu time in seconds required by IRPSl, ISSl, IPRPSl and 
IPSSl, where IPRPSl is the interval version of the point procedure PRPSl. The point pro­
cedure PRPSl corresponding to IRPSl is given by
i f = i f )  -  — ------------ ------------------------
i i i /sf) -- 3^) )  ]][ (=(*) -
y=i y=»+i
(i — 1 ;..., w),
i[(^f -  f ' ')  n  M*' -  4*’") ;=1 ;=»+!
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(t =
(t = 1, . . . ,  n)(k >  0),
Table 5.5.2 suggests that the procedure ISSl requires less cpu times then does IRPSl when 
both methods converge with the same number of iterations. This is also true for the proce­
dures IPSS1 and IPRPS1. Clearly, four examples out of six are in favour of ISSl and IPSS1. 
Therefore the procedure SSI usually is more efficient then RPSl.
Suppose that procedures are ranked in efficiency by using the relation <  defined by 
(Pi <  P2) (Ti >  T2), where Ti and T% are the cpu times required by proce­
dures Pi and P2 respectively to satisfy a given stopping criterion with given initial data. 
Then the results in Tables 5.5. la-5.5.Id and other results which are not reported in this 
thesis suggest that IT1<IPT1, ISK IPSl, ISSKIPSS 1,IRSS 1 <IPRSS 1, IT1<IS1<IRSS1, 
IPTKIPSSKIPRSSl, and IPSKIPSSl. Also Table 5.5.2 suggests that IRPSKIPRPSl, 
IRPSl<ISS1 and IPRPSKIPSSl.
These results suggest that of the procedures ITl, ISl, ISSl, IRSSl, IPTl, IPSl, IPSSl, 
IPRSSl, the procedure IPRSSl with = 3 (Vfc >  0) is likely to be the most efficient for 
bounding the simple zeros of a complex polynomial.
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Example m IPTl
5.1 17.40(6) 8.64(4)
5.2 14.43(5) 9.02(4)
5.3 21.37(4) 12.25(3)
5.4 21.46(4) 11.99(3)
5.5 9.70(6) 5.21(4)
5.6 8.73(5) 5.72(4)
Table 5.5.1a
Example ISl IPSl
5.1 14.72(5) 8.69(4)
5.2 11.47(4) 8.90(4)
5.3 21.35(4) 12.21(3)
5.4 21.62(4) 12.05(3)
5.5 8.04(5) 5.25(4)
5.6 6.91(4) 5.44(4)
Table 5.5.1b
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Example ISSl IPSSl
5.1 16.72(4) 6.94(3)
5.2 12.20(3) 5.32(2)
5.3 22.17(3) 9.06(2)
5.4 22.06(3) 9.05(2)
5.5 6.92(3) 4.07(3)
5.6 7.50(3) 4.34(3)
Table 5,5.1c
Example IRSSl IPRSSl
5.1 15.37(3) 5.42(2)
5.2 11.01(2) 5.83(2)
5.3 19.71(2) 5.96(1)
5.4 19.70(2) 6.01(1)
5.5 7.29(3) 3.15(2)
5.6 7.75(3) 3.27(2)
Table 5.5. Id
2 1 0
Example IRPSl ISSl IPRPSl IPSSl
5.1 12.22(3) 14.30(4) 4.42(2) 6.07(3)
5.2 12.10(3) 11.04(3) 4.64(2) 4.62(2)
5.3 22.12(3) 19.12(3) 8.08(2) 7,88(2)
5.4 14.73(2) 19.37(3) 8.01(2) 7.77(2)
5.5 6.86(3) 6.05(3) 2.57(2) 3.64(3)
5.6 7.09(3) 6.22(3) 3.60(3) 3.57(3)
Table 5.5.2
5.6 Future Work
Computational experience indicates that the repeated symmetric single-step idea for es­
timating and for bounding the zeros of polynomials simultaneously can be applied to other 
procedures which have been discussed in §4.2. This will be the subject of future research. 
The following iterative procedures are of interest in this respect.
PRSS2 :
Pi
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Pi(&) (» = 1 , . . . ,  n),
;=1 y=»+l
Pi(&)
lîicc?) -- ][j[ (sf) -- sjt:))
y=i j=4+\
,(&)
H ( x f  -  a : f n  ( ^ f  -
;=1 y=*+i
Pi<&)
]][(:,*) -- *(*'*-") ][][ (=(*) _  %(*'*))
y=i y=i+i
x f  = x f ( i  = 1, . . , ,  n)(k > 0),
where g'(x) is given by 4.2.6,
PRSS3 :
x f ’°^  =xf^ (t = l , . . . , n) ,
= p(xf^)!p\xf^)  (1 = 1, . . . ,  n),
x f  *^-1) = x f  > 9i
(&)
2 1 2 -
(i ~ 1, . . . ,  îi),
= I ®  _  — _______________________________
1
i f = if-^--*) (t = 1 ,. . . ,  nXk > 0).
PRSS4:
fl,® = P(xf‘^ ) /p \xp )  («■ = 1 ,.. . ,  n),
I® »  = I ® ----------------------------------- ^
(zf) - a f ® )  (a® -  z® + 9® )}]
(t 1 ,. . . ,  w),
(l Tlf « . , 1),
i® ^ - : )  = I ®  ---   ^»-l
2 1 3 -
( i= l , . . . ,n) ,
„(k)(^fc,2Z) ^ (^k) _ -------- 9l _
(» = n , . . . ,  1),
( I = 2 , . . . , r ® ) ,
(^ik+1) _ (^k,2r^  >) (%:=  ^n)(fc >  0).
The corresponding interval procedures are as follows.
IRSS2:
jsi*'') = {*i* -- 7-li  j r, a/*) (,' = 1,..., n),
-- s i t" )  ][I (sf* -- a?*)
y=l ;=»+l
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Sk)
=  { z f >  -  r i --------------------------- ^ ---------------------------------- }  n  z.®» (i = n ..............1) ,
f [ ( x f > - z ® ’> ) I I ( “fy=i y=1+1
_(&)
K — ------------------^ ( i  = l , . . . , n) ,
n ( z f - z ® ^ - « ) n ( z f > - z < ‘'^-^>)
y=i y=i+i
J.k)JK21) K — ------------------------------------------------------------ (.- = n....... 1),
n ( z f ) - z f « - ’> ) i i ( z f - # “ ’)y=i y=»+i
(,• = 1 n){k > 0).
IRSS3 :
Xf-“> = 2 .® (i = l  n),
(jfe)
z.®^-« = { z f ----------------^ ^ -------   }  nz.®^-^)
(i = 1 , . . , ,  n),
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(i = n , . . . ,  1),
(1 = 1, . . . ,  n)(fc >  0).
IRSS4:
^  (Î — 1 , . . . ,u),
x f  ^ = m(xj* )^ (1 = 1, . . . ,  n),
 ^= P(xf^)/p'(xf)) (i = 1, . . . ,  n),
= |x f^  }nxj^) (i = 1, . . . , n),
, _ ^ ' L  _ )
I  f x ®  -  X ® » I  f x ®  -  z ® I  i J
r ' -  , .  . d
I "•■ (x f -  if-») è ,  (x f -  xf-») J J
n # »
- 2 1 6 -
(i = n , . . . ,  1),
Sk)= l ^ f ) ---------------  ? i------------------------------ j  n 421- 2,
( i f - i f - » ) è  ( i f - i f - » )  11
( i =  l , . . . , n ) ,
4 ‘.^  = { i f ----------------   ? t------------------------------} n i i* '^ -»
1' " ( x f - # - » )  ( x f - x f )  H
( Î  71,  .  • • J 1 ) ,
( 1  = 2 , . . . ,  m®),
4 * + l ) ^ 4 t,2W«)  n ) ( f c > 0 ) .
The second generalization of the repeated symmetric single-step procedures would be, 
for example, for IRSSl
(» =  1 , .  • . , « ) ,  
x f  ^ =  m(x^*)) (1 =  1 , . . . ,  n ) ,  
p f  ^ =  P(xfb (t =  1 , . . . ,  n ) .
= {,(&)   ------------------ jpfL----------------------} n jGff'-:) (1 == 1 , . . . ,  *),
]ii[(sf) -  ][][ (xf) -  :sf':*-:))y=i y=*+i
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=  { i f  -  ^ ^ ----------------------------------- }  n  ( t  = n. . . . ,  1 ) ,f[(^ f- # “-'>) ny=i y=*+i
.(&)^ (.• = ! . . . . .n),
][[(= f -- aj*'*"") ][][ (s fy=i y=i+i
,(*)
= K - « ------------------^ ( i  = n, . . . , l ) ,
-- sf-*+%) j r i  ( s f  -- }-\ /=»+!
{I =
J»+l) = k^.2m<‘U2) (i = _ „)(fc >  0).
Finally, the procedure IRPSl [PetS—8 6 a] can also be generalized as follows.
p f ^  = p(a:f^) (» = 1 , . . . ,  n),
,(&)
=  { i f  -   }  n  (. • =  1 . . . . ,  n),
;=l y=i+l
.(&)
I .' * ’^  =  { i f  -  ^ ---------------------------------------}  n  (.• = 1.. . . ,  n).
n ( i f - £ f « ) I I ( » f - # “ -« )y=i y=i+i
-218
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APPENDIX A
Example Problems
%
This appendix contains several examples which are used to compare the algorithms pre- I
4sented in this thesis.
I
Example 3.1 [Sis—82a]: 1
Oren’s power function;
/(a:i,...,a;„)= •
Starting point: (1 ,..., 1)
Example 3.2 [Sis—82a]:
Extended Rosenbrock function;
n
/(a ;i,. ' ' ^1 0 0 (aîi -  + (1 -
Starting point: (-1 .2 ,1 , - 1 .2 ,1 , . . . ,  —1.2,1)
Example 3.3 [Sis—82a]:
Powell’s quartic function;
/ ( x i , . . . , a?4) = (aji + 1 0^2)  ^+ 5(x3 -  X/if + (2:2 ~  2 % /  + 10(3Ci -  0:4)'^
Starting point: (3 ,-1 ,0 ,1 )
Example 3.4 [Sis—82a]:
Rosenbrock’s function;
:K
I
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f(X\,X2) = (1 -  xi)^ + 100(^2 -  
Starting point: (—1.2,1)
Example 3.5 [Sis—82a]:
Rosenbrock’s cliff function;
/(x i,X 2> = (0 .0 1 (xi -  3))  ^-  (xi -  X2> + cxp(2 0 (xi -  X2» 
Starting point: (0, —1)
Example 3.6 [Sis—82a]:
Hyperbola-circle function;
/(%!, a?2> = {X\X2 -  1)^  + (xj + x | -  4f- 
Starting point: (0 ,1)
1
I
if
Example 3.6 [Sis—82a]:
Sisser’s function:
/(x i, X2> = 3xj — 2 xfx2 + 3x2 
Starting point: (1,0.1)
Example 4.1 [AleH-83]:
The characteristic polynomial
where
p(A) = detiXI — A),
(  oi 
bi Ü2
o
bn ~ l d n  J
A. 1(a)
A. 1(6)
and
- 2 2 1 -
/®(A) = 1,
/<'>(A) = (A -a t) ,
/<«(A) = (A -  an)/<‘-«(A) -  2 < k < n ,
p(A) = /W(A).
A. 1 (c)
For this example [AleH~83]: 
n = 9,
6« = 1 (t = l , . . . ,n) ,
ai = 15; Û2 = 10; as = 7; 0 4  = 4,
as = 0; 0 6  = —4; a^ ~ —7; og = —10; 0 9
Initial intervals:
-1 5
i f  = [14,16], 
2 ?> = [2 , 6 ], 
i f  = [ -9 ,-5 ] ,
i f  = [8 , 1 2 ], 
i f  = [ - 2 , 2 ],
X (0)
.(0) _ [5,9],&3
sg)) = [-.6 , -.2 ],
[ -1 2 ,-8 ] , #  = [-1 7 ,-1 2 ]
Example 4.2 [AleH-83]:
The polynomial is given by A. 1 with
n = 5,
01  = 12, 0 2  = 9, 0 3  = 6 , 0 4  = 3, 0 5  = 0, 
b i - l  ( t = l , , . . , 4 ) .
Initial intervals:
2 2 2 -
i f  = [11,13], i f  = [7,11], i f  = [4,8 ],
i<“> = [l,5], i f  = [-1 ,1 ].
Example 4.3 [Wol—8 6 b]:
The polynomial is given by A.1 with
n = 9,
0 » = 10 (i = 1 ,,. . ,  9),
6, = 2 0 (» = 1 , . . . , 8 ),
The zeros: xj = 10 + 40co3(~^) (i = 1 ,. . . ,  n).
Initial intervals: xj°^  = [xj — 2.8, xj + 5.6] (» = 1 ,. . . ,  n).
Example 4,4 [Wol—8 6 b]:
The polynomial is as in Example 4.3 save that in this example, o,’* = —10 (t = 1 ,. . . ,  n).
Example 4.5:
[lomial is
n
p{x) = J J (x  -  xJ).
«=1
The polyno i
xJ = i
The zeros:
-2 ( f - i + l )  (i = l , . . . , f ) ,
$+1 (* “  2 ^ * * * *
Initial intervals: = [xJ — 0.5, xJ + 1.0] (i = 1 ,.. . ,  n).
I
y
Î
- 2 2 3 -
Example 5.1 [Pet—82]:
The polynomial is
p{z) ~ + — z + lOj
The zeros:
4  = (2, 0), ^  = (1, 0), 4  = ( - 1,0),
*4 := (0, 1), 4  = (0 ,-1 ), 6^* = (-1 ,2 ),
%; = ( - ! , - 2 ).
Initial rectangles:
= %  -  8.76"^^;,! + 0.17] + %  -  8.7e-^ + 0.17] ()'== 1 ,. . . ,  7).
Example 5.2 [Rok—73]:
The polynomial is
p(z) = *? + (29.5, ll)a® + (194,204.5)i^ + (465.5,74)/ + (3655,3000.5)/+
(4330, -7 2 4 5 ) /  + (-3150,2850)z
The zeros:
4  = ( - 2 0 , - 1), z; = ( - 1 0 , - 1 0), z; = ( o ,  -5 ), 
zj = (0,3), ==((), 2), *2 = (0.5,0),
*7 ==((), 0 ).
Initial rectangles:
2 ® = %  -  7 . 8 e - ^ , + 0.16] + i[z}i -  7 . 8 « - ^ + 0.16] ()' = 1 , . 7 ) .
Example 5.3 [Pet—81]:
The polynomial is
- 2 2 4 -
p(z) = / “ + (0 , -5)z^ + ( - 6 , 0 )2 * + ( - 1 , 0 )2  ^+ (0 , 5 ) 2  + (6 , 0 )
The zeros:
4  = (1, 0), 4  = ( - 1,0), == (0, 1),
zj = (0 , - l ) ,  ^5 = (7 5 ,;;^), ^6 =
4  = ( - ; ^ ,  :^ ), 4  = (0 , 2 ),
^10 = (0 ,3).
Initial rectangles:
— [zjji — 1.25e“ ,^ +2.5c“^]+
ilz?; -  1.25e-^, z}j + 2.5c"2] 0‘ = 1, • • •, 10).
Example 5.4 [WanW-87]:
The polynomial is
p(z) = z^° + ( -2 0 , -20)z^ + (0 ,4e^)z* + (3 e \  0)z® + ( - 6c^ - 6 e V +
(0 ,12e ^ ) / + ( - 4 e \  0)z^ + (8e ,^ 8^)z + (0, -16e^®)
The zeros:
Z Î  =  ( 1 0 , 0 ) ,  Z Î  =  ( - 1 0 , 0 ) ,  4  =  ( 0 , 1 0 ) ,
<  =  ( 0 , - 1 0 ) ,  z*s =  (1 0 ,1 0 ) , zg =  (10, - 1 0 ) ,
Z7* = ( - 10, 10), zj = ( - 10, - 10), zj = (20, 0),
Zi*o = (0,20).
Initial rectangles:
2®  = -  0.125,2jg  + 0.25] + i[z}f -  0 .125,2/ /  + 0.25] (; = 1, . . . ,  10).
- 2 2 5 -
Example 5.5 [PctS-86]:
The polynomial is
P(2) = 2* + ( -4 ,  -5 )2 “ + (6,20)2* + ( -4 ,  -30)2^ + (-15,20)2 + (0,75)
The zeros:
z î = ( l , 2 ), zî = ( l , - 2 ), Z3* = ( - l , 0 ),
z j=(3,0) ,  ==((), 5).
Initial rectangles:
g f  = [2ja  -  0.25, + 0.5] + i[z)j -  0.25,2 ;^ + 0.5] (;' = 1 , . . . ,  5).
Example 5.6 [Rok—73]:
The polynomial is
P(2) = 2* + (-15 , - 15)2“ + (0,170)2* + (450, - 4 5 0 ) /  + (-1096,0)2 + (480,480) 
The zeros:
= (1,1), ^2 = (2,2), z | = (3,3),
*4 == (4,4), = (5,5).
Initial rectangles:
g f  = [z'ja. -  0.125, z'jB. + 0.25] + i[z'jj -  0.125, z“j i  + 0.25] (; = 1 , . . . ,  5).
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APPENDIX B
A Proof of Conjecture 3.8.1
By 3.8.15 and 3.8.18, 
whence by Cramer’s rule
2 ^1=1 ^ik A ‘jfe
where is the cofactor of in the expansion of the determinant of by column 
k. So by 3.8.20 and 3.8.13,
E U
Now by 3.8.14,
n
det(A®) = A<‘> 1% Oii.
»=fc+l
SO
This proves Conjecture 3.8.1. ^
2 3 8 -
APPENDIX C
A Proof of Conjecture 3.9.1
where
and
By definition of the
i )  ( * = 1 ......
6i,i ... 6i,fc-i
So
where
and
So by 3.9.9,
where
ByC .l ,
where
Ijl • « . 1 }
(hk,i ... h,k~i \) .6it,l • • • 1 /
Î )
fc—l
f^kj~^\k + hkj-i
v < r ‘> ...
C.l
C.2
- 2 3 9 -  
h ‘U -
So by Cramer’s rule,
Âi~[
where is with row k replacing row j ,  and
A t_ i= d e i (B ÿ - ’^
So by C.2,
jfc-i
V i =  - - r j -  b jk d e t( B ÿ j  '* +  h k -  
y=i
Expanding down column k of we have
A t =
Jb-i
= +  h k  A t - i
j=i
So by C.3,
This proves Conjecture 3.9.1.
C.3
□
